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An unwanted child ten days old, whose mother advertised him as for disposal and who was
adopted by a miner and his wife to be brought up in grinding poverty, here tells his life story.
As a boy often hungry and always under-nourished, he was wild and happy in his grim
surroundings , and was out of school and into the pit before he became aware that there
were privileges he was being denied.
He worked underground for eight years, labouring at the coal face and in the dusty galleries,
lonely sometimes but for the pit ponies, though usually with companions whose characters
he faithfully describes with simple alertness.
What he most vividly recalls is his struggle to acquire an Educational Settlement. Through
encouragement and disappointment and physical disabilities that would have daunted a less
determined man, he won his way toward the goal of his ambition.
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CHAPTER I
FRIENDS, RELATIVES AND COUNTRYMEN FIFTY

Years ago, in the slums of Newcastle upon Tyne, I first saw the grime of day. Within ten days, so I am
told, this announcement appeared in a Tyneside newspaper: 'Will some kind person please adopt a
healthy baby boy?' I had arrived. I was just as likely to depart. The term 'healthy' was mere sales talk;
part of a device not uncommon, I believe, in those days for ridding oneself of an unwanted infant.
There was I, then, with kittens, puppies and canaries, seeking a future every bit as uncertain as theirs.
How many applicants there were, history has not disclosed, but bearing in mind the place and the
circumstances of birth, and the fact that my foster-mother could have been talked into anything, I
doubt whether the queue was long.

My foster-parents were a childless couple a miner and his wife, living at that time in the village of
Dalton-le-Dale, close by the coal-pits of Seaham Colliery, in the County of Durham. This pair, whom
I always called and ever shall call father and mother, presented me to their relations. These were folks
who spoke first and thought if at all a long time afterwards, so their comments came straight from the
heart, those of the female section being punctuated with sighs, those of the menfolk being delivered
bluntly and wisely. With no dissension I was declared to be a dying duck. The doctor was called. He
took a look at the pale, puny body in its orange-box, shook his head, and tendered his advice and his bill
the latter optimistically.
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Forthwith I was rushed off to a hurried baptism. This gave me the assurance of a Christian burial and a
name to be entered on the death certificate. There was little consolation in this for anybody, but it was
the best my parents could make of their poor bargain. But nature had apparently endowed me with a
constitution specifically designed to thwart medical science. Surprisingly I lived on, and about three

years later, when my particular 'clouds of glory' were thinning out, I had my first conscious
experience.
I was jogging up and down on my father's back (no money for prams) with my bare leg pressed
against his cold water-bottle as he trudged along the two miles of turnpike that lead to Seaham. There,
Mother and I would pay a visit to Granny while Dad went on to his work at the pit.
Granny was an institution. Customarily all her children and grandchildren came to see her every
Sunday evening, and to gossip, play darts or dominoes, and squabble among themselves. In her
matriarchal manner, Granny would hand out slabs of pease-pudding, slices of cold beef, reprimands and
pettings in rapid succession. She was kind and passionately fond of children especially me as I was
quick to learn but to her contemporaries she must have seemed, with her squat and powerful figure,
the prototype of an armoured car.
On one occasion when we were all staying for some days with Granny, my father, who had an
astonishing appetite, came in from work to find the house empty and a leek pudding, of which he was
extremely fond, reposing like a sunken torpedo in the bottom of the wash-pan, a utensil like an Army
dixie and normally used for boiling clothes on wash-days. The pudding had been cooked for him and
for Grandad, who was working in the same shift. Dad ate the lot.
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He had just settled down to sleep off the effects when Granny, who had been visiting a neighbour,
returned. She blasted Dad with all her verbal artillery, but mistaking his benign expression as a sign of
indifference to her indignation, she beat him over the shoulders with a broom, Dad dodged round the
room, and finally shot out of the house and up the garden path an exercise which did nothing to help
his digestion, but which delighted the neighbours and improved his respect for his mother-in-law.

Keeping well out of the way at the family
gatherings on a Sunday evening, on a
wooden settle by the fire, sat Grandad, his
huge ears standing out at right-angles from
his massive head, puffing slowly at his
clay pipe, spitting unerringly between the
fire-bars, and periodically sticking a hot
poker into a can of beer at his feet. He
would then take a pull at the ale while I,
fascinated, watched his Adam's apple
move up and down and the beery steam
swirl around his head. Best of all I liked
Grandad to get a little tiddly, which,
though not infrequent, took a lot of time
and ale. Then he would pick me up and
rub his whiskery face against mine, tickle
me by blowing his beery breath down my
neck, and sing the only ditty he knew: 'The
butcher's dog bit Marky's arse And poor
Marky fainted.' Then my mother and my
aunts would cry him shame and try to
snatch me out of his arms, but he would
hoist me at arm's length up to the ceiling
while the menfolk rumbled with laughter.
Into the midst of this scene charged
Granny, hugging in her bare and beefy
arms, coats, hats and scarves. These she
thrust or even threw at their owners.
'Come on,' she would cry. 'Time you lot
were making tracks.
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She always put my coat on for me, draped a muffler over my head, crossed it over my chest and tied it
tightly behind my back. She made me feel warm and snug. Within minutes everybody was on his way
home, for when Granny said 'Go,' we went — and no hard feelings. Often the gatherings lasted until
midnight. No one dreamed of putting me to bed until I had fallen asleep on my little crackit, or threelegged stool, with my head between some grown-up's knees. To send me to bed would have been
considered an infringement of my rights as a human being; almost an act of cruelty. When it was
evident that I could stay awake not a moment longer, one of the womenfolk picked me up, took off
my clothes and dumped me in the four-poster in the corner of the large kitchen-cum-living-room.
There, indifferent to the noise, smoke and the beer, I remained until next morning, for my parents,
nothing loath, always left me behind on such occasions with Granny when they went home.
Granny would arouse me as she clattered around preparing a hot bath and a meal for Grandad, who,
the previous evening's festivities notwithstanding, had gone off to a night's work underground. The
sight of his grimy face and a peculiar tang that pit clothes have a mixture of dried sweat and coal dust
brought me out of bed in a flash to splash around with him in the zinc bath before the great fire that

never went out. Once in a while, Granny would decide she needed a new mat. This was a momentous
decision; like all her neighbours she made her own mats, and into their creation went serious thought,
infinite care, complete ruthlessness and many a cherished pair of socks and tatty trousers. Hessian
sacks were cut up, stitched together and nailed to wooden frames. Rags were dyed to the required
colours and cut into suitable sizes called 'clippings', which were inserted into the hessian with steel
'prickers' like sharp spikes.
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Tea over on a Sunday, out came the mat, one end of the frame being placed on the table and the other
supported by the sideboard. Two rows of chairs were then drawn up along the length of the frame and
clippings were piled into the centre. Now the members of the family sat facing one another across the
mat, pricking away for dear life, their tongues wagging, and their clippings creating a design which was
roughly drawn in pit chalk on the hessian and which, as far as I know, never altered in any significant
detail, no matter how many mats were made.
At one end of the frame was a cake-tin full of home-made toffee, and as we pricked we chewed. But
Granny had an inflexible rule. Everyone had to work for his toffee. No clippings, no toffee — and that
applied even to us children. As the evening wore on, fingers became sore, backs ached and old eyes
watered, until one by one we went and sat with Grandad, who steadfastly refused to have anything to
do with mat-making. Perhaps he felt he had already given his all in the way of coats and socks. It may
be he had neither the teeth nor the appetite for toffee. Bread and beef were the basis of their sustenance,
beer and baccy provided their pleasures. But dominating their lives, just as surely as the whirling
pulley-wheels at the pit-head on the hill-top dominated their village, was Coal. It gave them a
livelihood and ever and anon took a life or a limb in exchange. They were simple-minded folk leading
complex lives, and for the men, the expectation of life varied directly with their skill, their knowledge
and their alertness. The women worked harder than the men. They aged rapidly under the strain of
child-bearing, anxiety and labours that had no end. Yet we all made the most of what pleasures life
afforded, and asked only that we might be left in peace to spend our days without sadness and our
nights without tears. But this was not to be.
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In high places were men to whom prestige and power were more than truth and sanctity; they brought
the world crashing about our ears. My uncles disappeared and then returned dressed in khaki on which
glistened the badges of the Durham Light Infantry. The family talked of Lord Kitchener and derisively
of Kaiser Bill, but the tears were frequent, the silences grew longer, and a new fear came into the eyes
of the womenfolk. Of my uncles who went off to the wars, one spent three years coalmining in Saxony
as a P.O.W.; another lost his right leg at Ypres (and his left some years later in a pit accident); a third
sustained nothing worse than a blood-poisoned finger in over two years of fighting. I have always
suspected that this, for a man who fought from the Somme to the Hindenburg Line, was probably a
record. My father was rejected as medically unfit, as we had all expected. Almost all the biceps of his
left arm had been removed; his back was criss-crossed from shoulder to buttock with the long blue
scars that coal leaves on a man, and four similar scars appeared like war-paint over his left eye.
Some years before, he had been trapped by a fall of stone which broke his arm in three places,
lacerated his face, and by its sheer weight forced into his bare back the coals on which he was lying.
He walked home swathed in bandages in case the sight of a stretcher should frighten Mother into
thinking the worst. Why he never had immediate medical attention at the pit-head I do not know, but
his injuries were such that for the next six months he was in Sunderland Royal Infirmary. Since,
therefore, he could find no place in Kitchener's Army, he continued working in the mines, looking
after my aunt and her brood, whose father was toiling in Saxony, and serving with the Volunteers. In
his spare time he worked as a dustman.
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His father and stepmother also lived in Seaham, but I rarely visited them. My paternal grandfather
fascinated me, partly because he was an old sailor who had lost one eye and partly because he was, of
all things in that district, a Londoner. His crisp twang was so different from our broad Durham dialect.
He was born in Edmonton 'just outside London,' as he put it but ran away to sea when still in his early
teens. He served in sailing-ships for some years, but in the end he deserted his ship and the sea to
marry his first wife, who was a native of Seaham. He worked, it was said, his first shift in the pit
wearing sea-boots, and was ever afterwards known as 'Sailor' Hitchin. The nickname was carried to
my father, my grandfather becoming, for purposes of classification, 'old Sailor', just as for the same
reason I became 'young Sailor' when I began work in the pit. But for some reason, in my case the name
never stuck.
Grandpa Hitchin kept a marvellous assortment of birds and animals around the place, most of them, I
may add, for the purpose of making money. Dogs were predominant — Pomeranians mostly, since they
were fashionable in those days — but the odd cat was always stalking around, and at one time a
monkey ruled the roost. Two goats nibbled the grass behind his garden; a canary sung lustily to a badtempered parrot in the window; and an entire flock of small birds loved, fed and fought in a shed that
he had converted into an aviary. More odd was his ability to read. Few people of his generation and
station in life could read, and my maternal grandfather used an X when signing a document — an
operation that scared him stiff.. Of those who could read, few ever opened a book and fewer still
possessed one. In our home we had only one book besides the Bible, and that was an illustrated tome on
natural history.
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It was used to support a chest of drawers that only had three legs, although as a child I used to frighten
myself by looking at the pictures of snakes. But Grandpa Hitchin went once a week to the Workmen's
Club, whose committee, more as a gesture to culture than out of conviction, kept a few volumes in a
glass-fronted cupboard. This was the library. Grandpa made his choice, based on the criterion that
strong plot is preferable to literary style, and took his books home in a red-spotted handkerchief. Once
a week, too, a crony of his would come to listen to Grandpa read, and the pair of them, on a summer's
evening, would sit outside the aviary on kitchen chairs. Grandpa, shielding his good eye with his hand,
scanned the pages through the solitary lens of a pair of steel spectacles much reinforced with wire,
while his companion toothlessly offered comments on the plot and the characters.
Grandpa's wife died when my father and his tomboy sister were children, and as their stepmother
proved to be a difficult person to live with, both married early and left home. So it came to pass that
Grandpa lived a lonely life, seeing his children and grandchildren but seldom, working as a repair-man
underground until he was over seventy, and ultimately ending his days, tended by his daughter, in an
Aged Miners' Home. His daughter, my Aunt Polly, resembled my father in that she too was small,
rough and tough the corner-stone of her large family. As a young girl she was the respected equal of
the boys in the locality. She shared in their games and, as my father proudly recalled, whenever
childish disputes were settled in a trial by combat, she laid about her with a pair of steel-tipped clogs.
The fight never went out of her as long as she had a family to cherish, and should any offend her or
hers, she went forth to seek an immediate and stormy interview.
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When her children were still young she had experienced a degree of poverty and hardship such as I
could barely envisage. But she bore neither the vicissitudes of life nor the injustices of man with
fortitude. Always with her lips drawn tight and her brows lowered she set out to give battle. But even
her great spirit began to break from the poundings that Fate handed out to her. I met her last at my
father's funeral. She looked weary of the struggle. Her face was lined and drawn, her small figure

shrunken, and about her there was an air of fatigue: a quiet sadness such as follows the decline of a
summer's day. The fire was out; the laughter had faded. I rarely met any of my father's relations,
largely because of my mother's hostility towards them. In reading autobiographies I have been
impressed by the tributes which most men pay to their mothers. In this at least my story will be
different. My mother was incredibly stupid, and from this no doubt all her other defects stemmed. My
father was a good man whom I loved dearly, and him she neglected shamefully. His prime function
was, in her opinion, to bring money into the house.
He tended the pit ponies, and since these had to be fed every day he was never on short time as so
many miners were; so, by comparison, we should have been well-to-do, especially as I was the only
child. But we never were. Mother had no idea of the value of money and father's wages were always
misspent. Not that she squandered them, for there was not much left to squander after she had paid her
many crippling insurance premiums. For her, insurance had a magnetism equal to that which many
find in present-day football pools. She spent almost a quarter of Dad's income on the expectation that
someone's sudden death would bring her a rich bounty. If this did not happen in a year or so, she
would allow the policy to lapse to save the weekly payments.
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But within months she would take out another insurance with the same company at a slightly lower
premium. Everything except food was bought on the instalment plan, and on pay-day a stream of
tallymen, club agents, moneylenders and insurance men passed through the house, and if they were
lucky for not all got paid swept away money that might have been spent on food. Finally we got into
such financial straits that, in order to avoid action by the bailiffs, we had literally to mortgage all our
belongings to a moneylender. This debt, though it sucked the money from my father's pocket for nigh
on twenty years, was not settled by the time he died. I paid the last six pounds.
Despite this my mother was a doting parent; sentimental to a sickly degree and, in her ignorant way, a
solicitous mother. She was just uneducable. And that is all there was to it. She had borne four children
at different times, but none lived more than a few months. Those were days of high infant mortality, so
perhaps they would have died early anyway, but then again their chances of survival might have been
greater if they had not been exposed to her quaint and misguided notions of motherhood. When her
babies were born, her only attendant was an old crone who, as part payment for her dubious services,
expected one or two glasses of rum, which she drank at the patient's bed-side.
Confinements took place at home for all women in our walk of life and, since the kitchen became a
labour ward, the older children and menfolk were hustled out into the street or a neighbour's house,
often in the early hours of the morning. My brothers and sisters were wrapped in shawls and rugs, put
in a box or drawer, and placed as near to the kitchen fire as was possible without exposing them to
danger. Never as they became older were they put outside, in case they caught cold.
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Their days were spent in the box on the hearth and their nights in a bed with two adults. Dried-milk
preparations and gripe-water appeared prominently on their diet sheet, but I dare say there were other
items many of which, to a baby, were more exotic than nourishing. Small wonder that after the death
of the fourth baby the doctor gently advised her to have no more children. Why I survived where
others did not, I do not know; but I now have a spinal curvature, and an inflated opinion of my own
constitution. Certain it was that although fed I seldom had nourishing food. The meals, at times ample,
were of such poor quality, so monotonous and so inexpertly cooked that I was left with a perpetual
hunger.
Sunday was a feast-day. Meat, Yorkshire pudding and potatoes were preceded, as was the northern
custom, by a rice or a suet pudding. The remains were eaten in a mass fry-up for supper. For the rest of

the week we had bread, jam, and strong tea sweetened with condensed milk. Cow's milk was regarded
as cissy stuff. No milkman ever called at our house. Come pay Saturday, we had fish and chips, fancy
cakes and more tea. Once, when we had a lodger who demanded a stew midweek, I drooled over the
cooking-pot. Food in such circumstances becomes an obsession to a child, and not infrequently I
dreamed of it. I recall being left alone with a newly-purchased tin of condensed milk, and although I
was little more than a toddler, I managed to puncture it and suck the tin dry before my mother
returned. The hole I had made with my baby hands and the tip of a bradawl was so minute that it
passed unnoticed by my mother and the puzzled shopkeeper. She got a new tin. By contrast, Granny's
house was well managed. There food was varied and perhaps a little more plentiful, so doubtless in my
attachment to her there was an element of cupboard love.
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There were no empty bellies in her menage, for on most days the Army dixie stood in the fender, full
of broth. Fresh vegetables and bones were the main ingredients, but bits of meat floated around on the
surface and suet dumplings bobbed up here and there or lay hidden in the savoury depths. Everyone
helped himself, filling his basin and scraping around the bottom of the dixie for as many dumplings as
he could get. With the broth were slabs of yester cake — flat, circular pieces of dough baked with the
loaves. Sometimes lard would be mixed into the dough to make ned cake, which, though tasty, was
highly indigestible, especially if eaten hot.

The production of this food I took for granted,
but, in retrospect, I am appalled by the work
entailed. Once a week, fourteen pounds of flour
with salt, yeast and water were worked into a
dough to meet the family's demand for bread. All
the mixing, lifting and pounding involved was
done on the same day as the weekly wash. This of
itself, in days when pit-head baths were only
dreamed of, was a major undertaking. Water for
cooking, drinking, washing and the frequent hot
baths had to be carried from a communal tap
each bucket, and there were many, perhaps a
hundred yards along the unmade street. In winter
the task became excruciating always supposing,
of course, that the tap had remained unfrozen. If
it had not, an alarm signal was hurriedly sent to
the colliery plumber while distraught housewives
took up panic stations. Our drinking water was
kept in the pantry in a specially clean pail
covered with a board or a sheet of tin, and two or
three times a day a fresh supply had to be hauled
from the street. Our sole source of heat was an
enormous open fire on which fuel was thrown by
the bucketful
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About a ton of coal was provided free each month. It was 'dirty' coal that is, too full of stone to be
marketable and when this got hot, one was certain of a fireworks display complete with startling
cracks as the flints exploded sending hot splinters ricocheting round the room. As someone said, the
only safe way to burn this stuff was to put up the blazer and turn the pictures to the wall.

On one side of the fire was a boiler and on the other a vast oven. On wash-day the fire was poked and
stoked until the temperature was such that the kitchen had the atmosphere of a foundry. Out then
came the paraphernalia of the laundry; a poss-tub, scrubbing brush, bars of yellow soap and the mighty
mangle, an antediluvian monster that lurked under an old blanket at the foot of the stairs all the rest of
the week. The family pride, a collection of wax fruit under a glass canopy, was tenderly borne to a
place of safety, and the big square table became a scrubbing bench. The housewife, her arms thrusting
like pistons, sweated her way through the weekly wash, her figure crouched over poss-tub and
scrubbing bench under a rolling cloud of steam that hovered near the ceiling. Beads of moisture
appeared on any uncovered surface of the polished furniture, and the stone floor glistened with
condensation and errant soap-suds. It has left me with a more than normal abhorrence of wash-day. By
late afternoon the clothes flapped on the line, dirty water was carried out to the street drain and, since
under the stimulus of the roaring fire the oven was now hot, bread-making began immediately. The
ingredients having been mixed, the dough was placed before the fire to rise. Then would begin the
punching and the pounding until at last after hours of hot work seven or eight loaves and a yester cake
would come from the oven.
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Meanwhile, men were coming home from the it and expecting cooked meals and hot baths and,
miracle upon miracle, the women somehow dovetailed these into the washing and baking. Prodigious
though these efforts were, at Christmas-time they were exceeded to produce the one gargantuan meal
of the year. Roast pork was the main dish — seldom poultry and never turkey. The more choosy,
unfastidiously reared, fed and killed their own pig in a sty next to the earth-closet, at the bottom of the
garden.
These middens are themselves worthy of mention. They were placed as geography dictated without
regard to strategy or decorum. Some citizens on a urgent mission had the length of the garden path to
negotiate, passing the time of day with their neighbours on the way. Others had merely to traverse the
street. Some were lucky enough, to have the midden just outside the backdoor a boon in winter or on
rainy days. The functions of these tiny apartments were not limited to the obvious, for many a happy
drunk whiled away the night asleep in one of them. The middens were fitted with an iron door at the
bottom which enabled the scavenger to empty them at any time; and that was not necessarily the most
convenient.
In Durham, yule-tide was a double holiday, for we celebrated Christmas in the normal way and also
shared hogmanay with the Scots. We called this Newrus. No one worked on New Year's Day and few
worked the day after. On Christmas Eve all the family assembled in Granny's kitchen, drinking beer
and ginger wine, eating pies and panacalty a concoction of bacon, onions and sliced potatoes baked in a
shallow dish in the huge oven. We children played with our new toys, for we always had our presents
on, or even before, Christmas Eve. Perhaps this helped us to keep awake until the early hours of the
morning when, for me at least, the climax was reached.
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In the distance, far down the long street, where the houses and the countryside met, came the sound of
music and the voices of carol singers. None of your mercenary-minded brats shrieking the first line of
'Noel' through the keyhole; such would have received only the thick end of a leather belt for their
efforts. These singers were men and women from the local chapels. Each denomination had its group
of songsters moving from the home of one chapel-member to the next, singing their hymns of praise
all through the night until the first light dawned on Christmas Day. Eventually the choir from the
Methodists' clattered into our yard and knocked on the door. With Grandad leading us, as became the
head of the house, we trooped outside, where I wriggled my way through the tangle of legs to get the
best view. Why the chapel singers should visit Grandad I do not know, for he went to a place of
worship only on two occasions, and he was carried both times. But there they were. Several bore
lanterns for the benefit of the organist, who sat at a little harmonium. Passing away into the shadows
were twenty or thirty others, all warmly clad against the cold night air. Above them stood high and
gaunt the silhouette of the pit-head gear, and above that the stars. Chapel-goer or not, Grandad was
known as a miner to everyone in the choir, but as the choirmaster, himself a miner, stepped forward to
shake his hand, I felt inordinately proud. It seemed to me dignified and impressive that the leader of
this band should know my grandad well enough to call him by his Christian name. 'Merry Christmas,
Bill,' he said. 'Same to thou, hinny. And many o' them.' Greetings over, it was customary to ask what
hymn should be sung.
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Invariably our choice lay with 'Ah Hail the Power of Jesu's Name' a lusty tune for robust voices. I
vibrated with excitement. These blending voices formed my earliest live musical experience. There
was little music in my life apart from an occasional brass band or a worn gramophone record grinding
out a melody of dubious quality. But as the sound swelled and the family joined in, with my father's
pleasant baritone softly harmonizing with the choir, I felt that first lift of the spirit which only music
can evoke. Hardly had the choristers gone when a new and more boisterous invasion took place.
Weird faces grinned at us through the window, outside there was a loud shouting, and the door
quivered under the beating it was receiving. Voices called: 'Let the guysers in.' With my eyes bulging
like organ-stops I watched a crazy motley of characters throng the kitchen. Men were dressed as
women; women as men; some had black faces and others carried musical instruments. The majority
hummed tunes through paper stretched over a comb, but the more gifted performed on melodeons or tin
whistles. Between glasses of beer and slices of cake, they sang songs and danced jigs in which all the
family joined, Granny hoofing it around with the best of them.

Excitement departed with the guysers, but within a week we were celebrating the new year. The food
was not so plentiful, for the purse was not equal to two feast-days coming so close together, but
somehow the ale flowed just as freely. At midnight on New Year's Eve, as the church bells and the
colliery hooter announced the beginning of the new year, the First Foot would knock on the door.
Custom demanded that the first foot to cross the threshold should belong to a dark man the darker the
better and that he should carry with him a gift; in our case, a lump of coal. As he entered he walked
over to the fire, threw on his coal, and said:
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'Here's a piece of coal as black as muck, 1 hope it brings the best o' luck.' As the same man might be in
demand as a First Foot at many homes and as he had a drink or two at each, it was not unknown for
him not only to forget his lines but the house as well, and end up fast asleep in a midden

Chapter 2
Seaham, Limpets and Sea urchins

MOST of the colliery town of New Seaham, known mysteriously throughout Durham as the 'Nack',
exists no more. In the years immediately before and after the Hitlerite war, a new town was built a
mile or so to the south. Street by street the old town was pulled down, but a few years ago the Infants'
School still stood. It was a raw, red-brick structure which unaccountably looked much cleaner than
either the Big School next-door or the row of colliery houses opposite, euphemistically named Mount
Pleasant. The school was surrounded by an asphalt playground with tufts of grass poking through its
cracked surface. Though far from being an ideal school, it was better than many I have seen since, and
for me, at least, it had one inestimable advantage. Granny lived in Mount Pleasant, and there I could
go for midday dinner. I started school when we were yet living in Dalton-le-Dale, and as this was over
two miles away I usually made the journey on my father's back, but later I graduated to a second-hand
push-chair. I disliked this contraption, for it had a tendency to fold up unexpectedly and nip my bottom,
and if this happened when I was sharing the seat with fourteen pounds of flour, the result could be
humiliating. The headmistress was a certain Miss Smith, who lived with her unmarried sister in a
terraced house (pathetically named a 'villa') on the edge of the town affluent people by colliery
standards.
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She, so my mother told me, wanted to adopt me, but whether this was a fact or the wishful thinking of
maternal pride I have never been able to decide. If it was true, then I cannot imagine why the offer was
made. Teachers, as a class, are too easily impressed by intelligence, but in my case this was ever a
tender plant, and I doubt whether at that time it had ventured even its head above ground. The notion
that as a woman she was captivated by my childish beauty is so unlikely as to be hilarious. Anyhow,
nothing came of it.
Personally, I was preoccupied with a hat that came over my ears like a woollen dome and had a large
pompon. This dangling ornament was supposed to hang down the back, but frequently it took up a
position on the bridge of my nose. It tickled me, obscured my vision, and made me cross, but I became
even more irritable when passers-by, and that included some adults and all children, tugged it
violently enough to pull the hat itself over my face. Mother was proud of this head-gear, but to me it
was a crown of thorns. Each day brought forth tears and jeers.
My clearest recollection of infant schooldays is of the trouble I stirred up when making a man out of
coloured paper. I could not manipulate the scissors they gave me, either because they were too big,
too blunt, or, more likely, because I was too ham-fisted. In a rage I hurled them from me and gushed
tears. At the end of the lesson, the teacher charitably and wisely selected my effort as the best in the
class, and I stood in front holding my man gummed to a sheet of paper, over which I peeped with red
eyes and stained face. Strangest of all were the little girls. In our family there were no girls; I lacked
even a female cousin. One girl sat near me, and the sunlight shone in her hair so that her head was
encircled by a halo of gold. I reached out, touched her hair and wriggled my fingers in it. She jerked
her head irritably and the highlights twinkled in her hair. I clutched at its softness.
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There was an immediate uproar, but I did not understand what I had done. I wanted to catch the
burnished lights; to feel the silkiness of the strands and revel in their softness. And now they said I had
hurt her. Co-education, I found, was most distracting and bewildering, but the time was not far distant
when my education was to be continued in a less sheltered, more adventurous atmosphere.
My parents had made several moves in quest of cheaper rent. They had not been married long enough to
qualify for a rent-free colliery house, and my extra mouth to feed called for economies. Each move
was worse than the last. Dalton-le-Dale had been a pleasant place, away from slag-heaps and pits,
surrounded by fields and trees, but, as my days in the Infants' School came to an end, we found
ourselves living in one of the grubbier districts of Seaham Harbour. This was a small port built
especially to ship coal and handle Scandinavian pit-props. It was a dull, unromantic business and the
place seemed weary and depressed with it all. Its straight streets reached down to the sea like rows of
shabby recruits, and the nearer they got the shabbier they became. Railway tracks slashed the town's
face in many places, and coal trucks smeared it with dust from the passage of their going.
A theatre, known as the 'Gaff', two small cinemas and a street of shops drew the cloth-capped crowds
on a Saturday night, and on a Sunday evening the coast road leading northwards out of the town
served as a monkey parade for the young folks. Smoke-filled pubs rattled to the vibrations of tinny
pianos and raucous voices; fish-and-chip shops exuded their greasy smells; and the Salvation Army
sought for souls with a brass band and copies of War Cry.
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We lived in a street of many houses, each house sheltering four families and each family occupying
two rooms; two families upstairs, one down, and one in the 'cottage' in the backyard. Each tenement
had one water tap, one lavatory, one ashpit or midden, and one washhouse, all grouped around a
concrete yard which gave on to a back-alley. Four days a week the washhouse was occupied, each of the
four wives using a communal wash-tub, scrubbing bench and boiler; all the week, except Sunday, lines
of underwear flapped like the damp banners of cleanliness itself.
The courtesy title of cottage was bestowed on the hovels in the yards because they had one room
upstairs and one down. We had such a cottage. No one liked these dwellings, and I loathed ours
intensely; it nauseated me. Bugs were behind the wall-paper and the place swarmed with cockroaches.
During the night they scuttled across the floor, raced over the table and chairs, and festooned the
curtains. Fortunately they never invaded the bedroom. We fought these pests for two or three years
until we managed to get one of the sets of double-rooms upstairs, where, oddly enough, we were bug
and cockroach-free. Yet people competed for accommodation in these houses, for there were others just
as dear, farther from the centre of the town and so ill-conditioned, that even I, hardened though I
eventually became, could hardly bring myself to enter them.
Wherever one lived in Seaham Harbour it was close to the sea, and that was compensation enough for
me. The beaches were divided into two parts by the docks. Northward towards Sunderland and
overlooked by the monkey parade, was a section favoured by local holiday-makers, trippers and
bathers. It was a paradise for youngsters; sand, pebbles, rock-pools, a stack of limestone pillars called the
Featherbed Rocks now, alas, eroded to mere stumps by the sea and an old mineral railway raised on
piles under which the sea flooded at high tide.
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Southward from the docks stretched an almost sinister coastline. High, dark cliffs brooded over a stony
beach, littered with rubbish and black with coal cast up by the sea. This was the Blast. The North Sea
pounded its empty shores, for everyone shunned the place. We said it was 'dowelly' lonely and
threatening. This stretch of coast was to impinge harshly upon my life when I grew older, but
meanwhile I found freedom, gladness and adventure on the beaches to the north.
I had, by this time, been drawn into the company of back-street urchins as iron filings to a magnet.
During the summer months we congregated in the alley, each carrying a long stick, a bottle of water and
occasionally even a slice of bread wrapped in newspaper. Every item was surreptitiously acquired, for
such equipment was a sure indication of our intention to spend a whole day on the beach, which was
our earthly paradise, but which, as our parents well knew, might be only the slip of a foot or a
moment's forgetfulness away from its heavenly counterpart. Our parents did not forbid us the beach
indeed such a rule could not have been enforced but they were averse to providing the wherewithal to
prolong our stay there and encourage our natural propensity to wander outside the zones of safety
which they had repeatedly demarcated.

Clutching our loot, we scampered off as fast as our bare feet could carry us over the tarry roads, hot
pavements and railway lines, down to the beach. We went barefooted everywhere in the summer it
was comfortable and convenient. Most of us had shoes not more than one pair but to wear them
voluntarily was effeminate (and uneconomic) and we wore them under duress with the bearing of
martyrs, though falling far short of any saintly ability to suffer in silence. The tides we knew better,
much better, than our multiplication tables, and we selected a time when the sea was well out and
acres of rocks and pools lay exposed.
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The sight of the sea filled us with delight; we scrambled down the cliffs, and soon the sand and pebbles
were flying up behind our racing feet. Barefooted travel over stones must be rapid if it is to be
painless. This we well knew, and the sight of someone hobbling over a pebbly beach like a tightrope
walker with rheumatism, always stirred us to sadistic laughter. We hurried seawards until the rocks
grew slimy with green weed and the pools larger and deeper. The limit of safety laid down by our
parents was soon passed, and we poked our sticks under curtains of seaweed and into crevices, searching
for crabs. Being at the extreme limit of the tide, we were careful to keep an eye on the incoming sea
which, flowing unseen through rocky channels, could change the pools behind us into miniature but
deep lagoons.
With our attention thus divided, we seldom caught any edible crabs, but if one took hold of our sticks,
it would be drawn or hooked out of its hole, its pincers secured, and hastening back to the beach, we
would stow it away in an old tin or in someone's jersey. Since we rarely bathed except when the tide
was flooding in, we whiled away the time in eating and in marksmanship. Each took a pride in his
ability to throw a stone accurately enough to hit a condensed-milk tin at a range of forty to fifty feet.
Not every shot scored, but unless a marksman could register at least a near miss once in three, he
found himself relegated to the bottom of a league carried punctiliously and unmercifully in mind by
each boy. Our targets were tins, of which scores were thrown up by the tide. These were arranged in a
row along the old railway line, which stood some fifteen to twenty feet above the rocks. To set up our
targets involved walking along the railway itself, for many of the sleepers were missing, and only the
line bridged the gap.
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A slip meant severe injury on the rocks below, or, if the tide were in, a drop into eight or nine feet of
water with the possibility of being dashed against the concrete supports by the waves. Yet there were
boys who could walk the hundred-yard length of the line and never touch a sleeper. Deep water
mattered little to us, unless we fell in fully clothed, and even then we feared less the possibility of
drowning than the hiding that was bound to follow. We spent so much time in and out of the sea that
swimming we regarded more as a natural endowment than as an achievement, but, nevertheless, there
were times when tiny bodies were rolled lifeless on to the beach beside the old line. Parents, I know,
were worried, but nothing was done about it until many years later, long after I had left the district,
when the Council had the line demolished. As a boy I enjoyed every minute I spent climbing about
the structure, and in particular I revelled in our target practice, volunteering time and time again to put
the tins up after all had been knocked down.
To 'hoy' a stone unerringly was more than a matter of pride; it was almost a necessity. Warfare
between the boys of one alley and those of another was not infrequent. Except on rare occasions, these
conflicts were neither horrible nor bloody. Usually the rival parties would keep at extreme range and
pelt each other with lumps of coal, in which case one had the choice of either standing in the centre of
the street and dodging from side to side as the stones flew past, or climbing on to the roof of a midden
and firing down at the opposing horde, remembering to duck down smartly behind the low wall to
avoid retaliation. These engagements were conducted without rancour and the participants would play
amicably together or unite harmoniously in a common purpose within hours of an armistice.
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Though geographically local, these fights were far from exclusive, and on one occasion a friend who
lived in a distant part of the town came to show me a yellow paper hat which he had got out of a
penny lucky-bag, and he at once joined in the rumpus that was going on. His brilliant head-gear was an
obvious and irresistible target, and soon a lump of coal, stolen out of someone's coal shed no doubt,
smote him on the head. He flaked out on the midden-top to triumphant cries of 'We've crowned the
king' from the enemy. The fight ended abruptly, and my friend returned home wearing a prosaic headgear of vinegar and brown paper.

Therefore our target practice on the beach had some of the urgency if none of the nobility of archery
on the village green in medieval England. When our arms ached or the last of the tins had gone
hurtling to the rocks, we turned to the serious matter of food.
We had bread, we had water, and around us the rocks were covered with limpets. We set about
making a fire. First we selected a number of large flat stones and arranged them either in a circle or as
two parallel walls, in which we placed paper and drift-wood. Soon we had the blaze going. Over this
we placed a flat sheet of tin, again salvaged from the sea, and then before the tide had submerged the last
of the rocks, we collected our limpets. These were placed on the now hot plate and in due course were
cooked to suit our debased taste. The shell came away easily to reveal a rubbery base, which was the
foot of the creature, surmounted by a black blob of jelly. This we threw away, and chewed tenaciously
and heroically at the remainder. I do not recommend limpets. They are tasteless and tough. Had we
been served with them at home we should have risen in revolt. But out in the open air, and sweating
over a hot fire, we assured ourselves repeatedly that life could offer us no more. After all, the
limpets were fresh no mean consideration to boys who swopped marbles and cigarette-cards for
slabs of second-hand chewing-gum.
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Full of limpets and the joy of life, we made ready to bathe. We stripped off our clothes and galloped
into the sea, a few modest souls wearing trunks or discarded pit pants, but the majority splashed and
swam around in the 'raw', as naked as at birth. We played leap-frog, ran races, competed at 'duck
stones', covered ourselves with sand and washed it off in the sea, and when our frolics were ended,
dried ourselves on our shirts. These were spread out on the hot pebbles to dry, while we lay back,
partly dressed, and watched the clouds drift idly across the sky, made our plans for the following day, or
started up a little horse-play with our nearest neighbour. They were halcyon days; our needs were
homely and our delights innocent; age had not yet brought the wants that give pleasure without joy.

About this time Seaham Harbour founded a swimming club, whose members swam from an old jetty
in the docks. It was free entertainment where entertainments were few, and every evening crowds
gathered to watch the bathers. Hesitatingly, several of us joined. We were persuaded by the prospect
of diving into deep water from the end of the jetty and of legalizing our hitherto unlawful practice of
swimming in this area with one eye cocked on the dock policeman. But against this we had to weigh
the undesirability of consorting with adults, and the injustice of paying a fee to bathe in the sea. The
subscription we earned by running through the streets after the coal lorry. By following it to its
destination, we could earn a few coppers by shovelling the fuel into the coal shed for the person to
whom the coal was delivered
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Fortified by our brand-new membership cards, and smugly conscious of the unassailable rights which
they gave us, a friend and I walked past the doubting eye of the dock's guardian on our first visit to the
swimming club. There was little possibility of being permitted to bathe in the raw, and to meet this
contingency I had borrowed a large pair of pit-hoggers, or drawers. As my companion was not so
provided, it was arranged that I should bathe first and pass the garment on to him. The plan did not
come off; but the drawers did. As I dived in, the drawers ballooned out under the pressure of water.
They slid easily over my narrow hips, leaving the supporting string still tied round my waist. Rising to
the surface, I came face to face with the sodden garment which was slowly sinking like an embarrassed
jelly-fish. The crowd was delighted and I, covered only by confusion, made no attempt to retrieve my
drawers, but swam the length of the jetty to reach my clothes and my disappointed pal.
The summer days slid calmly past. Light in heart and just a little empty in the belly, we romped in the
sea, climbed on to the Featherbed Rocks, fooled around in an old deserted lighthouse on the cliff-top,
made excursions into the countryside, and wandered through the narrow wooded valleys which we
called the Denes.
Then one day my father did not go to work, nor did any other miner. Adults talked of a strike. As the
days lengthened into weeks, men squatting on their haunches in the alleys and at street-corners talked
of their need of food for their children, of their desire for money to clothe themselves and their families, and spoke of ways of obtaining fuel to cook the food they had. To see that the bairns had enough
to eat blossomed into a social concern, and if the community did not always succeed, the fault could not
be laid at the door of the tradesmen of the town. These small shopkeepers gave credit not merely till it
hurt but till it crippled them. Some closed down; others went bankrupt; all were owed more than they
were ever likely to recover.
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One, the owner of a fish-and-chip shop, gave several free meals to the youngsters in the
neighbourhood. We sat down at long benches in a back-yard and devoured quantities of boiled cod,
potatoes and butter beans.
Many of the miners acquired fishing lines and invaded the harbour pier to catch at least one meal a
day. The pier was, I believe, forbidden territory in those days. Certainly I have no recollection of any
fishing taking place there prior to the strike, but now the men were in an ugly mood and they were left
to do their fishing unmolested.
Periodically we received strike pay, and loaves of bread were also provided by the Union. These were
distributed once a week at the Miners' Hall. For those who had them, gardens gave forth their yield to
the pot. Others had allotments, but at night vegetables were filched, mostly, I suspect, by youths who
sold their loot to get money for cigarettes.
For food, clothing, and doctors' bills, we needed money, and what we got from the Union was not
sufficient to meet our needs. Ingenuity, imagination and in some cases low cunning suggested ways of
bridging the gap. One of my aunts delivered newspapers. Youngsters congregated outside the railway
station on a Sunday to await the arrival of the theatrical company that was to perform that week at the
Gaff. As the company came through the barrier, urchins bustled around them trying to grab suitcases
and shouting, 'Carry sir?'
A stock reply was, 'No thanks. I can walk.'
But if one put on a large enough grin at this repartee, one usually got the job of struggling with a
heavy suitcase round to the digs. I was too small to have any success in this line, so my pals and I
invested in the timber trade.
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Down we would go to our stamping-ground, the beach, and gather as much drift-wood as we could
push home in a wooden box fitted with two pram wheels. A busy hour or two followed, chopping our
wood into suitable lengths for firewood, and this, tied up in bundles, was loaded into our 'cart' and
hawked around the better areas of the town.
I attempted an enterprise on my own. A few of my acquaintances whose fathers were seamen,
shopkeepers or dockers always had a penny or two. The problem was how to persuade them to part
with their money. It so happened that I had an elastic belt which had a buckle fashioned in the image
of a snake and was coloured in red and white stripes. Goodness knows where it came from or how I got
it, but age and dirt had tarnished the snake and reduced the colours to twin shades of grey. I washed
the belt and, behold, the colours revived, though somewhat faded. Encouraged, I polished the fastener
and the snake shone.
With a length of rope in lieu of the belt supporting my trousers, I went out with my treasure wrapped
in tissue-paper. Carefully selecting my prospective victims, I announced to each that I was prepared to
raffle the belt at a halfpenny a go. The first few, suspicious in the beginning, fell for it and as the
grapevine worked others decided to chance their arm. Finally the draw was made with prolonged and
elaborate ceremony. The belt changed hands and I was richer by one shilling and fourpence. I will
repeat that slowly — one shilling and fourpence all in halfpennies. True I had had more money than
that, but never so much in one fell swoop. Once I had seven and sixpence, but that was years ago. On
that occasion, my mother had inveigled me into saving my coppers, and into a tin money-box designed
like a letter-box went the pennies, sometimes at painful sacrifice.
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I had been told of the toys I could buy: tops, bags of marbles, lead soldiers and even, it was whispered,
a fort equipped with a real drawbridge that worked. One day I found my money-box empty. My
mother had taken the money to buy me a pair of shoes. I never saved again.
Now with my one shilling and fourpence stowed away, I broke out of my encircling friends, some of
whom in other circumstances would have gladly punched me on the nose for the simple pleasure it gave
them. I was in no haste to squander my hoard. I had to think this matter out carefully. Away I went in
a bee-line for home, with the supporting rope so tight round my waist that the top of my trousers
projected outwards like the rim of a saucer. One trouser leg was distinctly lower than the other, for all
the money was thrust deep into one pocket and my fist was on top to make doubly sure. My odd
appearance brought disaster. As I entered the house, the state of my trousers and my lop-sidedness in
general drew attention to the rope and subsequent inquiries as to the whereabouts of the belt. My
mother was startled by the tale and worried about the questionable legality of the transaction, but more
so about 'what people will say'. She declared that unless I gave the money back and retrieved the belt,
she would return me to my real mother, and even went so far as to produce pen and paper to further
her pretence. This frightened me.
I sought out the new owner of the belt, and to my relief he was only too glad to get rid of it, for he,
poor devil, had been accused by his father of stealing it. In vain the boy cited me as one who could
verify his story, for his father considered me as big a liar as his son. And quite right too. So often were
we suspected of, charged with and punished for deeds we had not done, that we had no hesitation in
lying our way out of any trouble that we were guilty of. Truth to us was a luxury. Why take a licking
for telling the truth when a lie might save one's hide?
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If the ethics are bad, the logic seemed sound enough to our juvenile minds. To the quest for food and
money was added the more arduous quest for coal. Free supplies had stopped when the strike began, but
the maw of the open fire still gaped for fuel. Soon the mineral railways were swept clean of the coal
that had been spilled from the wagons. We had one source of supply left the Blast. Even on a summer's
day that gloomy beach seemed inhospitable and evil. To reach it we had to walk about two miles
through some of Seaham's most dismal areas, across numerous railway lines, along the edge of the cliffs
and finally down a narrow and dangerous path, called the Goat Track, to the shingle.
Normally no one went there except certain 'townies'. Anyone who lived in Sunderland was a townie.
Few people in Sunderland received free coal, and so the poorest of them travelled eight miles or so to the
Blast to gather the coal that was washed up by the tide. Each man had a cycle of sorts and two sacks. He
rode to the Blast, combed the beach for coals, filled his sacks, carried them up the Goat Track and
loaded them on to his cycle. Each bag contained about a hundredweight, and it was the work of a slave
to balance this across his shoulders and, with head lowered and knees bent, to plod slowly up this
precipitous path with the extra weight thrusting his feet deep into the clay. The top reached, he
thankfully dropped the bag to the ground and sat on it to cool off and regain his breath. After this, the
second bag was carried up, and then came the business of loading the cycle. One bag was placed
through the frame to rest on the gear-wheel and the other was balanced on the cross-bar. The man then
pushed the load eight miles to Sunderland, often with wet feet and always dirty and ragged. He sold
one sack for a few shillings.
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This was the hardest work I have ever seen men do and I do not exclude coal-mining at its worst.
Now we had to do the same, except that we were to be spared the long drag home. Two or three times a
week, my father and I went on these excursions. We had no cycle and I was too young to give much
help to my father when he had to carry the bag of coal two miles home. I assisted in gathering the coal,
but years later during the long strike of 1926, I too carried my burden with the rest of them. When we

reached home with the coal, we had to guard it carefully. The coal shed was outside in the yard and to
lock the fuel away here was to invite trouble. During the night the hinges would be unscrewed and the
coal stolen. We had to keep the stuff indoors, and since we had no cupboards the sacks were piled on
the horsehair sofa. One day I heard a smart crack. I turned. The sofa, burdened with several sacks of
coal, was sinking gradually through the floor-boards.
Despite our efforts, the free meals, the Union money, the scheming and the economies, we were
failing to make ends meet. Our ends, permanently apart at the best of times, were now so out of touch
with each other as to be complete strangers. This state of affairs called for an interview with the moneylender. The amount of money that could be borrowed in this way was limited by the ability to make
repayments when the pits resumed work. Even my mother, who had no sense of money or its value,
recognized this. Besides, failure to repay a loan involved a County Court action, and she was
frightened of the law. So out came the brown paper and string, and into a parcel went vases, suits,
watches and even rings, and we trotted round to the pawnbroker.
One old lady, so it was told, pawned a pair of china ornaments every Monday and redeemed them just
as regularly every Friday when she got her small pension.
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The day came when she broke one of the ornaments, but, nothing daunted, she wrapped up the
survivor together with an old boot, took her parcel round to 'Uncle's', dumped it on the counter, and
said, 'Same as last week.' Without a word the pawnbroker handed over the half-crown to this regular
customer, and picking up the parcel placed it unopened on his shelf. The story is no doubt apocryphal,
but not without significance.

CHAPTER 3
THE ' N A S H '

IN the months following the end of the strike, our family enjoyed an Indian summer of prosperity. The
country needed coal and the mines were going full blast, but the men and their families had a lot of
leeway to make up. Wardrobes had to be replenished, debts settled, pledges redeemed, tools and equipment bought, and since all this could not be done at once, people had to make do and mend, and for
this my father was in strong demand. He repaired boots which, he declared, were so dilapidated that
only the lace-holes were recognizable; no self-respecting cobbler would have looked at them. But Dad
stitched and hammered after his day's work at the pit, and a little extra money trickled into the
family's coffer.

His workshop was the bedroom, and one day he hammered so long or so vigorously that part of the
kitchen ceiling fell down. A tiff with the landlord followed, but Dad cobbled on. I learned how to
make a wax thread, to trim the edge of a sole, and to apply the heelball with a hot iron. We had another
source of income; the soldering of the large tin bottles in which miners carried their drinking-water. A
man preferred to have his old bottle mended rather than buy a new one, for, expense apart, a drink from
a rusty bottle was deemed sweeter and more beneficial than from a shiny new container. Men claimed
that the iron in the water did them good, and the argument seems not unreasonable, but, personally, I
found that a pinch of salt in the water made it more palatable. Perhaps it replaced the salt lost in
sweat.
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Be that as it may, battered specimens were brought in for repair almost daily. When soldering, Dad
always sat on the floor with his legs outstretched, as close as he could get to the fire. Coming home
black from the pit, he would find a bottle to repair so that the owner could take it to work with him
probably within the hour. No time for a bath. Out came the equipment. The fire was poked, raked and
blazed up with a sheet of metal until it reached maximum heat. Stripped down to only his vest and
pants Dad would settle himself on the floor, spit on the bottle at the point where he thought the hole
might be, and then blow inside the bottle while I watched the outside for bubbles.
His solder was another produce of the beach. We went down to the Blast, not this time for gathering
coals, but to collect tins. Using the same technique as we children did when cooking limpets, he built a
fire which we kept hot by burning coal. Over this we placed a metal sheet so arranged that it tilted
slightly to one side. We stood our tins on the hot iron and slowly the solder round the seams began to
melt and flow gently down the sheet, where it was collected in an old pencil-box. So much solder did
we make in this fashion that I was still using sticks of it long after my father had died.
As Dad worked at his soldering, heating the iron and blowing like a cornet player into the bottle to
detect leaks, the fire sucked the sweat out of him. Drops of perspiration mottled his forehead, swelled,
ran down and hung from his eyebrows. Rivulets trickled through the dirt on his cheeks and left him
looking like an exasperated cannibal in war-paint. And all the time, he swore. Softly he cussed, without
anger, as a mother would croon her baby to sleep.
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But if the work proved difficult, if the leak could not be stopped, if he hurt himself as he did once when
he sat on the hot soldering-iron, then he swore with a fervour that bordered on virtuosity. He was
outstanding even in a community where it was considered a compliment to be called an 'old bugger',
just as an Australian will greet his best pal as an 'old bastard'.
With the extra money that he earned with cobbling and tinkering, we began to savour small treats and
luxuries, of which the more momentous were the family outings to Sunderland. On a Saturday
afternoon I was washed and scrubbed, all traces of a fish-and-chip lunch removed, and we set out for
the station. This was the first hazard. In those days, the road to the station was lined on one side by
wooden railings coated with coal dust and tar, which was apt to become sticky in the hot sun. If I
managed to transfer some of this on to my person or my clothes, I felt the journey had been worth
while. By the time we had boarded the train, Mother was looking harassed, I was a shade grubbier,
and Dad's vocabulary was warming up.
When we arrived in Sunderland, our tour of the city was not undertaken in the spirit of exploration,
but was dictated by habit. We had a routine that seldom varied. We turned out of the south end of the
station and walked up Fawcett Street. Sometimes when adventure moved us, we would leave by the
north end and walk down Fawcett Street. But that was the limit of our recklessness. Whichever way we
went, the crowds, the clanging trams and the tall buildings especially the one with 'MENG'S
RESTAURANT' emblazoned across it enthralled me. I held on to Mother's hand, dragged my feet,
gaped at everything, and often walked squarely into the midriff of someone coming in the opposite
direction.
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When we reached the end of Fawcett Street, we crossed the north end of the station and turned right
into a side-road called Green Street. This was the moment. At the bottom of the street was Lockhart's
Cafe, and there we each had a rice pudding with real milk on it. This was not taken as a sweet
following a meat course, but as a meal itself. The threepenny plateful of rice was a special treat that
made the trip to Sunderland, with all its washing and dressing, absolutely worth while.

Only once did we venture into a cafe that could boast of carpets on the floor and white cloths on the
tables. This deviation from conservative practice was not a success. Mother sat so tight-lipped and
immobile that one could almost hear her hard little prejudices rattling around in her mind. Dad was so
obviously overawed and nervous that he talked loudly just to show he was neither; and I enveloped
the party in burning shame by inquiring in a penetrating voice whether the white 'things' in the glasses
were handkerchiefs, and could I blow my nose on one? The meal came to an end, but not the ordeal.
The bill had to be scrutinized, and that most thoroughly. Prices were checked and compared with
much clicking of the tongue and mutterings of 'Scandalous', while small change passed rapidly to and
fro until Dad was furnished with the exact amount to pay the bill. We were not prepared to be
swindled over the matter of change. Mother then noticed that two uneaten but not untouched buns
were on my plate. Unnoticed except by the whole of the staff and fifty per cent of the customers, she
swept the buns into her handbag. But we never ate them. As we stepped into the street, an urchin sidled
up to us. He was so ragged, dirty and obviously hungry that even I looked at him in wonderment.
'Left anything, missus?'
Mother gave him the buns, which he ate on the spot. Had we left any scraps of bread, meat or cakes
uneaten, this boy, and there were many others like him in those days, would have gone round to the
kitchens and asked for them.
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Even at its worst, I doubt whether the poverty in the mining villages was as acute as in the larger
communities like Sunderland. Certainly no one at Seaham begged in the streets for food.
After our rice pudding, we began the ordeal of shopping. Window-shopping was Mother's greatest
pleasure, to which she devoted hours, disregarding even the necessity to eat. No mortal could endure it
without reaching the depths of boredom or the last stages of exhaustion, and to Dad and me it was a

prolonged torment. Down the right-hand side of the High Street we would go, never missing a shop
that held the remotest feminine interest; back we would come on the left-hand side, seeing everything
and buying nothing. A period of inane comparisons then began. We were dragged to a window and
told to look at the price, colour or texture of a bedspread or a length of material, and weary-eyed,
completely indifferent, we were whisked off to look at exactly the same article at the same price, or of
the same colour or texture, in another shop. I suppose we were expected to pay tribute to her powers of
observation, but by this time the first signs of the usual revolt were appearing.
Dad would wander off to look at a tool shop, or better still at a stationer's where he could examine
fountain-pens. He had an inexplicable passion for these, and a hodge-podge collection of them. He
changed the nibs around, put the insides of one into the casing of another, fiddled about with the
filling mechanism, and in fact did everything with them except write. Meanwhile I sought rest and
relief by settling my posterior on the ledges of shop windows, squatting on my haunches, breathing on
the glass and drawing faces in the mist so created, or simply by getting lost in the crowds.
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After what seemed hours we forgathered once more outside the station, whence we made our way to
White's Market, which in those days had stalls for the sale of fruit, flowers, soft drinks or second-hand
clothing. A glass of Dandelion and Burdock stout was an expected treat here, but no presents or acts of
kindness could persuade me to put up with another round of shopping, so Dad took me off and left
Mother to her own devices. If we had money to spare we went to the cinema in the High Street, known
locally as the 'Ranch House' since most of the films shown there were "Westerns. After our
sixpenn'orth of William S. Hart or Tom Mix we went off to our rendezvous with Mother.

No visit to Sunderland was complete
without going to the old market, situated
in one of the tough areas of the town.
Stalls, clustered along the sides and
down the centre of the narrow markethall, catered noisily and odoriferously
for anybody who had an indifferent taste,
poor taste, or no taste at all. Everything
from music to meat was sold here, and
at one stall which had a disturbing
resemblance to a newly white-washed
manger, we had a cup of tea, some bread
and butter and a saveloy. Raucousvoiced quacks had a fascination for my
parents and inevitably we would join a
crowd around one of them, and just as
inevitably Mother would buy a bottle of
phony
medicine,
usually
salts,
guaranteed to relieve constipation.
These, she was assured, were the only
genuine Epsom salts as they came from
Epsom itself. The rest of our money was
spent on a few odd cups and saucers, a
fly-paper or two, some dubious
woollens, or a remnant of American
cloth.
Among my acquisitions at this affluent
period was, I remember, a small
football, bladder and all. My prestige in
the back-alley soared. There was no doubt in the minds of my contemporaries that the Hitchins were
getting on in the world.
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My pals even suggested that I might be the owner of a Sunday-best suit. This I considered a base
calumny, and denied it hotly, for such a possession stamped one as a snob or even a cissy. I was content
enough with my football, and proudly I walked out of the yard into the back-alley with the ball held
professionally under my arm.
Diffidently, a game of football would be suggested, and having graciously given my consent, I was
allowed to pick my team and to have my own back-yard door as one of the goals. The fall that follows
pride was not long delayed. After taking sickening punishment, the ball was kicked violently against
the wall. It did not rebound. A sigh of relief escaped from its battered casing and it collapsed to the
ground like a pancake. It ended its days stuffed with old rags and bound with string. Back-alley
football was not merely a game. It was an institution, and as such had to go on, although it was
forbidden by the police.
I suspect they took a sensible view of the situation, for we had nowhere else near at hand to play, and I
never heard of anyone going to court for playing in the streets. It may be that the police never
managed to catch anybody. At the first sight of a uniform there would be a cry of 'Slops, lads', and the
boys would vanish like rabbits into bolt-holes through back-yards, into passages, over walls, and even
darting into middens at one end and out at the other for we had a real terror of the police.

It was about this time, I think, that I made my first appearance in court. A party of boys had gone one
Sunday evening into the Hall grounds. This Hall, once the residence of Lord Londonderry, was the
place where Lord Byron married Miss Millbank. His lordship owned the collieries, most of the town
of Seaham, the docks and a small fleet of ships which carried coal from Seaham to London, but he
rarely visited the place and had long since given up Seaham Hall as a residence.
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People used to stroll through the grounds on a Sunday, and we boys had decided to go there for a
change. Part of the grounds were terraced and we soon discovered that we could slide from one terrace
to the next down the grassy slope which connected them. "We were spotted by the groundsman, who
despite his age showed a better turn of speed than we had given him credit for. He caught one boy and
he, under pressure, gave the names of his confederates. We were each fined seven shillings and sixpence. But we did not all suffer retribution.
There had been eight of us, but only six were named to the police. One who escaped was a special pal
of mine, whose family was so destitue that even we regarded them with pity. Ironically enough he is
now, I believe, a policeman himself. He came of a large family, and his father, a seaman, seemed to
spend little of his time at home. They all lived in two rooms and Joe, as his name was, slept with his
three brothers in the same bed, two at the top and two at the bottom. When Joe was about eleven years
old his father died. On the day of the funeral Joe sat in our house, looking out on the cortege as it
passed by the window. There was not enough clothing in the family to make all the children
respectable looking, so Joe, as one of the odd men out, sat there beside me, clad only in a shirt and
trousers, watching his father's last journey. Like many others, he went to school in his bare feet,
although in winter he managed to sport a pair of shoes usually someone's cast-offs. His stockings were a
pair of old cardigan sleeves tied under his instep with tape.
Our school was hardly an academy for the sons of gentlemen. Indeed, when I moved to Seaham
Harbour during the First World War, we did not have a school at all. School buildings were used as
barracks for the troops, and we were housed in the Salvation Army Hall.
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Our playground was gravel-patch bordering the cliff-top. A few months after the war ended, we
moved into our school buildings. These were at the top of the main street, under the shadow of the
church. It was one of the National Schools and was known simply as the 'Nash'. Some of the
classrooms were furnished with double desks, which, I suppose, was progressive in those days. In others
we sat five or six on a bench, with a long desk in front of us and a ledge beneath on which we kept our
books and wood-framed slates. These schools were in transition from the crudity of writing on slates
to the refinement of pen and ink; we used both methods, keeping the valuable paper for the writing of
essays and the practice of handwriting. Sums were done on the slate, which we habitually cleaned on
the cuffs of our jerseys, although we were supposed to have sponges or damp rags for this purpose.
Discipline was upheld by corporal punishment reinforced by the tweaking of ears, the pulling of hair
and the cuffing of heads. We all became reluctant experts on the merits of the short, thick stick as
opposed to the long, whippy cane.

Heating was by slow-combustion stoves, one for each classroom, and part of the teacher's duties was to
stoke and replenish the fire. Bad boys and poor scholars sat on the front benches where they were
under the eye of the teacher, whose desk was as close to the fire as he could reasonably get it. A
cupboard stood in one corner, and the only place for the blackboard was in front of the window. This
was narrow, had leaded lights, and was so high up in the wall that the caretaker in cleaning it had the
maximum amount of trouble in letting in the minimum amount of light. It had one advantage. The
boys could not gaze out of it.
There was a porch in which we could hang our caps, and we even had washbasins; two or three for the
entire school as I recollect.
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The asphalt playground was enclosed by a high wall in which there was one small door giving access
to the street. The place reminded me of a prison at its worst, or a monastery at its best. This sense of
masculine isolation was intensified by the wall that divided us from the girls next-door. To some
extent we overcame this either by standing on somebody's shoulders to peer over the top, or by
climbing to the lavatory roof and waving to the girls. This latter operation was fraught with danger, for
during playtime one or other of our teachers would wander into the schoolyard, and anybody standing
on the lavatory roof was too conspicuous to be missed. Usually we contented ourselves by heaving apple
cores, paper pellets or someone else's cap over the wall. As most of these were returned via the
headmistress, we reluctantly learned the futility of the operations.
With few exceptions the teachers were capable and imaginative. They worked hard, for they were
expected to teach all the subjects in the curriculum with the minimum amount of equipment and in the
meanest accommodation to an uncooperative class of forty or so urchins. Not one of our teachers had
any academic distinctions one or two, I believe, were even unqualified; but each knew his job,
namely, how to impart knowledge, in as interesting a way as possible, to his pupils. If they were not
always successful, this was due more to the attitude of the boys than to any fault in teaching methods.

They had no free time for the preparation of lessons or for the marking of exercises, and if they had
they would have had nowhere to do either. There was no staff-room and the headmaster himself had
no study; only a desk standing on a low dais in one of the classrooms.
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I believe I gave less trouble to my teachers than most boys, or although I never liked school, I never
disliked it enough to be downright antagonistic. As fervent as any in my denunciation of school,
privately I found in what we were taught, in the very appearance of the teachers themselves, a glimpse
of a world so different from what I knew, that my interest was held. Once a teacher offered a tube of
toothpaste to the first boy who could memorize a certain poem. I had never heard of toothpaste and
this award seemed such a rarity that I determined to win it. Not that I had much difficulty in doing so.
What the teacher forgot to tell us was that the winner also needed a tooth-brush
This ability to learn chunks of poetry by heart was one which I turned to my advantage from time to
time. One carrot dangled before the donkeys of my class was permission to go home early as a reward
for work done better or quicker than anyone else. Our teacher rashly promised such early dismissal
from school on any afternoon provided a given number of verses from 'Horatius' was memorized.
Double the number of verses and one was a ticket-of-leave man for two afternoons, and so on.
I shook him by reciting in a flat expressionless tone the whole of this long poem: a feat that sent him
off for a hurried consultation with the headmaster. I reckoned I had earned the right to leave school
early every afternoon for the next two weeks, but I settled with the headmaster for a week, plus five
minutes extended playtime over the same period, and the gift of a book on animals. As we already had
our family heirloom on natural history propping up the chest of drawers, I had no hesitation in trading
this new book on the same subject for marbles.
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Some time later, I gained extra time out of school for myself and two pals. We had been given copies of
Macbeth and told to learn the parts of the three witches. The usual incentive was offered to the first
group of three to finish. But when the school decided to put on a production of Merchant of Venice and
I was given the part of Portia, I went on strike. I have always disliked dressing up, and to dress up as a
woman seemed to be the last word in ignominy. The play was never produced.
I take no credit for this ability to commit poems to memory. It was a natural endowment like the
possession of a fine voice or the ability to waggle one's ears. If I had felt superior about it, the art
lessons would have soon cut me down to size. In middle age I have gained some dexterity and deep
satisfaction in painting and drawing, but at school my customary attempt at free expression was to
draw an oval and write the word 'egg' underneath.
A never-to-be-forgotten occasion was one Christmas term when, using coloured chalks, I produced a
version of Santa Claus of sufficient merit to be hung on the classroom wall. Other boys' drawings
were there too, of course, but for weeks I found my eyes straying to this solitary child of my creation.
It seemed worth all the poetry that had ever been penned or that I had ever learned by heart.
Of our teachers, one in particular stood out. He was a stern disciplinarian and once he beat a boy so
severely that the boy's father transferred his son to another school. But he was keen on his work and
anxious that we should have an inkling of something other than the rudiments of education. He
initiated the school magazine, of which I proudly held the post of editor. We had debates; he showed us
the mysteries of logarithms; he even tried to teach us French, but this came to naught. Above all he
introduced us to the songs of the masters, and Handel's 'Where'er you walk' has ever since been a
favourite of mine.
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The headmaster, who was choirmaster at the church and considered himself an impressive baritone,
always joined us during singing lessons. Perhaps he was expressing his relief at the departure of our
previous teacher, who, though admirable in some respects, had curious ideas about teaching in general
and about music lessons in particular. I have an idea that the man was tone deaf. Before singing began
we all had to stand, cough, blow our noses, take a deep breath and sing top doh. We had individual
notions as to the whereabouts of top doh, but the resultant cacophony seemed to disturb him not at all.
Singing then began. He walked round the room, with his ear cupped in one hand and a stout cane in the
other. If a boy was not singing loudly enough he got a whack across the shoulder-blades. Without
turning our heads we could tell just whereabouts he was, for from that part of the room voices would be
raised in a crescendo with staccato accompaniment of thwacks and yelps.
While writing on the blackboard, he would watch the class reflected in a framed reproduction of 'The
Boyhood of Raleigh' hung on the wall facing us. At the first hint of misdemeanour he would whirl on
his heel and send his chalk whizzing across at the culprit. As he turned, however, we soon learned to
get our heads down on the desk, and more often than not these misguided missiles spattered themselves
on the wall behind us. I have never liked 'The Boyhood of Raleigh' since.
I reached the top class, Standard 7, when I was twelve, and spent the next two years academically
marking time. This suited me admirably. I could do my schoolwork with the minimum effort and my
parents were satisfied that I was a good scholar. They knew nothing of higher education, nor of the
pathways that led to it. Even when I reached university many years later, they were dubious about its
value and ignorant of its functions. I believe they thought I was training for a boat race.
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I sat one examination for the Upper Standard, which was a kind of selective secondary school. I
mentioned nothing of this to my parents and when, having passed, I was offered the alternative of
attending woodwork classes, I had no hesitation in accepting. Besides not wanting to leave my pals in
the Nash, there was the attraction of ten minutes or so wasted travelling to the woodwork centre half a
mile away.
Scholastically I was fire-proof, or so I thought; no worry, no trouble, no reprimands. The only fly in the
ointment was the state of my books. Only by wiping my feet on them could I have deliberately added
to the smudges and grime which were there by natural causes. On the way to school and in the yard
waiting for school to open, I played marbles. Our favourite game was 'shootie ring', where a circle
about two feet in diadiameter was drawn with the side of the foot in the dust, and in the centre each
contestant placed a given number of marbles. Each boy then tried to knock as many out of the ring as
he could by using another marble called a taw or 'shooting alley'. These were much prized, especially
those similar to a milky quartz in appearance with red streaks running through them. We knew these
as 'blood alleys'. An experienced player laid the back of his hand in the dust and fired, sometimes with
incredible velocity, into the bunched marbles. Naturally we played up to or even beyond the last
second of school opening, and I, at least, generally managed to transfer most of the street surface on my
hands to my books.
I was adept, too, at walking on my hands with my feet in the air; an exhilarating exercise that brought
blood to the head and more dirt to the notebooks.
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One hot summer's day our teacher took us for a nature study ramble on the beach. What particular
object this excursion had I never found out, for the teacher was so preoccupied in saving boys from

what to him looked like certain death, that he failed to get round to his scientific dissertation. Not that
he lacked specimens. In no time he was overwhelmed with starfish, sea anemones, shrimps and small
crabs, but an abrupt end came to the lesson, and a faint paleness to his face, when we demonstrated the
culinary virtues of limpets.
While my days at school ran comparatively smoothly, marred only by minor ' 'umps and 'ollers', life at
home was marked by tragedy. My mother's last baby, a boy whom we named Sydney, was born and
died within eight months. My father took the blow badly but undemonstratively. He was silent for
long periods, he stopped whistling, and had the appearance of a man whose spirit had been crushed.
Soon afterwards he fell ill with double pneumonia. I was horror-stricken: it seemed fantastic to my
young mind that he, stoically indifferent to hardship and pain should be felled by a disease.
I forsook my companions, my school, my games everything. All day long I sat, bewildered, by his bedside in the kitchen. Not until I was drunk with sleep could my mother get me off to bed. Then one day
I was told the crisis had arrived. If he survived this, he would live; if not, he would be dead within hours.
And the information was given to me as bluntly and as baldly as that. Two or three women came in to
sit with Mother, and I crouched on a stool under the gaslight watching my father's face. At long last
his lips moved and he murmured something.
'He's over the crisis,' said one of the women. I burst into tears.
A few days later when the doctor came on a visit he found the bed empty. Dad had gone to work.
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My mother had wailed so long and so persistently about having no money at the end of the week, that
in sheer desperation he had wrapped himself up and gone off to the pit. It so happened that this
particular doctor was a diamond of the roughest sort, and his language, as brusque as his manner, was
such that even the most ignorant folk could understand it.
'Where the hell is he?' he asked. When he got the answer and deduced the reason, he bristled with
anger. He shouted and swore, paced up and down, gesticulated in the most alarming manner, and
finally stamped out of the house, leaving my mother in tears and myself pale with fright.
I came into contact with him when a rash of spots appeared all over me. Mother kept me from school
and rubbed ointment on the spots, but since nothing had any effect she took me to see the doctor. 'Pull
your shirt up,' he said. 'Let's have a look at your belly.' Up came my shirt almost to my chin as I tried
to squint down at my spotty belly.
'Chicken-pox!' he grunted. 'Keep him away from school.'
'What about the schoolboard man?' asked Mother stupidly and timidly. 'Tell him to go to hell,' was the
reply.
During the last term at school I was given the official post of locking up the doors and taking the keys
to the caretaker. The salary was sixpence a week, payable monthly. In the eyes of my pals, I was
leaving school in a blaze of glory, for I had achieved the ultimate aim of them all I was being paid for
coming to school.
At home, my parents, who seldom did anything today that could possibly wait until tomorrow, began
for the first time to discuss my future. The debate was limited to two negative comments. My mother
said she did not want me to go down the pit; my father asserted that I would not if he could help it.
The talk went on with increasing frequency as my school-days drew to a close.
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Mother became more emphatic and Father more vehement, but neither could suggest an alternative; so
when I saw an advertisement for an assistant in a chemist's shop, I decided to go it alone.
My head barely reached the counter-top and the chemist had to lean forward over his display cabinets
to talk to me. I had not the bearing, the accent, nor the background for such work, and my presence in
or near the dispensary would have been a hazard to life and profit. The chemist was kind. Although he
saw at once that I had had the most elementary education, he tried to soften the edge of refusal.
'Do you know Euclid?' he asked.
The name was nothing to me except a ghostly figure dimly seen in mists of time. He was either a
Greek or a Roman. That much I was sure of, for I had a memory of him dressed in a toga and wearing
a wreath of laurel round his bald head. No doubt I was confusing him with someone else, but I made a
last frantic effort to impress the chemist.
'Yes,' I replied. '"We did ancient history at the Nash.' He was duly impressed. He laughed lightly, and
steered me gently towards the door.
Shortly afterwards, my father hit on a plan. The mine employed many ancillary workers such as
saddlers, carpenters, blacksmiths and the like. He decided to have me apprenticed as an electrician.
This was in essence a compromise, for although I would still have to go down the mine on occasions,
most of my time would be spent at the surface. He went to see authority, and returned with the news
that I had to write a letter of application a contingency that none of us had considered. I pushed aside
the cups and plates and penned my letter, both parents following every stroke of the pen in agonized
silence. I received no reply.
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Came the day when I walked out of the school gate for the last time. Sadly my father went to the
colliery office and, as the custom was, put my name down for the pit. Day after day I gazed up at the
pulley-wheels and wondered what it was like in the bowels of the earth. I was soon to know.
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C H A P T E R 4’
THE PEOPLE THAT WALKED IN DARKNESS'

New Seaham Colliery, despite its name, was the oldest of the Londonderry group. It was situated about
a mile and a half from the coast, but most of its coal was extracted from seams far below the sea-bed.
The mine had a sinister reputation. There had been two explosions, one of which claimed a place
among the great disasters of British mining history. It came dangerously near to having a third just
before I left school. This was the 'gob' fire, when certain worked-out sections of the pit filled with gas.
All the men were withdrawn and the area sealed off.
There were two shafts to the mine, sunk half a mile apart; the High pit, or upcast shaft, up which foul
air was drawn by a gigantic ventilation fan, and the Low pit, or downcast shaft, down which fresh air
was sucked by the action of the same fan. Men went down and came up at the Low pit, which was
also used for raising the coal-tubs to the surface. Standing apart from the pit-head, at a distance of a
hundred yards or so, was the lamp cabin, stacked with rows of oil-lamps; no one used electric lights in
those days. Behind the lamp cabin were the screens, where the coal was tipped on to moving belts, on
either side of which stood boys picking out the stones. The coal thus cleaned dropped from the end of
the belt into trucks which carried it to the docks.
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For a month or two I worked on the screens. This was piece-work, so much for every box I filled with
stones from the belts. My first week's wage was twelve shillings and sixpence. This I handed over to
Mother, and received in return one shilling and sixpence pocket-money and a promise of bacon for
breakfast every morning.
But the day came when I, with several other lads, was told to report to the assistant manager's office.
We were about to be given the opportunity to work underground. We paraded in the office, standing
in an uneasy semicircle round the official's desk. Some were apprehensive; others tingled with
anticipation; and all were slightly embarrassed by the mahogany desk and the carpet on the floor.
'You all want to go down the pit?'
We took another glance at the carpet, gave an extra twist to our caps, and one or two murmured
assent.
'Right. What seam do you want to be in?'
He might well have asked if we preferred to be dosed with arsenic or prussic acid. What's in a name,
we thought. A coal-seam by any other name still smells.
'Main Coal,' said one.
It was duly noted.
'You?'
'Main Coal.'

'And you?'
'Main Coal.'
We had obviously got into a rut. The manager put his pen down on the desk. 'Damn it all,' he said, 'you
can't all go down the Main Coal.'
The carpet received another close scrutiny, the caps another instant of torment. I broke the deadlock.
'Have you,' I stammered inanely, 'have you any vacancies in the Low Main?'
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He looked at me pityingly, as though I had just crept out of a wet lettuce. 'Vacancies?' he retorted. 'Of
course we have vacancies. That's what you are here for, isn't it?'
He took up his pen, and I became the newest and rawest recruit for the Low Main seam, to start the
following Monday in the fore shift. This meant going to work at four a.m. and returning at noon. In
the back shift one worked from nine a.m. until five p.m., and in the winter, when the days were short,
this meant that one saw no daylight for a week. In eight years of mining I never became reconciled to
this.
On the Sunday evening before my first day down the pit, I went to bed early, but was too excited to
sleep. At last I sank into a deep slumber, which seemed to last only a few minutes before Mother was
shaking me awake. Fat-faced with sleep, I ate my promised bacon, donned my pit clothes an old brown
suit with knee-length trousers and faded piping round the lapels of the jacket threw my new waterbottle over my shoulder by its rope, pocketed my 'bait' of bread and jam, and stepped out into the
street. It was dark and cold after my warm bed. A few stars winked high up in the inky sky; the street
was silent and empty, except where a prowling cat rummaged in a midden. I walked off towards the pit,
my nailed boots raising the echoes between the houses.
As I neared the approaches to the pit, men, singly or in groups of two or three, emerged from the night
and clattered over the narrow wooden bridge. On the other side lay the lamp cabin, and I joined the
queue outside the small window through which the lamps were delivered.
The familiar, pungent smell of pit clothes was strong here, but since I was almost lost among the mass
of men around me, my bare knees were protected from the chilly wind by the very bulkiness of the
waiting miners.
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The men stepped up to the window and called a number. A lamp was lit, locked, tested, and handed
out in what seemed to be a single operation. Immediately in front of me was a stocky figure wearing
an old, blue coat of cavalry twill and a pair of ancient khaki trousers. He was a bachelor, a colliery
character, a churchwarden and a wit. He saw at once that I was a new boy and, in the gruff and kindly
manner of all miners, he began to talk to me. He was trying to put me at my ease, but I hardly heard
what he was saying my eyes were on that window. His turn came; he called his number and his lamp
appeared. He held it so that the light fell on my face. He grinned down at me.
'Let there be light,' he said. 'And there was light.'
I was next. The lampkeeper handed me a lamp from a rack of spares. He was, I noticed, a cripple.
Once he had worked below ground, but had left his leg down there under a passing tub.

'That's thy lamp. Don't forget thy number.'
As if I would. I never have. 1219.
I fiddled about with the pricker at the base until I could raise and lower the flame, and then joined the
lines of yellow lights twinkling in the darkness as the men crossed the hundred yards to the pit-head.
Here was another cabin and another queue, this time for identity discs, small metal tags pierced by a
hole through which was threaded a stout string. The grim purpose of this was too obvious, and as I
hung mine round my neck the metal seemed abnormally cold against my chest.
I stepped over to the shaft. Through a narrow aperture over which hung a notice 'No cigarettes or
tobacco pipes are allowed down the pit', I could see the winding-engine man, his hands and feet on
levers and brakes, his eyes on the indicators showing the position of the cages in the shaft, and above
all the huge drums round which the steel ropes were wound.
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The cage came to the surface; the banksman put in his 'keps', and as the cage rested on these iron
protrusions, the chains that suspended it went slack. We got in. Eight men in each of the three decks.
The gates closed. Bells rang, and the banksman grasped his keps lever. I heard the chains above my
head clanking as they lifted slowly to take the weight. The cage lifted a few feet and I found I was
looking over the banksman's head. Then as the cage dropped, he seemed to shoot upwards; his face,
his midriff and finally his feet, in that order, shot past my eyes. We plunged downwards into the
darkness. The wind whistled past as the cage gathered speed. I closed my eyes and gripped my lamp.
My stomach seemed to have been left behind.
Around me, the men, squatting on their haunches, chatted unconcernedly, and some of their calmness
was transferring itself to me, when to my surprise I heard, far below me, the voices of men singing. I
plucked up enough courage to glance down between the metal laths which formed the floor of the
cage. Deep down there I could see faint lights, rapidly becoming brighter. We were approaching the
passing point, halfway down, and what I could see and hear was the other cage coming up with men
whose work was over. It passed with a rush of air, and the voices grew fainter as the cage sped swiftly
to the surface. Down and ever down we went, until I thought we must surely be close to Hell itself.
Then the cage began to slow down, and gently we came to a halt. Gates were thrown back, and I
stepped out into the bright glare of electric lights. I was so surprised that I hardly noticed hands
patting my coat and fingers dipping into my pockets. I was being searched. I held up my lamp for the
onsetter's inspection. He tested the lock and blew on the glass to detect any cracks or breakages.
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I was about to follow the men weaving their way in single file between lines of full and empty tubs
stretching away as far as the eye could see, when someone caught me by the arm. He was dressed in
knee-breeches, carried a shiny lamp, held a yardstick in his hand, and on his head wore a leather
helmet with the peak at the back. I recognized at once the uniform and insignia of an overman.
'What's thy name, son?'
I told him, and he opened a notebook and searched its pages with a horny forefinger.
'Ruddy's Drift. Aye, that's it Ruddy's Drift,' he said. 'Gang wi' these men to the stables, and ask for
Gillie Pickles. He's thy wagonway-man.'

I knew what a wagonway-man was because my grandfather was one. He was a general handyman, an
experienced miner, who had a vague authority over the boys in his district.
I tailed along behind the men until we reached a point where the last electric light glowed. Beyond lay
utter darkness. The light of my lamp grew in brightness in contrast to the enveloping gloom. We had
been following a narrow railway, but presently we turned off at an angle, leaving the railway behind
as we entered the travelling-road or gallery. A hundred yards or so along this road we stopped outside
an iron gate, but not before I had received my miner's baptism by knocking my head on the roof.
Beyond the gate, as in a corridor, were lights, voices, the jingle of harness, the stamping of hooves and
a strong smell of horse manure. Just inside the stables stood the wagonway-man, talking to a youth.
Gillie held up his lamp to see my face.
'What's thou called, hinny?'
'Hitchin,' I replied. 'Geordie Hitchin.'
'Sailor Hitchin's lad?' he inquired.
I admitted it, and he turned to the youth by his side. 'Not very big, is he?' They both laughed. 'Gang
wi' Fred, here,' he instructed me. I'll see thee in-bye. And mind thou doesn't fall in the greaser.' He
rumpled my hair with his hand.
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I knew what in-bye meant. It signified in or approaching the working area. But what, I wondered, was
a greaser? I decided to ask Fred.
'Tak' no notice o' him,' he said. 'He's only pulling thy leg.' But he went on to explain that the greaser
was a tiny, rectangular hole set between the rails, and as the trains of tubs, the 'sets', passed over it, the
axles were automatically greased. Only a mouse could have fallen into one.
As Fred was a driver, he had to collect his pony and put on its harness. Off we went up the stables. On
one wall hung the 'sets of gears' collars, bridles, straps and chains; opposite were stalls, each with the
name of the pony written in chalk on a small board. I held my lamp high to read the names 'Dapper',
'Nelson', Pride', 'Rusty', 'Haig', 'Foch', 'Byng', 'Tiny' I stopped. Before me was a diminutive chestnut
pony about the size of a St Bernard dog. I stepped forward to pat him, but as I did so, Fred caught my
arm.
'Keep away from him,' he warned. 'He's a nasty little bugger.'
As if resenting the aspersion, Tiny turned his head as far round as his halter would permit and rolled
his eyes until only the whites seemed to show. I hurried on. We halted outside the stall of a dapplegrey pony. 'Moody', I read on the stall board. I must have looked nervous, for Fred walked boldly in
and slapped the pony on the flank.
'He's all right, Geordie,' he assured me. 'Aren't you, old boy?' And he gave him another slap.
The harness on, the pony was allowed his last drink at the stable trough before we set off for our twomile walk in-bye. As we approached the gate others joined us, and soon we had all the appearance of
a cavalcade.
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The ponies, bunched together, jogged along in front of the men, who followed in single file, each man
wearing a tin reflector over half his lamp-glass. This served the double purpose of intensifying the beam,
and of keeping the glare out of the eyes of those at the back. It was a serious breach of etiquette to be
without a 'shieldy', as it was called, and anyone so offending was relegated to the rear of the file, for
the effect of a lamp shining in one's eyes was irritating and disturbing. One tended to misjudge
distances, trip over obstacles, and hammer one's head on the roof.
I had gone down the pit at four a.m. At five o'clock we were still on our way in-bye. Our coats had
been left at the stables, but now, with the temperature rising, we felt the need to shed more clothes, and
so our procession called a halt. This was in a portion of the roadway slightly wider than usual and the
men sat down to rest their legs and backs. "We had walked nearly two miles along endless galleries
which in many places were so low that even I had to stoop. Tall men were almost bent double. We took
off our shirts and trousers and tucked them into crevices between the roof and the supporting timbers.
We were ready to move off, clad only in short pants, vest and a waistcoat the last a most useful
garment in a pit because of its lightness and many pockets.
The ponies, meanwhile, had been standing a few yards farther on in the darkness. But these were not
the patient animals one sees grazing in a meadow. Nearly all were prepared to kick or bite, and one or
two had the evil reputation of doing both impartially and without provocation. And I did not blame
them. In their position I would have been completely savage. They had come from their native hills at
the age of about three. They never left the pit again unless they went blind, incurably sick, or, as was
more usual, they were killed or injured.
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Rarely were they deliberately ill-treated. They were groomed and fed by the horsekeepers, and
inspected regularly by the Ministry of Mines officials. But they worked hard so hard. Hour after hour
they pulled and heaved at loaded tubs, moving most of the time at a smart trot, with the sweat rising
from them like steam as they toiled in the hot, dark galleries. As they stood there now, beyond the
circle of lights, one could hear squeals and thumps as restive ponies nipped or kicked their neighbours.
The waiting men shouted at them occasionally, for some of the ponies carried, strapped to collars or
'braffins', a miner's heavy water-bottle. A well-aimed kick could reduce this to a flattened wreck. Others
carried no bottle for they, resenting either the weight or the chilliness of the container against their
necks, had developed the habit of rolling on the ground with the bottle beneath them. Some had found
the knack of screwing their heads round and crushing the neck of the bottle with their teeth.
Half an hour after resuming our journey we came to our destination. But not before we had passed
through a series of doors or air-locks, made to direct good air in and foul air out of the workings.
Whenever we came to these, someone had to push his way past the ponies, open the door and allow
them through. He repeated the process at the second door, but only after all had entered the lock and
the first door was shut. Nearer the coal-face, the more elaborate wooden doors were replaced by canvas
flaps which hung like curtains in his path. To pass through, he simply pushed them upwards with his
shoulder and they fell back into place of their own accord. Ponies lowered their heads and allowed the
canvas to slip over their backs. To follow behind a pony when he did this could be most unpleasant.
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Water-tubs were brought in periodically for the ponies' benefit, and when one of these had
previously.passed through, the canvas was just a soggy mass, and as a man came up behind his pony,
the door would slide over its rump and slap him in the face. Sometimes the canvas would be torn and
the pony would perhaps get his harness entangled in it. Then skin and hair flew until he was
extricated.

As we passed through the last of the doors, I paused in bewilderment. Here was another shaft, complete
with cages, gates and signalling apparatus. This was the 'staple'. Its purpose was to lower full tubs to
another level, where they were coupled together in sets of sixty-five for their ultimate journey to the
shaft-bottom. The staple worked by gravity. The weight of the full tub descending raised the cage
containing the empty tub. At the top of the staple these empty tubs were linked in groups of twelve
and hauled in-bye by ropes from a compressed-air engine.
My first job, then, was that of a coupler-on. I put the coupling-chains on the empties and marshalled
the 'little' set for its journey in-bye. I uncoupled the full tubs and helped to push them into the cage of
the staple, down which they were lowered to make up the 'big' set for final transport out-bye. Not an
arduous or hazardous job so long as one remembered to keep one's head from between the tubs
Grandad had warned me about this and to hold one's lamp in the left hand so as to work freely with the
right.
The work was delegated to me by the deputy overman, who was responsible for the coal production and
the safety of his district. He inspected the timbering and tested for gas before the coal-hewers went in
to the coal-face. He wrote reports, rendered first aid, fired the explosive charges, and maintained
discipline by example or sheer cussing, according to his inclination and nature. We boys knew him as
the 'sheriff'.
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At the end of my first day's work, I got home at noon, very proud to be a real pitman like Dad and, of
course, Grandad. I had a hot bath in front of the fire, followed this with a meal, and went to bed. I
sank into the deepest of sleeps and moved not a limb until my mother called me at three o'clock the
next morning for my second day at the pit. I had slept right round the clock.
As the days passed into weeks, I began to learn the rudiments of mining. I now instinctively held my
lamp in my left hand; I could stop a moving tub by spoking its wheels with a 'dreg'; I was able to yoke
a pony into his portable shafts, called 'limbers'; and when I had to use both hands, I knew how to hold
my lamp in my teeth and not burn my chest. If I put out my lamp, as could so easily happen, I learned
that by touching the railway with a stick or even with one's hand, one had a sure guide as to direction,
and could travel, if not swiftly, at least safely in complete darkness. I raised and lowered my head
instinctively to cope with the variations in the height of the roadway without ever a glance at the roof.
I knew every gap in the timbering (this knowledge was to save me from serious injury at a later date);
the state of the roof; how to keep out of the way of the deputy; and how to manage a recalcitrant pit
pony.
I was also acquiring a new language. This was 'pitmatic'. It was a mixture of the broadest dialect of
Durham and a number of words (often of foreign origin) used exclusively by pitmen when below
ground. A 'kist' was a tool-chest used by the deputy; 'tyum' meant empty; and a pony became a
'gallowa'. One spoke not of hooks and nooks but of 'yuks' and 'nuks'. These terms, with other
obscurities of a technical nature, such as 'cat', 'cow', 'ack' and 'braddish', made conversation between
pitmen unintelligible to anyone except another pitman. Only pit-yackers spoke the pit-yackers'
language.
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In the course of time I became a driver. I now had a pony of my own, and I inherited Moody, the
dapple-grey, from Fred. Every day I took him a sugar-lump or an apple, and he shared my bait. Four
full tubs at a time was his maximum load and I resisted, with the aggressiveness of a bantam, all
attempts on anybody's part to increase it. I was getting along famously. With the confidence of a
fourteen-year-old, I no longer felt I was a tyro. I oozed self-assurance. I could ride the limbers
crouched on the narrow neck of iron between the pony and the leading tub, with my head tucked well

down against the animal's rump. A dangerous practice this, and officially forbidden. But all drivers
did it, and so did I. In the nature of things I was due for a lesson. I got it in a manner that gave me
nightmares for a long time afterwards.
I was in the fore shift again and feeling so sleepy that as I was hauling out a set of four tubs, sitting
drowsily on the limbers, I missed jumping off at the top of a steep incline. Usually I 'spragged' the
wheels at this point, for the pony could not hold the weight. I jerked awake when the props set close
by the side of the track began flying past. Moody was almost down on his haunches; dust was flying
and my perch was becoming more and more precarious. We came hurtling down the incline, at the
bottom of which stood a line of full tubs. Into the rear of these we would inevitably crash. I
remembered that half-way down, a minor fall of roof had at one time dislodged a couple of props, and
these had not been replaced. This was the only gap in the line of supporting timbers, for the roof was so
bad here that they were placed so closely together that a man could barely squeeze between them. If I
jumped and missed the gap I would be crushed between the props and the runaway tubs. If I did not
jump, death, or at the best, severe injury, was certain at the bottom of the incline.
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I jumped. Flat on my face I landed, but somehow managed to save my lamp. I still had a light. I sat
there shocked and tense, listening to the rumbling of the runaway tubs. There followed an ear-splitting
crash. I sprang to my feet and raced down the hill, my limbs trembling and my thoughts on Moody. But
he was wise in the ways of the mine. As his nose touched the rearmost in the line of tubs at the bottom
of the incline, he knew he had room to turn sideways from between the tracks. Quickly he must have
pulled outwards. He was safe. The limbers were splintered and the iron bar on which I had been riding
was twisted and bent. I shuddered.
This was the first of several accidents in which I was personally involved, or of which I was a witness.
Nevertheless, I believe that mining, although not a safe job, is less dangerous than many others,

including that of a 'spider' man, a demolition worker, or even a builder. And mining is certainly less
hazardous than motoring anywhere in Britain on August Bank Holiday. When one is in such an
unnatural environment as a pit, one is instinctively alert. This alertness might, as in my case, be
blunted by the lack of sleep, or by the impetuosity of a piece-worker anxious to make money, but
generally one's senses become sharpened especially hearing, for life itself may depend on it.
A man will gently tap the roof with the head of a pick-shaft. The sound will tell him how safe it is. He
must distinguish between a prop that is merely creaking and one that is about to break. The distant
rumbling of a runaway tub, the slightest change in the movement of the air, a dustiness in the
atmosphere, the mighty belch as the floor heaves upwards, or a trickle of stones from the roof; each
will bring a miner's senses to concert pitch.
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For over a year I worked as a driver, and then I was transferred to the shaft-bottom. I did not like this.
In winter it was cold. We had either to work energetically or wrap up in our coats to keep warm, and
even so our scarves fluttered in the blast of air near the shaft-mouth. Moreover, I had to work the full
eight hours, since clearly no travelling-time was allowed. Furthermore, the onsetter who was
nominally in charge here proved to be an example of the conceit that sometimes goes with a little
brief authority.
The first day, I went to hang my coat in the onsetter's cabin as others did. He stopped me.
'Lads aren't allowed in here,' he snapped. 'Thy cabin is on the other side of the shaft.'
This cabin was a gloomy hole. Coal dust lay thick on the floor; the only seat was a plank, and the
single low-powered bulb was so begrimed that I could hardly see to read the newspaper in which my
bait was wrapped. Coats hung from hooks in the ceiling, but as there was a cupboard of sorts in one
corner, I hung my coat in it, with my bait in one of the pockets.

Break-time came and I returned to the cabin to eat. As I opened the cupboard I was startled to see my
pocket jerking and pulsating. I grabbed at it, and out sprang two mice. They had eaten holes in my
bread and jam, but I ate it nevertheless, for I was so hungry. The next day, my jacket dangled from the
roof with the rest of them.
"Work was not so much hard as unremitting. We were geared to the speed of the cage. As it came to the
bottom we pushed the full tubs in and by doing so knocked the empties out at the other side. In the
same operation we secured the loaded tubs; two in each of the cage's three decks; the signal 'Raise'
was given, and away went the cage at breakneck speed to the surface. The cages were loaded, sent to
the top, and were back again for reloading every three minutes or so, hour after hour.
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But sometimes the flow of full tubs would dry up. A mishap in-bye could cause a hiatus. On such
occasions I went into the vault that housed the powerful engine which hauled the sets over two miles
of railway to the shaft-bottom. Everything here was clean. The dynamos hummed quietly, the lights
were bright, and the levers shone; but more than that, I liked to talk to the brakesman or engineman.
Charlie Harlow was one of nature's gentlemen. His speech was never harsh nor loud; his manners were
impeccable; he was courteous and intelligent.
He talked to me of books, music and mathematics, and not once did he let me feel that he was a man
and I a mere boy. These moments reached the point of exhilaration when we were joined by Billy
Revelly, the shaft wagonway-man. A fiery character was Billy, sharp-spoken, quick to resent injustice,
possessed of immense moral courage, and an ardent admirer of Robbie Burns, whom he could quote at
the drop of a hat. In contrast to Charlie, who was a Liberal, Billy was militantly Left.
'Geordie,' he would say, 'if anybody tells thou that he's a millionaire, then tell him he's robbed some
poor bugger.'
Billy had a sense of arid humour which bordered on the macabre, and the circumstances and the
outcome of a serious smash that we experienced at the shaft-bottom left him in high spirits for days.
We were short-handed that day, I remember, and Billy came to me and said, 'Get thy bait Geordie. I'll
tak' over.' My job was responsible, and demanded no little dexterity. As the long sets came out to the
shaft, they were run on to a ramp sloping gently towards the shaft-mouth. The haulage ropes were
disconnected and the set remained in my charge. By the adept and careful use of sprags locking the
wheels of certain tubs, one could lower the set slowly down the ramp.
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If one bungled the job, the entire set ran amok down the ramp and, possibly, into the shaft itself. Billy,
of course, was an expert at spragging but on this occasion, just as the set was nicely on the move, the
lights went out.
I was in a safe situation, seated in the cabin eating my bait, so there I remained. Outside, I could hear
Billy, still trying to use the sprags in utter darkness, cursing and shouting warnings to the onsetters
who stood between the set and the shaft. There were yelps and yells, the splintering of wood as though
tea-chests were being pulped, the sound of coals spilling and tumbling as down a metal chute; then all
went silent. Our oil-lamps were burning uselessly in the cabins where we had left them, but as we
began to grope towards them, the lights came on. And there, half-hidden by a steel girder, behind
which he had taken refuge, was our bombastic onsetter. A foot or so from his nose was the mangled
wreckage of the set. The first tub had been full of stone and stone dust.

He was covered as with a thin grey shroud the phantom of a pitman.
The colliery was now at a standstill. Messages flashed to the offices; telephone bells jangled; and
officials appeared from out of the blue, among them an old overman called Joss. He was near retiring
age, but so excitable and driven by nerves was he that he came as close to perpetual motion as one
could possibly be. He fussed and fumed at fever heat. Off came his waistcoat; he scurried up and down
the length of the wreckage; heaved and pushed; cursed at anyone he saw grinning; decided to have a
chew of tobacco, and then forgot where he had put his waistcoat. He usually got things done, but at a
tremendous cost to himself.
Then the telephone bell rang a message from the surface for the overman.
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Joss distrusted phones. They were, to a man of his age, newfangled devices, and whenever he was
compelled to use one, he either stood well away from the instrument and bawled at the top of his voice
or put his mouth so close that his breath condensed and dribbled from the mouthpiece. As he went to
take the message he was stopped by Billy.
'Tell them to send down a shackle, Joss,' he said. 'A big 'un.'
I had been appointed O.C. communications for the duration of this particular emergency and as Joss
came in he gingerly took the receiver from me.
'Hello,' he called. There was a buzzing in the receiver as someone 'up top' began speaking.
'Hello,' shouted Joss.
The phone fried and sizzled.
'It's me,' he bellowed.
When this enigmatic remark was sorted out, the message began to come through, interrupted by Joss's
habit of removing the instrument from his ear to spit a brown stream of tobacco juice into the dust at
his feet. Then his turn came.
'Here,' he cried. 'Wait. I want a shackle sent down.'
Another brief buzz in the earpiece.
'Oh, I don't know,' replied Joss. 'About as big as that.' He held up his forefinger and thumb, about
three inches apart, in front of the mouthpiece.
A few weeks after this incident, I learned what a heavy object could do in falling down the shaft. All
picks and drills for sharpening were sent inside tubs to the surface. This day, a steel drill, found to be
too long to go inside a tub, was placed lengthwise on the top of the two tubs occupying one deck.
When the cage came to the surface, the banksman pulled out the first tub and the end of the drill, now
unsupported, tipped downwards to the floor of the cage. Before the banksman could seize it, the drill
slipped between the metal laths and plunged down the shaft.
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At the bottom I was helping to load the second cage, corresponding in position to the one at the top.
Then I heard the drill coming; a high-pitched whistle growing louder and louder, and ever and anon a
secondary clang as it struck some object in its descent. The usual scramble followed. The drill hit the
cage resting on the bottom, ricocheted off through the open gates, struck the ground and rebounded
against the wall several yards away. It was twisted into the most fantastic shapes. Then came the
deluge. The drill had damaged one of the pipes through which water was pumped out of the pit.
Gallons of it poured down the shaft, and in no time those of us working close to the shaft-mouth were
soaked to the skin.
My first winter at this work was passing. Snow on the tubs coming from the surface gave us the
chance to have snowball fights more than half a mile under the surface. My sixteenth birthday came
and went unnoticed except for a small increase in wages which a lad got every six months up to the
age of twenty-one, when he reached his maximum of six shillings and sixpence a day.
In a mine one usually sees no one except the men with whom one works, but, working at the shaft, we
saw all who entered and left the pit. I came to recognize all the officials from the manager downwards;
the various overmen, some quiet and unassuming the types that got things done some blusterers and
boasters, who also got things done the wrong way. We stared, rudely I'm afraid, at women visitors, for
they were rare birds of passage in a masculine underworld. We watched them vanishing in-bye some
carrying out to the letter previous instructions to mind their heads, stooping low in places high enough
to accommodate a camel. Many changed their lamps from hand to hand, seeking to relieve the
unaccustomed strain of holding them.
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All were preceded by urgent messages passed by telephone and word of mouth into the coalface to tell
the coal-hewers to don a pair of shorts instead of the customary 'G-string'.
'Well,' said Billy philosophically, as the women went off with their guide, 'that's one lot nobody down
here can search.'
I saw one man searched and sent out of the pit. He had a cigarette on him. He was fined five pounds at
the local magistrate's court. The miners imposed the strictest discipline on themselves to prevent the
entry of smoking materials into the mine. Once my father found a pipe hidden beneath a stone near the
stables, but it did not belong to a miner. It was a meerschaum, and no miner smoked these. The pitmen,
instead of smoking, chewed tobacco. I never acquired the habit. The desire in me was killed at an
early stage when I saw a coal-hewer, stripped naked, pull a length of baccy out of his stocking, which
was drenched with sweat and covered in dust. He bit off a portion, and pushed the rest into his
stocking-top once more. Five minutes later he accidentally swallowed the lot. He went on working,
swearing and vomiting simultaneously.
In due course I learned the signals for certain operations in the shaft. 'Stop', 'Raise', 'Lower', 'Men on',
and many others, but one especially always thrilled me. This was 'Shaftsman on'. Slowly the cages
came to a halt and, at the bank, a term used by miners instead of surface, the shaftsman stepped, not
in, but on to, the cage. Gently, the cage began to descend, the shaftsman on his precarious perch
inspecting every foot of the shaft, and in complete charge of the cages. No one went near a signal-bell
when the shaftsman was working. Sometimes his muffled figure would lean out at an angle over the
awful abyss, one hand holding the chain, and his eyes scanning the shaft walls for defects. Ever so
slowly he came into the shaft-bottom, climbed off the cage and nodded to the onsetter, who rapped out
two signals; the first, 'Shaftsman off', and the second, 'Hang on'.
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The latter was the signal to resume normal work. At once the familiar noises began — tubs bumping,
cages rattling, men shouting, bells ringing and, over all, coal dust flying. Sitting in the onsetter's
cabin, remote from the turmoil, the shaftsman wrote his report.
Twice in my time did I hear the grim signal 'Accident on', for the pit only stopped drawing coal for
the more serious injuries. The less serious were taken up the second shaft, in which, unfortunately, there
was no room to load a stretcher.
In the engine-room the telephone rang. Charlie Harlow put his head out of the door and said:
'Accident on the way out.'
We at once set about clearing the wagonway lines to the shaft-mouth. As many tubs as possible were
hustled to bank, while Charlie, standing at the telephone, reported to us the progress of the accident
procession from time to time. As the man passed the Polka Bottom, about half a mile in-bye, the cage
was brought to a standstill and any full tubs that remained were not loaded into it, but pushed through
it to the other side of the shaft, thus leaving the road clear.
Presently a group of lights became visible in the distance, and the injured man with his attendants
reached the ramp. Here one man unhitched the pony the gentlest they could find and carefully the
tram was brought to the waiting cage. A tram was always used on these occasions. It had a bogey like
a coal-tub, but in place of a superstructure of wood it had four metal bars, one at each corner. Usually
these were used for transporting props, but a stretcher could be supported between the four bars.
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There were four or five men helping to bring the man out this particular day. One had been leading
the pony, others holding on to the tram, and one carrying the man's clothes, water-bottle and lamp.
Reverently and in silence they lifted the stretcher off the tram, and I stepped forward to see who the
man was. His face was covered. He had been crushed between a full tub and the props. The doctor
waiting at the bank was unnecessary.
As was the custom, all work for the day ceased. Soon men were coming out-bye, and within two or
three hours the pit was empty. When next the miners met in the great concourse at Durham for their
annual gala, the banner borne by the contingent from Seaham Colliery would be draped in back crape
as, alas, so many were.
But, meanwhile, there was unrest once more in the coalfields. As spring came that year, men's
thoughts grew sombre, and the lightness went out of their talk and their manner. Newly-printed
leaflets appeared at the pit-head, giving notice of changes in the working hours. Then one day the
wheels slowly came to a stop. The date May 1st, 1926. An eight-month strike had begun.
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CHAPTER 5
M U S I C AND PIT PONIES

IN essence, the 1926 strike was no different from the one I had known previously. There was the same
basic need for food, fuel and clothing, and the same ingenuity and determination to satisfy these needs.
But following the collapse of the General Strike, there seemed to be born a feeling of isolation among
the mining community; a back-to-the-wall attitude that I never experienced again until the summer of
1940, when it became apparent on a national scale
The rank and file of the miners believed the battle was lost at an early stage, but, conditioned by past
hardships, incensed by memories of years of injustices and even cruelties, they were coldly determined
that, this time, the mine-owners would win only a Pyrrhic victory.
Personally, I was not conscious of any shortages of food such as I had experienced in the earlier strike.
Other families fared not so well, but we, having moved from Seaham Harbour a year or two
previously, now had a garden and also an allotment. For a time we had a lodger who was not a miner,
and his contributions helped us over many a sticky patch.
But as the shadow of the strike lengthened across the beautiful summer of that year, our needs became
more acute. This was true especially of fuel, for upon this depended our cooking and warmth. We had
gas lighting but, as far as I know, no one had a gas stove. So again we made the journey to the Blast. It
was not a success, for although coals could be found there more easily, the distance we had to carry the
bags was too great.
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We still had no bicycle on which to transport our coal, but we managed to scrounge a pair of bicycle
wheels, and to construct a barrow of sorts. We were delighted with our conveyance. True we could
haul no more than two sacks, but with myself pulling in a rope harness attached to the front, and Dad
pushing between the shafts at the rear, we found it easier than carrying the bags across our shoulders.
The sweetness of our inventiveness soon turned to gall. On one trip, less than half-way home, the
contraption collapsed. One wheel simply folded up, and the barrow lurched to one side; Dad was
jerked off his feet, fell over the shaft, and hit the ground heartily; the topmost bag tipped over into the
roadway, and burst. I was now left with one bag intact, a useless barrow, a heap of coal and an irate
father. Dad carried the remaining sack home, emptied it, and returned about an hour later to refill it
from the pile over which I had been standing guard. Together we succeeded in getting both the coal
and the wrecked vehicle home, but we vowed that never again would we make another trip to the
Blast.
Alternatives existed. When the pit had been sunk some time in the middle of the nineteenth-century,
the debris, among which was a certain amount of coal, was dumped on a spot not far from where we
now lived. The tip was within the shadow of the High pit and surrounded by streets of colliery houses,
so on any given day, scores of miners dug and shovelled across its face. And therein lay the rub. One
could dig all day and find either no coal at all or only enough to fill a bucket. If a man was lucky he
might find a spot where in days gone by a wagon-load of coal and stone had been tipped, in which
case he could fill as many as twenty or thirty bags. Obviously, the larger the area of tip one could
probe, the more likely the chance of finding coal.
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I was at that time bosom pals with two brothers named Thompson Tommy, nicknamed Tucker, and his
elder brother, Matt. We decided on a combined operation; any booty to be shared on a fifty-fifty basis.
Unity in those matters was as natural to miners as breathing and, in several instances, teams of eight
or nine working together drove galleries into the tip. We had no such ambitions, but our hopes were
every bit as high as we set off with our picks and shovels, and another barrow, this time fitted with two
mangle wheels.
Our luck varied; never did we get so little that we thought of giving up our enterprise, and never
enough to fill us with enthusiasm. Then one day we struck it rich. We had burrowed into the heap
until we had a cave in which one of us lying on his side could pick at the surrounding debris until the
gleam of coal caught his eye. When he had prised enough material loose, another would shovel it
outside for the others to search over for coal. It was my turn at the 'face'. I struck my pick in and,
behold, nothing but coal tumbled down. Excitedly I poked my head out of the hole.
'Eldorado!' I cried.
'Never mind Eldorado,' grunted Tucker, on whom the reference was lost. 'Is there any bloody coal in
there ?'
'You bet there is,' I replied. 'We've struck it rich!'
We were as ecstatic as gold-miners who have stumbled on a new reef. This meant more to us than filling
up our fuel stocks. We would have a surplus to sell for money to buy cigarettes and tobacco. We lads
had been without cigarettes for days, and Dad had been mixing dried tea-leaves with his scanty hoard
of baccy to spin out his supply. Moreover, with household stocks in abundance, we need only dig out
two or three bags a week to keep up the stock. Any excess would yield us more fags as the weeks
went by.
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We worked untiringly, filling bag after bag, but, even so, we realized that this 'seam' would not be
worked out by nightfall, and we were determined not to forsake it until we had extracted the last piece.
So two of us decided to sleep all night in our miniature mine. We could just squeeze in. It was
cramped and not a little smelly in there, and what we slept on I cannot now recall, but it was certainly
not a mattress or a ground-sheet, for of the former we had none to spare, and of the latter none at all.
Surprisingly, we slept well. At dawn Dad awakened us, bringing us a can of hot tea and some bread for
breakfast.
This was not the last time I slept on the slag-heap, nor were we the only people doing it. In the
darkness we could hear men's voices, and see candles burning at various places on the tip. We never
again found such a plentiful deposit, but often we would uncover a stratum late in the evening, and we
would guard it jealously until next morning.
Sometimes, when men were weary and irritable, worried and harassed, nerves cracked, anger swelled
up in them, and fights broke out. I saw more violence in those few weeks towards the end of the strike
than ever before. On the night we spent on the heap, a fight broke out in which four men were
involved, and ended when one of them got his chin in the way of a sidewinder and went down to the
foot of the tip in a series of backward rolls.
About this time our family suffered a double bereavement. Granny, that once formidable figure, had
had an operation to remove a cancer in the breast, but in vain. Slowly and painfully, her life drew to a
close. When she had gone, Grandad, who had long since retired to an Aged Miners' Home, was
bewildered by the loss of his life's companion. He seemed incapable of doing anything of his own
volition.
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His only remaining pleasure was to talk of days that seemed as remote to me as the Crimean War. I
usually listened to these oft-told tales, for he liked my company, but little could he hear of what I or
anybody else said. He had become almost stone-deaf. Two weeks after Granny's funeral, he was coming
to us on one of his now daily visits, when he stepped in front of a fast-moving car. He had not heard
the warning hooter, and had been too engrossed in his own thoughts to heed the movements of this
strange new traffic.
Meanwhile, arising directly out of my association with the Thompson brothers, I had begun to take
lessons on the violin. They had an elder brother who was a professional violinist and, spurred on by
their parents, were anxious to emulate him, providing it could be done by something less than
maximum effort and inspiration. For some time I had had an asthmatic accordion, out of which I
squeezed, with appropriate facial contortions, a few wheezy melodies. I gave it up in disgust, and for
thirty five shillings bought a violin, case and all. Its tone was in direct proportion to its price, and in no
time at all the varnish began flaking off round the sound holes.
But no virtuoso could have been prouder of a Strad than I, when I went for my first lesson. My teacher
was a miner who lived in Mount Pleasant and who supplemented his income by giving lessons at one
shilling and sixpence a time, and by playing at local cinemas. Every Sunday morning I sat in his
kitchen, chatting to his wife, who was cooking the dinner, until my turn came to mount the stairs to a
little bedroom where, under my mentor's guidance, I scraped and sawed away at my fiddle for an hour.
How that poor man must have suffered ! I soon discovered I had little natural ability, although my
love of music was growing stronger as I became older.
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Perhaps I might have given up, if only to alleviate the pain my teacher had to endure each Sabbath
morn, had I not made friends with another of his pupils, a certain Tommy Welch, and a second lad, a
relative of the teacher, named Jack Hepple.
Jack, who played the trombone and was studying the 'cello, suggested that we should form a trio. This
was an instant success from the players' point of view. As we laboured our tortuous way through the
most unlikely pieces, such as marches and waltzes, my enthusiasm revived. Albert Ketelby was our
favourite composer, and as we hacked at his 'Persian Market', 'Monastery Garden', or 'Gallantry', and
the like, we at least learnt to keep time and to maintain a certain rough harmony. Later, when I read G.
K. Chesterton, who said, 'If a thing is worth doing, it is worth doing badly,' I knew exactly what he
meant.
My fiddle became almost life itself to me. Not only did it widen my circle of friends, enrich my
outlook, and give me a much-needed sense of achievement, but it acted like yeast in the stale dough of
a miner's existence as it was lived forty years ago. I practised for hours, and spent most of my weekends playing in the trio, which soon grew to a quartet by the addition of a pianist.
Jack, Tommy and I were now studying under a professional musician no less a person than the
conductor of Sunderland police band. He was an able man, who took an interest in us, and, knowing
how miners had a struggle to make ends meet, he charged us only two shillings a lesson. But he lived
about seven or eight miles away in the mining village of Hetton-le-Hole, so we had the additional
expense of bus fares. My lessons had to be fitted in with my shift-work, and when I came home at
noon I usually had a meal and a bath, then went off for my music lesson, despite having been on my
feet since two thirty that morning.
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At a much earlier date than was good for me, I had been incorporated into the Workmen's Club
orchestra, of which my first teacher was the leader. I was wholly incompetent at that time to play
orchestral pieces, and instead of stimulating, the experience was most depressing. To begin with, we
always met for rehearsals on a Saturday afternoon, and the older members spent as much time as the
licensing laws allowed in the bar.
Further, I joined at a time when the orchestra had entered the Newcastle Festival, and the test-piece
was Mendelssohn's 'Fingal's Cave' or 'Hebrides' Overture. I was wedged in between two beer-stained
tables, and a copy of the second-violin part was placed on my stand. I watched the conductor, who was
a stranger to me, with some trepidation and anxiety, as he raised his baton. Down came the first beat; I
played my first note, and from then on I was completely lost. At the end I expected to be thrown down
the stairs, but instead, a more experienced player was sent to sit by me, and slowly I began to find my
way through from beginning to end. We took part in the Festival and, to my surprise, we won. Fifty
per cent of the explanation was that there was only one other orchestra competing, and they were so
much at sea that they missed out a whole bar.
We spent the whole day in Newcastle, and when we forgathered at our coach that evening several
were a little tiddly. One player had lost his instrument and another who had been playing in a pub had
sat on his fiddle.
Membership of the orchestra gave us access to the Club library. This was a small collection of
indifferent literature, but there was a copy of Shaw's Cashel Byron's Profession. This was the first Shaw
I ever read, but most of it was beyond my understanding. I was trying to run before I could walk. One
cannot appreciate good books unless one is educated enough to read them. And I was most certainly
not.
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Vaguely I was aware of nobler things, but to find them was like looking for flowers on a misty morning.
I glimpsed but few, trampled unwittingly on some, and picked none. I was raw, prejudiced and full of
false conceits. My ambitions were uncertain and changeable, with one exception and that was
negative. I wanted to get out of the pits. I did not know what I wanted to do, and if I had, I would not
have known how to set about it.
There were evening classes at the local school. But I felt I had had enough of school; besides, most of
the subjects taught, such as mathematics, technical drawing and science, were, so I thought, designed
for one to get on in the mining industry. I did not want to get on; I wanted to get out. There was no
one who could offer the slightest guidance. All my relatives and friends were miners and knew no kind
of work except mining. To me, the ideal job was one wherein one worked from eight a.m. till five p.m.
in daylight, away from heat and darkness. I decided, therefore, to be an office-worker. The clerks in
the colliery office worked reasonable hours; they never got dirty; they were never physically
exhausted; and they were better paid than I was.
I took a correspondence course in book-keeping and commerce. Every week I attended a commercial
school in Sunderland to study shorthand and typewriting. This was embarrassing. For the first time in
my life I was meeting people who were not of my class. All the students were clerks, and many had
had a grammar school education. They spoke 'King's English', or so it appeared to my untrained ear. I
sat at my desk and drew my pot-hooks and circles; I pounded away at a typewriter and tried to avoid
speaking to anyone. The class over, I invariably hurried off to the station in case one of my fellowstudents should talk to me.
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My very unobtrusiveness must have interested some of them, for, at last, one young man attached
himself to me and I could not rid myself of him. He asked me where I worked, and when I said
'Seaham,' he assumed I was a colliery clerk. I did not correct him. Happily, he was too absorbed in his
troubles to press his inquiries further. All the way to the station he grumbled about his work, his boss
and his prospects. For the life of me, I could not understand what he was talking about. He spoke not of
coal, ponies, accidents or timbering, but of pieces of paper, figures and symbols. It seemed unreal.
When I had garnered a theoretical knowledge of commercial subjects, I scanned the local press for
vacancies. Not many appeared, but I applied for those that looked promising. I got no replies. Clerks
were two a penny. Sadly I put away my books and contemplated my future with frustration and some
fury. I was suffering from social and economic claustrophobia; unable to break out of the barrier of
prejudice and ignominy that surrounded me.
In December 1926 the strike came to an end, and I returned to my work at the shaft-bottom. My
seventeenth birthday was near, and the wage I was paid was more than the work justified. A more
responsible, and certainly a more arduous, job awaited me. The overman called me to his cabin.
Tha's to go in-bye, next Monday,' he informed me. 'Ruddy's Drift landing. Start in the night shift.'
My heart sank. Work at the shaft was tiring and the day seemed long, but there were reasonably
comfortable working conditions. I had no objections to going in-bye to work, for, less time taken for
travelling, the day was comparatively short. But Ruddy's Drift landing was another kettle of fish.
Three lads were employed there, one in each shift, and of all the youths in the Low Main seam, these
three were considered the most unfortunate.
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This landing was at the bottom of the staple which I had seen on my first day down the pit. A landing
was an area made specially wide enough to accommodate two sets of sixty-five tubs; the empties on one

line, and the full tubs on the other. But this landing was slightly inclined, and usually the lower end
was full of copper-coloured water which seldom was less than an inch or so deep, and more often came
up to our knees. Our ponies hauled the empties from this landing to the staple bottom in groups of four
at a time. To uncouple these groups, we had to crouch down in the water, with our heads and lamps
held high, and grope around for the coupling-chain. We received three pence extra a day. This was
'water money', although officially we were not entitled to it as the water was not wet water, that is, it
did not come down from the roof, but percolated up through the floor dry water.
The landing was, in fact, a kind of overflow tank. Water was pumped out of the Hutton seam, which
lay about another mile or so in-bye. A relay of pumps passed the water out to the shaft and ultimately
to the surface. Should anything impede this operation, the water began to rise in Ruddy's Drift
landing.
My old friend Tucker Thompson, who had slept with me on the slag-heap during the strike, was my
'marrer', that is, he too worked in the landing, but in the shift before mine, so that as I was going inbye I always met him coming out. Naturally, we stopped to discuss conditions in the landing. One weekend a certain pump had broken down and a spare part was needed. This much I learned when I went
down the following Monday, and I was somewhat anxious to know how much water had collected in
the landing. I met Tucker.
'What's it like in there?' I asked.
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Tha wants thy water-wings on, Geordie,' he replied, shaking his head. 'The bloody tide is right up in
there.'
Even Tucker's head and face were stained brownish-red by the water. This was so unusual that I asked
him if he had been diving in it.
Apparently he had taken his pony down to pull in the last of the empties, which, of course, were in the
deepest part of the water. The ponies hated the water, for it was smelly and caused any cuts to smart
and even fester. In particular they disliked standing between the rails, for their plunging hooves had
dug deep holes between the sleepers and the water came up to their bellies. Tucker's pony had
obstinately refused to move when he ordered it to 'stand over'. He tried everything he knew, for the
pony could not begin to pull unless it stepped into the sleeper-holes. At last, exasperated, he hung up
his lamp and took a run at the pony, with both arms extended in what he had designed to be a hefty
push. The pony, startled by the gigantic shadows thrown by Tucker's waving arms, shied smartly to
one side, and Tucker, carried on by his own impetus, tripped over the submerged rail and fell, full
length, in the water.
When a set of sixty-five tubs laden with coal was ready to be sent out-bye, we signalled for an empty set
to be hauled in. Via two junctions, similar to signal cabins on railways, the message would be passed
on to the shaft where my friend Charles Harlow stood by his powerful engine. A touch on the lever,
the great drums would begin to revolve, and far away in Ruddy's Drift landing the steel hawsers until
now lying slack between the tracks would tighten, and the set would begin its long journey. Every
precaution had to be taken to ensure that the road was clear, for the set moved at a tremendous rate and
would mow down any man or beast in its path.
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To watch a set moving at full speed was a thrilling sight. Usually we were forbidden to travel
anywhere except on proper travelling-roads away from moving sets but sometimes on the wagon-way
the ropes would tighten and somewhere the set would move. As the set got nearer, we sought a

refuge-hole. There were low alcoves, whitewashed, numbered and at a stipulated distance apart.
Presently there came a faint rumbling far off in the darkness. Louder and louder it swelled; the rope
lifted off the rollers, and then the leading tub thundered into the beam of the lamp of the man crouched
in the hole. Like an express train, the set roared by, the dust flying from the tops of the tubs like
smoke.
On the first day I started in Ruddy's Drift landing, I called at the stables for my pony. As with the lads,
there were three ponies working at the landing, one for each lad. Of these three, one shared the
notoriety of his place of work. He was a black gelding, named Shot. Men and beasts gave him right of
way, for although he never bit, he had a ready set of hooves all four of them. I hoped that day that I
should at least be spared having the misfortune to be allocated Shot. But there he was, all ready for his
work, quietly munching his hay and periodically blowing beetles out of it. Frankly, I was afraid of him,
but having eased my way gingerly into his stall, I was greeted by haughty indifference. Demurely, he
allowed me to lead him out of the stables, and we set off in-bye.
I soon discovered that he was far from the demon he was made out to be, and I would not have
changed him for any pony in the entire mine. Shot was the most intelligent animal I ever knew, and if
he did not always understand what humans said to him, he never failed to make his meaning perfectly
clear to them. He could count, and what is more he had taught himself.
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The usual load of tubs was four and that meant three coupling-chains. If Shot heard a fourth chain
click he would halt, and no power on earth or below it could make him move. And should anyone be
foolish enough to hit him, all hell broke loose. He would kick out the hook with which he was attached
to the tubs and, once free, his rear-end would swing round like lightning towards his attacker and
hooves would fly in all directions. Then he would run off into the darkness. Indeed on one occasion —
not, thank heaven, when I had him he trotted most of the way back to the stables, and by doing so laid
the entire district idle. He was stopped by the trailing hook behind him, which snagged on some
obstacle.
Our favourite game with him was at bait-time when, eating our bread and jam, we could call out
'Crust, lad. Crust, Shot.' We could hear him shuffling backwards in the blackness until he was within
range of the hook. A thump; a clang as the hook hit the ground; and up he came, looking for the promised piece of bread. And he had to have it. No bread, no work.
Although I am flattered by the idea that he was as fond of me as I of him, yet he was responsible,
indirectly, for the only two accidents I had in eight years of mining. The first occurred when, clad only
in pit hoggers and waistcoat, I was bending down close to his head, searching for something a sprag, I
think on the ground. He was accustomed to my carrying titbits for him in my waistcoat pockets, and
deciding, no doubt, to help himself, he sank his teeth into the cloth and in doing so removed a few
inches of skin from my back. I leaped backwards in pain and fright, and he jerked his head sideways.
The waistcoat came up over my head. Shot still holding on like a terrier, while I, almost bent double,
sought to free myself by pulling in the opposite direction. The waistcoat finally split up the seam, came
in halves, and I staggered backwards, tripped, and fell with a crash on the greaser.
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The iron cogs struck my head and neck, so that now I was in pain fore and aft. I worked on, but I
dreaded lowering myself into the water to get my hands on the coupling-chains under the tubs. It was
excruciating. I felt as though my wound was being washed in buckets of iodine
Mental torture followed when I had to inform the deputy, whose duty was to write out the accident
report. He was an old man, but not of the old school. He was not apparently of any school. Once, so the

tale goes, he had to do this service for a man who, helping to remove the body of a dead pony, was injured when the pony's leg twitched in reflex action. The accident report read, 'Kicked by dead pony.'
For over a quarter of an hour he wrestled with my report, crouched over his kist, and laboriously
forming the letters by the dim light of his lamp. He got my name wrong, misspelt the word 'greaser',
covered the paper with dusty finger-marks, and finally closed his book without signing his name.
"What the office made of it, I hesitate to think, but fortunately my wounds healed, and so no question of
compensation arose.
The second accident was less humorous, but every bit as painful. Shot kicked me. I was the recipient
but not the target. In the stables a pony's harness hung on the wall opposite his stall, and as I was
lifting the gear down, another lad passed between me and Shot's hindquarters. No harm in that, and no
harm would have occurred had the youth not spotted Shot's name-board, and well knowing the pony's
reputation, allowed his hand to glide high over Shot's rump.
'Hello, you old bugger,' he cried.
Shot whinnied in anger, for he had seen the shadow of the lad's arm thrown on the wall behind his
manger. The lad jumped forward as both hooves came up, but I, like a poor simpleton, was right in the
line of fire.
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I saw the iron shoes twinkle in the lamplight; I raised a protective arm, and then a mighty blow on the
shoulder hurled me against the wall and my lamp went spinning down the stables. My arm just below
the shoulder began to swell, and I felt sick and faint but retained enough presence of mind to move
out of harm's way, for Shot had caught one of his hooves in the harness I had been carrying, and was
now lashing out in all directions to free himself.
Accidents such as these engendered a fear on one's own behalf, but seldom did a man fear for the
safety of the mine as a whole; such fears would have made his position as a miner quite untenable. He
could not have carried on, harbouring constant fear. Nevertheless, accidents there were which brought
the dreaded, unspoken thought of an explosion surging into a man's mind.
One such incident happened in Ruddy's Drift. Every Sunday night at eleven p.m. I went down with the
pump-man, one Mick Riley. His work entailed the inspection and maintenance of all the pumps from
Ruddy's Drift to the Hutton seam, and since this stretch of the pit was lonely and at the farthest point
from the shaft, he had to be accompanied by a lad in case anything should befall him. No work was
involved for me in this extra shift and, as Mick and I were good friends, and, incidentally, fellowviolinists, the money was easily earned. Only a handful of men were down the pit on Sunday nights, so
that Mick and I never met a soul from the time we went in until we came out. On this particular night
we had reached Ruddy's Drift landing when Mick, for some reason best known to himself, decided he
would go on alone the other mile or so into the Hutton seam. He had been gone an hour or more and I,
having arranged some planks as a bed and my coat as a pillow, was catching up on some sleep.
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I woke up feeling that something was wrong. Everywhere around me there was the usual complete
darkness and the utter silence. To my astonishment I noticed the darkness was closing in on me,
although my lamp still burned brightly. Then I saw the reason. The air was filling with dust; the
atmosphere was charged with it, slowly drifting past like mist in a swamp. I had been told that an
explosion in a distant part of the mine could cause such a phenomenon. I would find out conditions at
the shaft-bottom. Almost in a panic I grabbed the phone and twirled the handle furiously. No reply. I
tried again.

Still no answer. I had never felt so alone or so helpless, for the dust-cloud was becoming so dense that to
move out-bye was impossible, and I could not remain where I was much longer. The only way was to
go further in, towards Mick. Mick! I had forgotten him. Peering with half-closed eyes into the gloom, I
set off in-bye to seek Mick and, if possible, some dust-free air. Then the telephone rang. I ran back and
picked up the receiver. It was the shaft-bottom.
'You been ringin'?'
No tenor from Covent Garden sounded so sweet to me as that hoarse voice. To reply that I had been
tolling because I thought he was dead, seemed too close to the truth, so I merely stammered a faint
'Yes.'
'What th'hell d'ye want?'
I told him about the dust.
'Aye, I know,' he said. 'Damned great compressed-air pipe has blown a joint. We've been turning the
air off. The dust should clear before long.'
I had been a miner now for four years, but still had not worked in the coal-face. Tons upon tons had I
sent upon their journey to the pit-head, but not a nugget had I produced. We were the support troops
behind the men in the front line, behind the coal-hewers, the fillers, the drillers and the coal-cutters.
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My turn at the coal-face was soon to come. One Friday night as I came through the stable gate at the
end of my shift, there again was the overman waiting for me.
Polka for thou on Monday,' he said. 'Start in the fore shift with the cutting machines. Thy marrer is
Joe Dyson.'
And so I tied Shot's halter-rope for the last time; turned my back on Ruddy's Drift and my thoughts
towards the Polka, coal-cutters, Joe Dyson and the coal-face.

CHAPTER 6
THE COAL- F A C E , C H A R A C T E R S AND CATASTROPHE

JOE DYSON was a normal man from an abnormal family. He was just over six feet tall; his father was
five feet; his mother above average; and his brother was a midget. There, any deviation from the
normal ceased. They were a respectable and hard-working family, and none of them more so than Joe.
He was in his early twenties, immensely strong, a conscientious worker, although somewhat awkward,
by reason of his height, in cramped places, and without much sense of humour. He was the cutter, paid
by piece-work, which generated a keenness and speed to which, as the earner of a daily rate, I was
reluctantly geared.
Our coal-cutting machine, which we pushed on a tram from one coal-face to the next, was, by modern
standards, an archaic piece of equipment. It was driven by compressed air, and was made up of two
main sections; the column and the cylinder. The first, a steel bar, circular in section and about three
inches in diameter, was equipped with a ratchet whereby it could be screwed up tightly between the
floor and the roof. To this and almost at ground level, for the face had to be cut at the bottom was
attached the cylinder which drove the revolving pick into the coal.
As the cutting of the 'judd' proceeded, the pick bit deeper into the coal, and in time the cut itself would
become choked with dust which we called 'curvings'.
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An excessive accumulation of curvings would stop the machine. It was my duty as a scraper-out to
prevent this happening by keeping the cut reasonably clear. To do this, I was furnished with a small
shovel with a handle some four or five feet in length. I had to take up a crouching position between
the machine and the coal-face, clearing the cut behind the pick as it traversed from left to right; then
stepping gingerly over the thrusting rod on its return, and clearing out as the pick went in the opposite
direction.
The noise was shattering. One could get a close approximation to it by revving up a motor-bike engine
in a cellar or a garden shed. Conversation was impossible, and all communication was by signs and
facial contortions, like a worried conductor guiding an orchestra through a modern cacophony. At first
I tried cupping my hands and shouting in Joe's ear, but he, unused to this approach, immediately
switched off his engine. I found myself bawling at the top of my voice in the completely silent coalface. I felt a fool, especially when Joe raked his earhole with his little finger and looked at me with a
pained expression.
'O.K., O.K.,' he cried irritably. I'm not deaf.'
Working in the coal-face, I developed some understanding of claustrophobia. Never did we have a
seam of more than three feet six inches, and wedged in as I was, between the machine and the face,
with the coal only a few inches from my nose and the sides almost within arm's length, I felt like a
provincial caught up in the rush-hour on the Bakerloo Line. Owing to the lack of headroom, I could
never stretch, although if I found the desire to do so irresistible, I could always lie down on the floor,
provided I did not mind lying on unyielding stones and looking up into the startled and suspicious eyes
of my marrer.
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I therefore eschewed this obvious but, to the miner, highly comical method of relaxing, and learned to
depend on the indifference which I acquired by familiarity. Nevertheless, I neglected no opportunity
to go out-bye, to a point where I might, even if only for a few seconds, stand upright. Although it was
possible to find relief from the cramped conditions of the coal-face, there was no escape from the heat.
At the extreme limit of the workings, the air that reached us was warm and stale, as though it had been
used before and then passed through an oven to sterilize it.
The slightest action produced perspiration. When we were lifting the machine into position,
shovelling back the curvings, or struggling to free a pick that had jammed in the cut, the sweat oozed
from every pore. It stung our eyes and trickled over our bodies. We could feel it squelching between our
toes. Yet I minded this far less than I did the water of Ruddy's Drift landing. Indeed, I often enjoyed
it, for like most miners I had faith in the beneficial effects of a 'good sweat'. It had all the advantages
of a Turkish bath, without, I presume, the same enervating result. However this may be, during the
time I worked on the coal-face I felt fit and vigorous. A hot bath following a hard day's work left me
with a refreshing sense of well-being, although I suppose this was due rather to youthfulness than to
the nature of the work.
Older men were often attacked by cramp, and many had rheumatism. I found that the noise gave me a
sense of isolation. I was cut off even from my marrer while the machine was working, and that was
most of the time. Once a day we had a visit from the deputy, and occasionally a driller would put in an
appearance, but for most of the shift we were occupied with our own thoughts. Our safety depended
entirely on our eyes. The rest of our senses were blunted by vibrations and clamour, and the roof
above our heads could be 'working', that is, creaking and cracking, without our hearing a sound above
the clatter of the engine.
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This once brought me as near to disaster as I ever want to be.
We were nearing the end of a cut, and I had established a mound of curvings by the side of the
machine. The dust was soft. I sat on it, and was enjoying my moment of rest when I felt a sudden
draught down my back. My pants filled with dust. I jumped up with alacrity to discover that a large
stone had slipped out of the roof just behind me. Its mass and speed of descent had shot the curvings
forward into the top of my pants. I slapped Joe on the shoulder and gesticulated wildly at the roof. He
was a man of few words. He stopped the cutter and prowled around, jabbing at the roof with a pickshaft and listening. He cast a casual glance at the stone, half buried in the curvings; mildly observed
that it might have 'cracked my canister'; and went on cutting. Meanwhile, I, acting unwisely on the
belief that catastrophe never hits the same place twice, sat on the stone, but I could very well have had
my belief and my skull shattered.
The imperturbable Joe came as near to being upset as was possible by an incident that occurred shortly
after the episode of the stone. I might have enjoyed the sight of Joe touched, however lightly, by the
finger of panic, had I not been in the unenviable position of not being able to see anything. The hogger,
a wire-covered rubber hose-pipe through which the compressed air passed to the engine, became
detached. The air, at the full pressure needed to drive our heavy machine, was now escaping freely out
of the end and whipping the hogger about like an angry boa constrictor, and every bit as dangerous.
The noise was painful, and within seconds, we were lost in a fog of black coal dust.
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I was hemmed in between the lashing hogger and the coal-face, but Joe, squatting behind the engine,
was more favourably placed, and through the flying dust I caught a glimpse of him scuttling towards
his lamp hanging on a nearby prop. I had flattened myself against the coal and, with my face averted,
was taking good care not to get my legs in the way of the thrashing hose. Every now and then the pipe

would flail its way into the heap of curvings, and clouds of them were blown with tremendous force
against my naked torso. I felt as if I were being vaccinated in a thousand places simultaneously. Joe,
meanwhile, had got out to the air-cock and turned the air off. When he came back, all he could see of me
were the whites of my eyes. I looked like a nigger minstrel. Then, one day not long afterwards, Joe did
not turn up for work. I learned later that he was ill, but at the time I ambled in-bye, confident that since
there was no cutter, and consequently no scraping-out, I was in for a restful day. I had reckoned
without the deputy.
'Get those bags on thy back,' he said when I arrived at the kist. 'And bring that cable. Tha's going shotfiring wi' me.'
Since the deputy did all the shot-firing himself, he usually appeared at the face draped around with
leather bags containing powder, battery and detonators, and carrying a ramrod, cable, a ball of clay
and, of course, his lamp. He welcomed the idea of having a helper, even for one day.
The use of explosives in a mine is governed by many regulations, which 1 am prepared to believe are
more rigorously carried out today than they were thirty-odd years ago. In practice, the deputy had so
much to do that if he strictly observed all the rules he would never get his work done. And if he did
not, then soon someone would be found who could.
When therefore we arrived at our first place, the deputy tested for gas, while I threw handfuls of stone
dust around.
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Both actions were protections against explosion, and both were carried out perfunctorily and hurriedly.
The driller had drawn circles in chalk round each of the six holes so that the firer had less difficulty in
finding them. Looking for black holes in black coal would be a time-wasting and annoying task
We squatted down and began preparing the shot. I opened one end of the sticky packet of white
powder and handed it to the deputy, who carefully inserted the copper detonator. This was his
cartridge and carefully he pushed it with his rod to the extreme limit of the hole. Other packets of
powder followed. While this was going on I had been rolling clay into cylindrical shapes about the
diameter of the hole. These clay dolls were rammed tightly into the hole so as to throw the force of the
explosion inwards. All was now ready. The thin wires connected to the detonators were fastened to
one end of the cable, and I picked up the battery-case, prepared, as it said in the regulations, 'to retire
to a place of safety'.
'Where's thou off to wi' that?' asked the deputy.
'Out-bye a bit,' I replied. 'I'll get round the corner out there.'
'Wait,' he ordered. 'Get down behind that tub. Tha'll be all right.'
I was flabbergasted. He was proposing to shelter behind a tub which stood only a few yards from the
coal-face, where six holes packed with explosives were shortly to be fired simultaneously. I gulped and,
tucking my head well down into my neck, pressed myself hard against the end of the tub. The deputy
wired up the cable to the battery, took the key which was hanging on a string round his neck, inserted
it into the battery, and gave a sharp twist. The roar was deafening lumps of coal whistled past the side
of the tub, others ricocheted from the props, and dust billowed out over the pair of us. It was not a
large explosion as explosions go, but in that confined space it seemed the father and mother of them
all.
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The deputy went in to make certain that all six shots had fired, then we moved on to our next place.
Here we had a hair-raising time. When the deputy twisted the key in the battery, nothing happened. He
tried again. Still no result. He took off the cable, and cleaned the ends with his knife. But to no avail;
the shots would not fire.
'Wait here,' he ordered. 'And don't touch owt.'
Making certain I could not disobey by taking the battery and key with him he went back to the coalface. Theoretically he was safe, as the shot could not explode without an electric current to fire the
detonator, but there lived at Seaham a blind man with a blue face. He had been a deputy in a
theoretically safe situation. But the explosion took place. He lost his sight, and the wounds on his face
left blue scars as coal always does. So while my deputy was looking for the fault, I spent some worried
minutes on his account. Fortunately, his next attempt was successful. But I was not sorry to see Joe at
work the next day. I had had enough of shot-firing to last me for some time.
One day I tried my hand at drilling. The driller usually drilled his holes after the place had been made
ready by the cutting machine, but sometimes a coal-cutter would drill the holes himself. Joe was such
a one. The cut finished, he disconnected the cutter and hitched up the drilling machine, which I lifted
on to my shoulder over which, for protection, I had draped a sack. With a pick, Joe had previously
made a shallow hole and into this I inserted the end of the drill: then, bracing myself, I switched on
the air. The drill at once took charge. It pounded me till my teeth rattled; it spat coals and dust in my
face and discharged its venomous noise in my right ear. I gritted my teeth, lowered my head, and
although shaking from head to toe with the vibrations, held on grimly.
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I had asked to do the work, and as Joe was loading the cutting gear on to our tram, he was not a
witness to my struggle. I was determined not to quit. I had finished one hole and was battling with the
second when Joe's hand, like a bear's paw, came over my shoulder and grasped the machine. It became
docile at once. I staggered away thankfully, my limbs still twitching by sheer momentum. It was a long
time before I could find sufficient courage to tackle the drill again; in the end I got the knack of it, but
it was a job I was never fond of, or good at.
Piece-workers changed their working area every three months. This was to give each man the chance
to move from a district where coal was hard, output low and wages at the minimum to another place
where, if the work was no easier, the wages were higher. The moves were based on a lottery, called
'cavills'. Lots were cast, and upon this depended a pieceworker's income for the next quarter. Time has
clouded my memory of these matters, so perhaps cutters and drillers were excluded from the cavills.
Be that as it may, Joe and I moved from one district to another, until we found ourselves in
circumstances that disturbed even the phlegmatic Joe.
Coal was won by driving narrow galleries, called 'pillars and boards', as far in-bye as one could safely
go. This limit was called the boundary. Then began the process of coming 'back-broken', which meant
taking successive slices off the sides of the pillars and boards until all the coal had been extracted, and
only a forest of props supported the roof over a wide area. Consequently, the roof in such broken
districts was often unsound, and the men hewed coal with hand-picks. Machines were seldom used, as
the violence and vibrations would set the place groaning and grumbling.
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Mining in these circumstances demanded all the skill and wariness of which a man was capable. It was
a dangerous and even delicate operation, and to use an insensitive machine was like trying to make

puff pastry with a concrete mixer. But if such be the case, Joe must have been considered a good chef,
for he was given instructions to take his machine into a broken district and cut a 'stook'. If one
imagines slices being cut off a rectangle of coal, then the area will continue to diminish until only a
small section remains. This last bit is the stook.
I do not pretend to know the motives behind this order. It may well be that the coal was too hard, even
when coming back-broken, to be tackled adequately by hand-picks, or that the deputy considered the
roof, however extensive, was sound. Maybe somebody was just taking a chance to get the job done
quickly. But whatever the reason, Joe became thoughtful and his monosyllabic conversation faded
into non-committal grunts, or just complete silence.
The physical nature of the work appealed to neither of us, but there was also a financial aspect which
disturbed Joe. He had to transport the machine to another area, then bring it back, and the time thus
spent meant money lost. Clearly, for this day's work he was to get only the minimum wage.
When we arrived at our stook, we unloaded our gear. Joe sat on his haunches and looked round at the
roof, the timbering and at an empty tub near by. He sounded the stone above our heads and at last
found what he deemed to be a suitable place to erect the machine. The tub was in the way. He turned
to me, and there was a note of thoughtfulness for me in the roughness of the remark he made.
'Push this out-bye a bit,' he said. 'Give me a hand to get started, and then bugger off out of here. I'll do
my own scraping.'
I thoughtlessly put my water-bottle and waistcoat in the tub, and pushed it several yards away. When I
returned, we set up the cutter and switched on, at the same time, on my part at least, uttering a silent
prayer. For a while all went well.
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Suddely a shower of small stones rattled down on to and around the engine. Joe cut off the air at once.
Already I was hoofing it out-bye as fast as I could go, and he made a very poor second. We covered a
fair distance in what must have been an underground record before we came to a halt and paused to
listen. Back in there the whole place seemed alive. Stones clanged on the machine, timbers creaked, and
the face groaned and belched like a dyspeptic. One such mighty belch travelled along the ground and
almost lifted me off the sleeper on which I was sitting.
Then I remembered the tub in there containing my bottle and waistcoat, in the pocket of which was
my watch. It was cheap and unreliable, but I had no intention of losing it. I rose to my feet with a
word of explanation to Joe.
'Bide where tha is,' he advised. 'It'll quieten down in there afore along.'
And so it came to pass. The noises and the threats faded into silence, and we crept cautiously back.
The tub in which only a few minutes earlier I had put my belongings was now wedged tightly
between the floor and the roof. Try as I might I could not move it, and at last I went for a pony, but
even he could not shift it. Finally, I knocked in the side with a pick; but so far as I know, the tub may
still be there to this day. We never moved it.
Meanwhile, unknown to me, plans were being made to move me off the coal-face to yet another, and,
as it turned out, my last job in the mine. Authority had decided that I should be given a task
commensurate with my age of twenty-one and my wage of six shillings and sixpence a day. But in the
world beyond the mines, those whom Wall Street sought to destroy were first going mad. In England

the slump was as yet only a small sag, but in America, uncontrolled speculators had jubilantly and
wildly driven the world into economic despair.
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The slap-happy 'twenties had passed into the grim 'thirties. The Great Depression had not yet reached
Seaham; so I accepted my new work merely as another episode in the lifetime of mining that stretched
before me.
The Polka Bottom was one of the more responsible jobs that a young miner could have. The task
named, like so many others in the pit, after the place where it was performed was similar to that of a
signalman on the railway. I had a cabin equipped with signal-bells and a telephone which put me in
touch with the shaft-bottom only a quarter of a mile away, or with other parts of the Low Main seam.
More interesting to me were the men who stopped at my cabin either on business or merely for a chat
and a chew of tobacco. Among them was my old friend, Billy Revelly, and at one end of the telephone
line was Charlie Harlow, and at the other end Billy Clyde, the churchwarden, who had joked with me
that first day at the lamp cabin nearly seven years ago. "We were a happy lot, but outstanding among us
was an old Irishman who had an enchanting lilt in his soft speech and a personality as rich as any I
have ever met.
Mick Scully was a gentleman; not made, but bred. Dignified in step, great in heart and in mind, slow in
speech, he exuded a gentle philosophy that enraptured me from the outset. Further, he was a poet.
Stranger still, he could neither read nor write, and none of his work was committed to paper. I do not
believe his work had any outstanding literary value, but men only remembered the jingles that
appealed to them. Deeper thoughts Mick possibly kept to himself. Only once did I hear Mick himself
speak of poetry. Bill Revelly was conducting a monologue on the subject of Robbie Burns on this
occasion, while Mick and I unsuccessfully tried to get a word in on behalf of other singers of songs.
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'Do you like Burns?' I asked Mick when Billy had left us.
'Oi can't read,' answered Mick. 'But there's an Irish poet I like well enough.'
He recited a long poem about a young lad who in his first day down the mine lost his life in an
explosion, and how his father gave him the last drop of water from his bottle. It ended with a
description of a woman 'wrapped in the dark shawl of death', waiting at the pit-head.
'You write that Mick?' I asked.
'Oi can't write either,' he chuckled as his long, loose figure trailed away into the darkness.
He was an expert at chess, and one of my rare triumphs at the game was when Mick, after playing
seven of us simultaneously, looked at my board bare of all major pieces and most of the pawns, and told
me that, technically speaking, I had won. He then laid down his king. It was a proud moment. But it is
the lamplight glistening in his grey eyes and the music of his Irish brogue as we sat together those
many years ago at the Polka Bottom that memory holds fast.
Less pleasant is the recollection of a runaway set. The Polka Bottom was so called because it was a
junction at the foot of an incline descending steeply from the seam above. The gradient, about half a
mile in length, was something like Cheddar Gorge or Porlock Hill, and as the full set began its descent,
the leading rope was allowed to go slack and the full weight of the sixty-five tubs was taken by the tail

rope. The set then came down the incline by gravity, the engineman checking its speed by using only
his brakes.
In the past, ponies had been known to stray on to the wagon-way at the Polka Bottom and to wander up
the incline as the set was coming out. The result of fifty-odd tons of coal rushing swiftly through the
darkness and crashing with tremendous impact into a few hundredweights of horse, can best be left to
the imagination.
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To prevent this, a fence was placed across the wagonway a short distance up the incline or 'drift', to
give it its correct title. My duty was to remove this fence when I was certain the way was clear.
Usually, I could do this and return to my cabin long before the set reached the top of the drift, but on
this occasion, after removing the fence, I smelled burning, and went off to investigate. I discovered
that one of the rollers over which the rope ran had stuck, and the steel hawser was sawing into a nearby sleeper. Owing to the friction, a thin wisp of smoke was beginning to rise.
I was trying to free the roller when the overman arrived on the scene. I showed him the smoke.
'Shall I stop the set?' I asked.
'No,' he replied. 'Get the set out to the shaft, and we'll deal wi' this then.' He tapped the offending
roller with his stick. 'Is she nearly out?' he inquired.
Within seconds he had his answer. The leading rope went slack; the sawing and burning ceased; and
we saw the tail rope tighten.
'She's coming over the top of the drift now,' I pointed out.
There was no immediate hurry, for we were in no danger, as the set always came slowly down the drift
in order to negotiate the curve at the bottom. Suddenly all was changed. The tail rope sagged, then
dropped. It had been relieved of its weight. Away up there something had broken, and the set was
rushing amain down the drift towards us. Later we found that a coupling-chain had snapped, but now
our position was precarious. The overman shot off down the incline at an incredible speed. A few
seconds later, I passed him.
At the point where the curve bent away to the right, we turned sharply and smartly to the left, ran a
yard or so, then stopped.
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We waited. Those who have lain flat on the ground as a high-explosive bomb comes whistling down,
can imagine how we felt. The thunder of the approaching runaway set rose to a climax, then ended in
an ear-splitting crash. Utter silence followed. The overman wiped his forehead and rubbed his hand
over his face.
'I'll bet that's a bloody granny knot,' he muttered.
He was right. The first few tubs had become entangled in the steel hawser and, by sheer momentum,
had borne it along with them. But at last it had derailed them, and the rest had piled on top of them.
Tubs had been smashed into matchwood; props had been knocked out, and parts of the roof had caved
in. Wheels, broken axles, twisted rails and coal were scattered everywhere; dust hung in the air; and,

over all, was the uncanny silence of catastrophe. The drift was completely blocked. The miners and
ponies in-bye side of the wreckage had to be brought out to the shaft via old workings and return airways, and for two days breakdown gangs worked at clearing a road through the drift.
Although my work at the Polka Bottom brought me into contact with many people, yet I was much in
the position of a lighthouse-keeper. Men passed my cabin like ships, but for long periods I saw no one.
At first I made excuses to talk on the phone to Charlie or Billy Clyde, but there was a limit to my
inventiveness, and gradually the number of telephone conversations fell away. Then for a while I
found a companion in a mouse.
There was a wooden platform on which I stood when using the phone, and beneath this a mouse had
taken up residence. Every day it scuttled around the floor looking for crumbs while I sat, with legs
outstretched on a bench, watching its antics.
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I have never felt the urge to kill a mouse as I have a rat, and this particular mouse and I seemed to be
sharing a common lot. In the black hell of silence, it was a reminder of the sunnier world above. I
decided to make its closer acquaintance.
The bricks of which the floor was made had the letters 'L.B.C.' impressed on them, and these letters I
filled with cocoa; for the Polka Bottom, being only half a mile from the shaft,
was cold in winter and I usually took cocoa as a warming drink. My mouse was
overjoyed. Born in the pit, he was not the hunted creature down here that
mice are on the surface. There were no cats, owls or other carnivora to which
he might fall prey, and so he came boldly to the cocoa, keeping one beady
eye on me, his only potential enemy. As the days passed he grew accustomed to being fed, and when I
began unscrewing the top of the vacuum flask, he would emerge from under the platform and scramble
up on the bench beside me.
He grew fat and prosperous. He took unto himself a wife and settled down to a family life. This was
his undoing. The two other men who shared the twenty-four hours of duty with me at the Polka
Bottom felt neither lonely nor sentimental about mice. And they, too, brought flasks of cocoa with
them. Came the day when I filled up the L.B.C., but there were no responsive squeaks, no scuttlings
and no bright eyes.
'Cheeky bastard,' said my relief that night. 'Came and sat on the bench as I was having my snack. I
pulled up the platform and found a whole nest of the sods under it. Soon put paid to that lot.'
I murmured a half-hearted and conventional approbation of the massacre. I felt sad and ashamed.
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Slowly, like the mycelium of a fungus, the effect of the slump was spreading through the coal
industry, and the pithead had become choked with unsold stocks of coal. Lines of full trucks stood
awaiting shipment; day after day, tubs were emptied from a high gantry into the pit-yard and the
pyramid of unwanted coal grew higher and wider. The only busy man was the colliery caller. Each
day, men listened and hoped not to hear his rattle and his sing-song cry:
'All the pits are idle the morn; Shifters, waste-men and mechanics.'
With the working week down to two or three days, and the customary bustle of activity below ground
reduced to a dull routine, I had more and more time for reflection.

My work seemed without purpose, my leisure spent like a drug addict in forgetting that aimlessness.
Physical pleasure was ephemeral, and although intellectual adventure was exciting, deeper and more
satisfying, I was not educated enough to enjoy it often, except through music. Lacking a cultural background, not even capable of speaking the King's English, I was for ever groping in the dark for
something that would give a meaning to my life. Above all, like many other young miners, I wanted
to get out of the pit. But how?
Coal-mining was the only industry in the area. I had no experience of any other trade, no
qualifications that would fit me for any other job, and no idea of how to acquire them. Vaguely I
connected advancement with study, but I had little notion of what to study. I had never heard of
matriculation, and the prospect of a university education was as remote as the farthest planet. So, at
twenty-two I had nothing before me but a lifetime as a 'pit-yacker' — a derisive term which miners, in
their cynical moments, applied to themselves.
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Then, in February 1932, a large house in Seaham Harbour was taken over by the Educational
Settlements Association. Rock House, as it was called, was hardly known to me, for it stood in the
more salubrious district of the town, through which I had often passed but had never stopped to stand
and stare. In any case, I had no inkling of what an educational settlement was or did, and since the
versions of its functions varied from a home for unmarried mothers to an occupational centre for the
unemployed, I was not much interested.
But one day at work, the signal-bells refused to function, and I phoned for an electrician. These were
rare birds of passage in a mine. They came, did their job, and pushed off, so I was mildly surprised
when this particular young man, having repaired the fault, sat down on my bench and opened a
conversation, in the course of which he mentioned he had been to Rock House. As he was neither
unemployed nor, in the nature of things, an unmarried mother, I asked what went on there.
'We read a book called An Apology for an Idler,' he replied.

'Next Friday we are going to have a discussion about it.'
'Discussion?' I said. 'Does tha' mean an argument?'
'I suppose so. Anyway, I shall not be going. Why don't you go along?'
I ruminated on this for a while.
'Aa wouldn't mind an argument,' I admitted, 'if Aa knew what it was to be about. How can Aa get hold
of the book?'
He unbuttoned the flap of the breast-pocket of his overalls, and pulled out a small book, which he
handed to me.
'You take it,' he proffered. 'Hand it to the people there on Friday night.'
I looked at the volume. It was green, and bore on the front, in gold letters, the initials R.L.S.
I settled myself on the bench when I was once more alone, and by the light of my lamp read
Stevenson's essay; and for the first time in my life, I thought earnestly and deeply about what I had
read. I had put my hand to the plough.
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CHAPTER 7
AND THERE WAS LIGHT

CHANGES in one's outlook, in habits, thoughts and ideas occur slowly, and even in retrospect one
cannot usually discern the point at which such changes began. But if one phase of my life did not
immediately end, another most surely began when I put my thumb on the front door bell of Rock
House in February 1932.
This act itself required courage. I had never been in a house that had more than two bedrooms and a
kitchen, nor spoken to anyone during the last eight years who had the least pretence of formal
education. Now I faced the prospect of opening the iron gates, crunching my way rather noisily up a
gravel drive, bordered by a lawn and shrubs, to the door of this imposing building and ringing the bell.
Clearly this was an operation that called for the moral support of my two companions.
Secretly I felt that inside such a house must surely lurk an imperious being who, by word or glance,
would chill the minds and halt the tongues of three pit-yackers. We took counsel among ourselves
outside in the street. This was not a fruitful proceeding, especially as we had only the vaguest idea of
what we were really there for, but finally, we decided to ask for a syllabus. This, we felt, would make
an opening gambit. Besides, a word of three syllables might deceive someone into thinking we were
not the oafs we undoubtedly looked. So the die was cast; the bell was pushed, and we waited.
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A young woman answered the door. She was pale-faced, dark-haired, and far from being the lorgnettebearing dowager we half expected, she was wearing an apron over her plain dress, and clutching in one
hand a large wooden spoon. By two votes against one, I had been elected spokesman, and the unsympathetic application of an elbow in my ribs reminded me of this when a delightful Scottish voice
asked what we wanted. I murmured something about a syllabus.
'We have no syllabus ready yet,' she replied. 'But do come in. Perhaps I can help you.'
She laid her spoon on a table in the hall and led us up a broad staircase to a large room furnished with a
number of comfortable chairs and lined along one wall with books.
'I'm Anne Proctor,' she told us. 'I'm sorry Miss Jowitt is not here, but she'll be back later this evening.'
She went on to explain the work of Rock House and spoke enthusiastically of plans for its development.
She and her husband George were assistants to the settlement's warden, Miss Lettice Jowitt. I met
George afterwards and at once I thought what a well-matched couple this determined and likeable
young man and his vivacious wife were.
Thirty years of their acquaintance has confirmed that early judgment.
That first day, we talked of our work, our hobbies and our meagre ambitions, for in responding to
Anne's obvious interest in us we had lost our initial nervousness. When she discovered that we were
amateur musicians, she invited us to go with her to select a gramophone record. The idea that anyone
should ask our advice about anything was new, flattering and a trifle heady. We set out to make the
most of this experience. What she bought I do not now recall, but in the shop I advised her strongly to
consider the merits of 'Fingal's Cave', while my friends advocated the more robust overture, 'Light
Cavalry'
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We were determined to make the utmost of our brief role as musical advisers to Rock House.
We did not have our discussion on Apology for an Idler until some time later, but I left Rock House that
evening with one or two books that Anne had lent me. Among them was Conrad's Youth, and in this
Anne had chosen wisely. I read it with relish and with the excitement of one who has made a thrilling
discovery.
The night we met for the talk on Stevenson's essay was remarkable for two reasons. First, I met George
and Miss Jowitt, or 'Joey' as she was affectionately known, and secondly, the tenor of the discussion
showed the disparities that existed between minds nurtured in scholarship and those hacked out of
crude experience.
I could see no virtue in lying on a river bank and dreamily communing with Nature. And I said so.
When one has spent every hour of wakefulness seeking ways of meeting the most basic needs of life,
one's thoughts are apt to be fashioned in a materialistic mould. I felt the essay would have been better
called 'Excuses for a Loafer'.
George encouraged this outburst with pointed comments and provocative questions. I, outgunned in
vocabulary, fought back with the tenacity of a hooked fish. I had, of course, missed the point of the
essay, but with my mind racing in top gear I was arguing with more fervour than wisdom when the
door opened and a tall, imposing-looking woman of about fifty walked into the room. This was Miss
Jowitt. She had come in time to draw our session to a tactful close, but in doing so apologized to us, for
as she said, waving her spectacles at us in a characteristic gesture, 'I can see you are all full of fight.'
I had been stimulated that evening as never before, and not until the early hours of the morning did
sleep put an end to reiterated argument.
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More significant, was the presence in the room that night of three people who were destined to exercise
considerable influence over my future. Rock House became life itself to me. There I found not only
escape from the harshness and the obscenities of the pit, but also the guidance for which I had so long
craved.
I was sceptical of the possibility of any educational establishment thriving in a place like Seaham, more
particularly among those of my generation. But I had miscalculated. Or to be more accurate, I had
calculated without taking into account the hard work and devotion which all three and in particular
Miss Jowitt put into the building up of the settlement. Years later, when she and others like her had
gone, the status of the settlement declined; support for it dwindled, and it became a house of
phantoms. Recently, however, it has revived.
In those pioneering days, the rooms in Rock House were filled with miners, shopkeepers, teachers and
others eager to share in the classes and discussion groups on music, literature, economics, drama,
history and languages. The three residents were busy from morning till night. I took some part in
everything. I devoted hours to study; I read every book I could lay hands on; my curiosity became
almost insatiable as George and Joey led me gently from one field of speculation to another. Anne
cheered lustily from the touch-line and then, with her boundless energy, swept me into a whirl of
activities that varied from country dancing to stage management. But even she could not persuade me
willingly to dress up for a play. I disliked dressing up. I probably felt much sillier than I looked, but it
was vain to point out the stupidity of this attitude to costume. That was how I was built, and that was
the way it went.
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She inveigled me into taking the part of a village fiddler in a production of Peer Gynt. This play was
performed out of doors in a lovely dene behind and below Rock House. The weather was kind; the
setting beautiful; an orchestra played Grieg's incidental music; the audiences were appreciative; and our
producer, Eric Barber, a specialist in drama, who often visited Rock House, played the title role.
Only one blot soiled the picture. My costume. I was clad in knee-breeches, white stockings, white
shirt, a short velvet jacket and a little red hat. And in secret I loathed every item. My appearance
almost brought the dress rehearsal to a standstill. At the second performance, two of the male
characters lost parts of their costume. I readily offered them mine, and in this way, and by
surreptitiously 'mislaying' the flagrant items of costume, I reached the final performance clad in a
cricket shirt and flannel bags. This incongruity I concealed from the audience by playing my fiddle
seated at a large table and behind the whirling figures pacing out a Swedish country dance on the lawn.
In this expanding world of mine, the element I prized most was the friendship that existed among the
members of the settlement. It transcended the minor bickerings and insignificant jealousies that beset
any community. Ideas and suggestions for the improvement of our settlement came in abundance from
the members, and the members' committee to which I had now been elected strove to put the best and
wisest of them into operation.
Among them was the idea of holding a summer camp, and the first one was held at Edmondbyres high
up on the Pennines. George and I formed the advance party, and the picture that stays in my mind is of
the two of us, with no transport, walking westwards along a moorland road as the sun was going
down, and carrying between us an enormous iron dixie packed with utensils a Chaplinesque pair.
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The following year, another and bigger camp was.ablished at Cotherstone in the Tees valley. Among
the campers were several new members, including Mr Evans, a Seaham schoolteacher, his wife, his son
and daughter. John Evans was a mathematician with a keen mind, a bubbling sense of humour, a
ready wit and a warm heart. For some reason, he took a strong interest in me. We talked, went walking
together by the river bank, and had a quiet pint of beer which he paid for in the village pub.
One morning as we were carrying back the milk for the campers' breakfasts, he asked, 'What do you
want to be?'
I took this question right on the chin. The implications staggered me. In the first place, it implied that
this shrewd man believed I was capable of becoming something other than I was. Secondly, I realized
I had never given the possibility a moment's thought.
'I don't know,' I confessed. 'I only know what I don't want to be.'
Mr Evans nodded understandingly, but wisely refrained from pushing his advance too far. The
decision, if it were to be made, must be made by me. The advice and the help were there for the
asking. But the more I thought about my future, the more insurmountable seemed the obstacles in my
path. Miss Jowitt, George, Anne, Mr Evans and many others now of my acquaintance, talked among
themselves of university life, degrees, examinations and college training. Any kind of worthwhile
career seemed to demand some or all these things. To me they were unattainable. I could not choose
what I wanted to be, for lack of means robbed me of the freedom to choose.
One day, George called me into his studv. 'Would you be prepared to do a little teaching here?' he asked.

I realized that this was something that I would enjoy.
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I agreed readily, but I was hardly prepared for what followed. A haulage contractor, a man of about
thirty, had come rather timidly to Rock House and asked for a word in private with George. It appeared
that he could neither read nor write a source of embarrassment and difficulty to him in his life and
business. George was suggesting that I should be the man's teacher.
We began, and as the weeks passed my pupil, who was an intelligent person, made rapid progress. This
was reward enough for me, but seldom have I felt the glow of satisfaction more strongly than when I
handed him a copy of Treasure Island, which he read and talked about excitedly for days afterwards.
Sometimes I went with him on his transport jobs. He read road signs, advertisements, checked his
consignment notes, and wrote memos. He also taught me to drive. I was less apt at this than he at
reading. At my first attempt, I drove his thirty-hundredweight truck over a heap of coals and into a
fence. No serious damage was done, and in time I had acquired yet another useful skill.
At the colliery I was still employed at the Polka Bottom, but I no longer felt lonely there. I always had
a book or a pamphlet in a large pocket sewn inside my jacket, and any free time I had was spent in
study. I had got hold of a coal-filler's shovel, a wide almost flat arrangement whose surface made an
adequate, though not ideal, blackboard. This I used exclusively for working out problems in
mathematics, and on one occasion had been using it to batter out an answer to an algebraic question,
when the manager entered my cabin.
'Who did that?' he asked, pointing at the decorated shovel.
'I did, sir,' I answered a little fearfully, for laudable though it might be in another place and at another
time, it was obviously no part of my duties below ground.
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However, he evinced enough interest to ask what I was preparing for, but when he learned that it was
not for mining, he seemed to lose interest, except to ask where I was studying. I told him 'Rock
House,' but from the blank look on his face it might well have been Rowton House or Casey's Court.
My old pit friends I held still. Billy Revelly and Charlie Harlow were curious about my activities at
Rock House, and from them both I received encouragement. Mick Scully actually became a member
and charmed everybody by his manners, and upset some by his undoubted mastery in the chess club.
With Jack Hepple and Tommy Welch, I continued my musical pursuits and paid my annual visit to the
Durham miners' gala, or, as it was better known, the Durham Big Meeting. This was a July event that
brought the city of Durham to a halt so far as ordinary business was concerned, although the pubs,
cafes, fish-and-chip shops, and those who let out boats for hire did a brisk trade.
From every mining village in the county, men and their families surged into the city. Each lodge of the
Durham Miners' Association marched to the racecourse by the river; each was preceded by a brass band
some of them winners of national contests and each was heralded by a huge banner with the name of
the lodge emblazoned over a pictorial design. From all too many of these banners floated ribbons of
black crape the sign that at these collieries one man at least had paid with his life for the nation's coal.
The city rang to the sound of music. Its streets were choked with people, and as far as the eye could
see, crowds seethed around banners which tossed above their heads. It was a massive demonstration of
miners' unity.

Political speakers drew hundreds to the racecourse, but for the most part, though there was no political
apathy, the gala was a holiday to be spent as humour dictated. Side-shows, picnics, a drink of beer,
boating on the Wear, meeting old friends, watching the lodges march in, and attending the service in
the cathedral all had their attractions.
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Some years previously, I had come to the Big Meeting with my parents, and Dad, having made the trip
to Durham immediately after a night's work in the pit, lay down on the river bank and went to sleep.
There were never any half-measures about the quality of Dad's sleep. He went down deep, and
'snorkeled' through his open mouth. Presently, Mother and I became aware of a disturbance near the
speaker's platform and, to our surprise, a number of people began running towards the river. They
passed over Dad, and this scared me so much that I hardly noticed a black-coated cleric heading the
mob. The tumult shifted to the river itself and I saw boats performing some unusual manoeuvres.
Later we heard that the Bishop of Durham had been thrown into the river for some remarks that had
offended the men who heard them. This was afterwards amended. The new report said he had run into
the river as a way of escape. Perhaps he fell in. I do not know. 1 was too worried about Dad, who had
disappeared beneath the racing mob. My anxiety was unnecessary. He sat up, yawned, rubbed the
places he had been trodden on, lay down, and went to sleep again: a mute and sensible comment on
the affair.
Jack, Tommy and I could not imagine a Big Meeting without a trip on the Wear. We had just enough
ale to promote the feeling that we were potential candidates for the Diamond Sculls, and then hired
our boat. One sat in the bows giving unheeded advice to the oarsman, while the third, called by
courtesy the steersman, kept the boat on what he believed to be a straight course.
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Our craft described some involuntary circles whenever the steersman made a violent movement to
avoid the water that was periodically ladled over him by the oarsman. Caustic comments on each
other's abilities led, inevitably, to offers to exchange functions, and this, in turn, led just as inevitably
to partial submersion in the Wear.
The colleges of Durham had close ties with Rock House. Jack Longland, at that time a lecturer at
Durham University and in his hey-day as a mountaineer, came to talk to us, share our discussions, and
preside over our conferences. Dr Raistrick and his charming wife gave us talks on geology and mining
that made even the miners among us sit up and take notice. Summer schools were held in the imposing
castle, and several times I was nominated by Rock House to attend these.
Once a number of us were the guests of university students. My particular host took me to his study,
pointed at a brick wall a few feet beyond his window, and remarked that one could see for miles —
upwards. Later, when I asked him what he was reading, he shocked me by answering, 'Me? Oh, I'm a
bloody Theog.' He probably made a good parson.
I was by now absorbing all the knowledge that came my way, and this included a study of German.
The first German resident at Rock House was a Nazi from Silesia. He was most painfully correct in his
behaviour and attitude. Fundamentally he was, I suppose, a likeable chap, who had subscribed to
National Socialism more out of desperation than out of conviction. Nevertheless, he could and did
argue vehemently about his political beliefs, and he was an avowed anti-Semite. I touched him on the
raw when he was reading a newspaper report that stated that the biggest profits had been made that
year by tobacco companies, breweries and the manufacturers of gramophone records.
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'None of them has got anything out of me,' he declared. 'I don't smoke; I don't drink; and I have no
gramophone.' 'There must be a little of the Jew in you,' I remarked jokingly.
That night he bought a packet of twenty cigarettes and handed them round. I did not accept one.
Our second teacher of German was a blue-eyed, fair-haired girl from Bavaria. She taught her native
language and music in a most conscientious manner, and ultimately remained in Britain to become a
naturalized subject. Under both these teachers I worked hard at my studies.
In August 1932, Seaham Colliery closed down; but until then, if I was due to go down the pit in the
early evening, I went to Rock House in the afternoon, and if down the mine in the morning, I attended
classes in the evening.
One such afternoon, I was seated in the room upstairs reading the New Statesman and Nation, when in
walked Miss Jowitt. An advertisement had caught my eye and I showed it to her. It was headed
'FIRCROFT COLLEGE FOR INDUSTRIAL WORKERS'.
'Do you know anything about this place?' I asked.
'Oh, yes,' she replied. 'Would you like to go there for a year?'
Just like that. I was speechless. My heart was thumping uncontrollably. She sat there smiling at me,
and waiting for an answer. Then I knew this was IT. Nothing short of death was going to stop me. I
promptly accepted the offer. She bade me address two envelopes: one to the bursar at Fircroft, and the
other to myself.
'You won't be able to go into residence until September,' she told me.

It was now the spring of 1933, and I had been unemployed for about eight months. Everybody was on
the dole, and back once more on the tips and the Blast searching for coal.
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But that afternoon as I walked home, I stopped on the bridge leading to the pit-head. All was silent
now, where on that morning, nine years ago, I had clattered over the bridge to my first day's work in
the mine. I looked at the massive pulley-wheels stationary against the spring sky, the quiet pit-yard
and the empty lamp cabin below me. There and then I vowed to myself that when that pit started again
and God alone knew when that would be it would start without me. I had handed in my lamp and my
identity disc for the last time.
I kept this promise to myself. Not easily. While I was rough-hewing my destiny, mightier forces were
shaping my ends. Work of any sort was not merely elusive in this area, it was non-existent. In fact, I
never worked in Seaham again and I had no regular job until 1937. Meanwhile, I joined the queue at
the Labour Exchange, drew my weekly pittance, and scanned the bulletins for possible situations
anywhere in the British Isles.
I was registered as a general labourer, and to the Labour Exchange, a general labourer I would remain.
Several times I inquired about jobs that were outside this category, and each time I was firmly and not
always politely told that I was not registered for that particular type of work. Notwithstanding, I
pestered the officials to the point of exasperation, so perhaps their brusqueness was understandable.
Once I saw a vacancy for a lorry driver. As usual, no address was mentioned, only a reference number.
In I went to see the manager.
'Look here,' he said. 'You are a labourer not a lorry driver.'
'But I can drive a lorry,' I protested.
'You can't be both,' he insisted. 'If I put you on the books as a lorry driver, then you will cease to
qualify for work as a general labourer.'
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I took his point, but that did not make the information any easier to digest. I felt in the position of a
man unjustly sentenced to prison. There was faint hope of release, and I had either to accept the
situation philosophically or fret myself into a state of anger, despair and bitterness.
If I avoided complete despondency, it was due to the fullness of my life and the plans that had been laid
for me. The offer of a year at college was stimulating. But beyond this temporary elation lay the
future, and for this I was preparing. George had suggested that I might study for matriculation. We
went over the regulations together, and I must confess, the more I learned about matriculation, the
more formidable the enterprise seemed. I had to take mathematics, English, a foreign language and two
other subjects, all at the same examination. This was to be followed, if the examiners so desired, by an
oral examination. Clearly, my studies would have to be methodical and disciplined. Less time could be
spared for the browsing that I had enjoyed so far.
This epitomized the difference between instruction and education, the disparity between acquiring the
means of earning a living and the art of living itself. But as with so many others in the 'thirties, to me
the need for security and a decent mode of life was paramount. They could not be gained by grasshopper
tactics of leaping from country dancing to drama. So I began.

George steered me through European history of the nineteenth century and the elements of economics.
My German was in capable hands, but the English language I neglected to my cost. There remained
mathematics. Here my friend Mr Evans took a hand.
'Come down to tea on Sunday,' he said. 'We'll see what we can do.'
Every Sunday, week after week, Christmas included, I went to tea with Mr and Mrs Evans, carrying
my books in a cardboard attaché case.
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After tea, Mr Evans and I sat at a gate-legged table in the lounge and worked until supper time. If this
were all that I owed to this selfless couple, the debt would be heavy, but it was not all. Gradually I
became almost one of the family, and there was no limit to their generosity. On my part, friendship
deepened into an affection which has lost none of its warmth over the intervening years.
With the approach of September, my worries grew. A letter had come from Fircroft asking me to apply
for grants towards the cost of tuition and residence. The letter was so worded that the inference I drew
was that if I were not able to make what to me was a substantial contribution of about thirty pounds,
my application for entry might have to be reconsidered. In fact, there was never any doubt but that
Fircroft had accepted me, but the authorites there and Miss Jowitt herself were anxious that I should
not take all for granted, but that I should make some endeavour to help myself.
I applied to the Miners' Union. No funds were available. Then I tried the education committee of
Durham County Council. I was turned down. Once more Jack Evans stepped into the breach.
'Don't worry, George,' he said. 'We'll make sure you don't miss a chance like this for the sake of thirty
pounds.'
I protested. I could not possibly repay him. He was quietly insistent. I was doubly relieved, therefore,
when in September I was told that a place was being held for me at Fircroft, grant or no grant.
With that obstacle removed, I braced myself for the next. The examination was also held in
September at the Imperial Institute in London. Somehow, I had to get to London and find
accommodation there. Hitch-hiking did not occur to me. It was not fashionable in those days to travel
around the country at someone else's expense.
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The cheapest way was to go by sea; twelve shillings and sixpence from Newcastle to Stepney
Causeway. The Youth Hostels Association, of which I was a member, might, I thought, be the answer
to the accommodation problem, not realizing, in my ignorance of London, how impossible it would be
to travel daily from somewhere in the Home Counties to Kensington. Luckily, Anne had other ideas.
'You must stay with my mother and my sisters at Muswell Hill,' she declared.
I was thankful, but somewhat nervous about this idea. Such knowledge as I had acquired had put a
thin varnish over the coarse grain of a pitman. At home we still protected the table-top against dripping
splashes with old newspapers. Butter and jam dishes were unknown. Anne was taking a risk in
introducing me into the bosom of her family. But I could hardly explain this to her, and she, quite
rightly, would have pooh-poohed my fears. And so at the age of twenty three, in September 1933, I
left the county of Durham for the first time.

We left the Tyne on a Saturday afternoon, and that night I spent an hour or so vainly trying to sleep in
the company of five or six other men who cared less about rest than about drinking beer, smoking,
swearing and playing cards. Deciding that death from exposure was preferable to asphyxiation and
boredom, I went on deck. There I tripped over a courting couple, but eventually I found shelter in the
lee of a ventilator, the only place that seemed devoid of giggling girls or sea-sick passengers. In this
atmosphere of love and vomit, we arrived off the Thames on Sunday morning and docked at Stepney
by noon. I was not impressed by what I saw. I had breakfast of bacon in a frowzy cafe where I
inquired the way to Muswell Hill.
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'Take a number nine from over the road, and change at the Bank,' I was told.
'What bank?' I asked. Surely, I reasoned, a place like London must have more than one bank. Even
Seaham Colliery had more than that. But apparently not. There was but one Bank; all the others were
merely banks.
For a week or more, I stayed with Mrs Angus, Anne's mother. Nothing was too much trouble to her.
She arranged with one of her friends, who was usually employed as a guide to visiting V.I.P.s, to
show me the sights of the city. I learned more in that time about London than most people would
discover in a year.
When I presented myself at the examination halls, I soon discovered that I had given insufficient
attention to the intricacies of English grammar. The subsequent oral examination confirmed this, so I
was more dismayed than surprised to learn that I had been ploughed in English.
During my free time that week, I gaped and gazed at everything from the Albert Hall to the Tower.
Most of my sightseeing, when not accompanied by my guide, was done on foot. This, considerations of
economy apart, was force of habit, for at home, where distances were not great, I seldom used the
buses. Londoners, on the other hand, rarely walked and, indeed, measured distance in terms of money. A
place was a 'twopenny' from here, or a 'threeha'penny' from there. I was afraid to use the buses. They
seemed never to stop. There was a slight hesitation while people tumbled off and others leaped on, but,
for the most part, the buses appeared to be like the Flying Dutchman, condemned to journey for ever.
Once I clutched, in the approved London fashion, the handrail of a slow-moving bus, and asked the
conductor how I could get to the Science Museum.
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'Nummerfreeribehind, mate,' he said, and gave his bell a smart rap.
I thanked him for calling me 'mate', the only part of his answer I could understand. I walked.
My very provinciality brought me into contact with the worst and the best of the cockneys. A few
greasy types sidled up to me with spurious offers, but I came to have a warm regard for the real
cockney, who, hearing my North Country accent, would turn out of his way to help me. The further
east I went, the more kindly, brisk and homely the people seemed to be.
Had I stayed in London another week, I would have worn out my shoe leather. But one afternoon I
walked into Victoria coach station and boarded a bus for Birmingham, where, at Bourneville, Fircroft
College was situated. It was dusk when I arrived in Birmingham and dark by the time I reached
Bourneville. As I walked up to the college, I saw that the building was ablaze with light. The beams

lighted my way through the darkness, and when I came to the front door I heard the sound of singing
and of laughter coming from one of the downstairs rooms. I took a deep breath, and rang the bell.
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CHAPTER 8
F I R C R O F T AND A GRAND TOUR

To spend a year at Fircroft was a privileged experience to which each student had willingly submitted.
And I know of few other educational establishments of which that could be said. Discipline, for the
most part, was self-imposed, and studies were, in general, taken seriously, but never with that wild-eyed
anxiety that arises from impending final examinations. A man left Fircroft richer and fuller in mind,
but not one whit the better qualified to join in the struggle for a livelihood. Neither degree nor diploma
served him as a passport to advancement, or marked the end of his scholastic endeavours. All he had
was the warm memory of a wonderful year, and in many cases, including my own, the uneasy feeling
that he could no longer contentedly fit into the life that he had known before.
Significantly, one of my earliest impressions of Fircroft was a treacle pudding. To one whose
acquaintance with puddings had, over the past twenty-three years, been limited to permutations of rice,
Yorkshire and suet, the appearance of this confection was an impressive event. Indeed, the wholesome
diet which I so much enjoyed, and which I knew I must ultimately forgo at the end of my year, was as
unsettling to me as anything that books and tutors were able to do. And they did plenty. The tutors,
under the leadership of the warden, Bill Lee, had so organized our days that each unforgiving minute
was filled with lectures, tutorials, games, reading, excursions and, above all, talk. In the college or in
its grounds, and at any time from sun-up to bedtime and even beyond, one could be sure to find men
talking.
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Discussions were endless; personal plans were made; men and events appraised and opinions exposed
to the test of unbridled criticism. My study, which I shared with three others, was the largest in the
building, and since it was also at the end of a corridor furthest away from the room of either the
matron or the resident tutor, argument frequently went on until midnight.
All but one of us were content to lie there in the darkness and talk in loud whispers, but the fourth, a
Birmingham man, was far less placid. Whenever he felt he was in the position to make a strong
debating point, or deliver devastating repartee, he would spring out of bed and switch on the lights. At
first we were amused and astonished at the sight of his pyjama-clad figure gesticulating in the centre
of the room or bending over his recumbent opponent in triumphant glee. We even sat up the better to
enjoy the spectacle and to encourage him, but in time we became bored and swore at him. He carried,
too, a ten horse-power laugh, and someone, no friend of ours, discovered that he had not read ThreeMen in a Boat and lent him the book.
This was an act of sadism. He bellowed; he beat his fists on the table in a delirium of mirth. Sudden
explosions of laughter startled us and wrecked our scholastic calm. At night he sat up in bed reading,
until someone with a decisive snap of the switch put the room in darkness; then he pulled the sheet
over his head and went on reading by the light of a torch. Whenever he reached a passage that
unleashed his mirth, he threw off the sheet, drew a deep breath, and guffawed. His face literally turned
purple, for the poor fellow suffered from a heart disease, and this alone stopped us from translating our
threats into action. It also earned him exemption from 'squad' duties.
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The domestic side of the college, which accommodated about thirty students, was managed by the
matron, Mrs Clark, the cook, Nelly, and two other girls. All students made their own beds and, once a

week, hastily cleaned and polished their studies, but the laying of tables, the clearing away and the
washing up was done in rota by a squad of three students. The speed at which they could get through
these duties became a matter of pride to the individual squads and an extra source of worry to the
matron.
Even before a meal was ended, empty plates were being surreptitiously collected in front of the men
on squad, and as the warden rose to his feet, cups and cutlery were whipped away and vegetable
dishes pushed through the kitchen hatch. Any laggard who had not finished eating either held on to
his plate or watched it vanish under his eyes. A trolley propelled by three-man power, and piled
crazily high with crockery, went down the corridor to the scullery at high speed. The dishes were
whisked through hot water and stacked to dry for the matron's inspection; the cutlery was dumped into
a zinc bath and rotated violently by two men, then emptied, water and all, on to the draining board.
Occasionally Mrs Clark would apply the brake when a gap appeared between speed and cleanliness.
This she could do with a word. She was not merely respected, she was loved and loved deeply.
Gifts were showered upon her at Christmas and on her birthday, and among those who, as custom
was, went to tea on a Sunday with the warden and members of staff, we deemed the luckiest those who
went to tea with the matron. She knew all her 'boys', as she called them, intimately. She hoped with
them, knew their backgrounds and their ambitions, and gave encouragement and sympathy to all who
needed them. She took five of us to hear The Mikado when D'Oyly Carte came to Birmingham; a
delightful experience for me and an exciting introduction to the works of Gilbert and Sullivan.
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She sat all night by the bed-side of a student who had pneumonia, while the rest of us passed by the
sick-room either in our stockinged feet or on tiptoe. Some of us stayed awake most of the night in case
she should want help.
Among the students was a sprinkling of foreigners. In my year we had two Germans (strong antiNazis), two Swiss and a Dane. All spoke English reasonably well, although one, a Swiss, apparently
thought in three languages simultaneously, as when he explained that 'he arrived friih in Londres on
Montag.' Karl also stowed away all his soiled linen in a kit-bag, and when it was full, he would empty
the contents on the floor and hold up each shirt and vest to the light. When he came to one that he had
put off several weeks ago, he would say 'Es ist clean. O.K ?' and put it on again.
Most of us did our own laundry in a galvanized iron trough in the ablutions room. Naturally, an ample
supply of hot water was desirable, but this depended on the mischievous Quin, a lively character from
Glasgow, who was excused all domestic duties in return for his doubtful services as a stoker. I
watched Quin carefully — no small feat in itself where this mercurial character was concerned and
tried to time my laundry-work with his. This scheme worked too well on the occasion I washed a
woollen pullover. When I reached the laundry, Quin was beaming sweatily through billowing steam,
his arms up to the elbows in a froth of soap-suds. Into this went my pullover. I hung it out to dry, and
forgot it for nearly a week. Then one day a student came into my study holding my pullover out at
arm's length. 'This yours?' he asked, knowing full well that it was.
It had shrunk alarmingly and was just as dirty as when I took it off.
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The story soon spread, and an inquest was held on the garment. It was decided to stretch it by passing
it from wearer to wearer, beginning with the biggest man who could possibly force it over his chest.
By the time I got it, the neckline plunged nearly to my stomach and the bottom sagged round my
thighs like a crinoline that had lost its hoops.

Quin's job as stoker was not enviable. The heating system was archaic, and on the coldest days most
of the rooms were so chilly that the occupants moved into the library which was reasonably warm. I
tried sitting up to the radiator with my knees between the grilles, while one of my companions climbed
on to the radiator and stood there in his socks, his back against the wall, reading. Quin was blamed for
this discomfort. We appealed to him individually, and once we took collective action by having an
inquest on the subject at a meeting of the students' union. But Quin, ever ready to spark at the slightest
criticism, blamed the 'bluidy pipes'. We bowed to his judgment and went on suffering.
Meetings of the students' union were functions I disliked. Instead of trying to reach a collective
decision students presented, forcibly and unyieldingly, individual viewpoints. The meetings dragged
on all the afternoon, and at the end several matters were often left in abeyance. The tediousness
drained one of nervous energy. I was glad whenever a legitimate excuse prevented my attending. Simply
to absent oneself was to invite the most stringent censure on one's lack of social responsibility. On these
occasions, as often as in other spheres, those who came to the fore were experts in nothing except the
art of sustained volubility. But even these few were unhappy at the thought of attending what were
known euphemistically as 'cosies'.
Periodically the warden, in obedience to tradition, would invite us all to a cosy in the common-room.
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Ostensibly it was a social event at which staff and students gathered for a chat and a sing-song around
the piano. In fact it was a Fircroft custom designed to sugar some highly unpalatable pills which the
warden handed out from time to time. After lugubriously singing 'For tonight we'll merry, merry be',
we would listen to Lee outlining the latest complaint against us, or the new plan for stepping up the
amount of written work we had to do. As one student remarked, 'If ever we achieve Utopia, we will
abolish courts of law and call them cosies.' At these meetings Lee looked, and no doubt felt, far from
happy.
He was an undemonstrative character, almost taciturn, with a tendency to take his work too seriously.
Only once did I see him visibly upset. This happened when Quin, after a bout of ragging, was being
chased across the lawn by another student, and seeking refuge in the building, dashed into the
common-room slamming behind him the french windows as he went by. His pursuer passed through
the windows and passed out on the floor in a pool of blood. Lee's muttered comment about 'bloody'
fools was so out of character that it shocked those who heard him more than did the accident. Lee's
work and indeed the work of all the staff was not limited to certain hours. When not teaching, they
were engaged sometimes in the late evening or on Saturday mornings in seeing the particular students
to whom they were individual tutors.
The days always began with morning reading, obligatory for all except those on squad. Two or three
times a term, each student was expected to read a passage from any book he liked to the assembled staff
and students. A short but usually animated discussion followed. They were popular, these readings, and
are a feature of the annual reunion at Easter, when old Fircrofters relive for a few days their times at
college.
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The lectures that followed were not always held in Fircroft. The college was one of a number, most of
which catered for young missionaries and church-workers. I attended lectures in Greek and philosophy
at the neighbouring college of Woodbrooke. Others had special interests which took them to other
colleges, where we intermingled with the students at a social as well as an educational level.
A system was in operation by which students went elsewhere for lunch. This was the 'exchange dinner
plan'. Some of us acted as hosts, and others went off as guests. This worked well, except

gastronomically. Fircroft was renowned for its substantial meals, and few of us viewed with any
pleasure the prospect of giving up a hefty dinner for a small salad and a grapefruit in a ladies' college.
Preconceived ideas about the nature of young lady missionaries took a severe buffeting. Socially
demure some of them may have been, but most had a professional toughness born of an ardent belief in
their work. These exchange dinner-parties, therefore, developed often into ad hoc debating societies,
for, in the equally fervently held beliefs of certain Fircrofters, the Deity had no part.
Religion was a perennial topic. Few held fast during their Fircroft year to the faith of their forefathers.
Some began studies of comparative religions, and I recall that a copy of the Koran passed from hand to
hand among young men looking for debating points. I doubt whether the pursuit of Islam went much
further. One group formed a spiritualist society and held seances in darkened rooms with what they
hoped was a suitably eerie atmosphere. The group had some initial success, not, I hasten to add, in
contacting the departed so much as in attracting the living as spectators of their unorthodox methods of
communication. Ultimately, the thing perished in a boisterous revel in which a jug of water was
poured over the 'medium'
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I liked to describe myself as a pragmatist, because it seemed a term broad enough to cover the tangle
of beliefs that I shakily held without leaving too many embarrassing tail-ends showing.
The Church, I felt, was an anachronism. It had, in the days of universal illiteracy, interposed itself
between man and his God, and this I regarded almost as an affront. I also shared the widely held belief
that in the squalid 'thirties the Church was divorced from reality and not vocal enough in the presence
of social evil. The Bible, apart from the four gospels, was a doubtful history of the Jews plus a
collection of letters, neither of which seemed to me to have much to do with the Sermon on the Mount,
the essence of Christianity. Love of God and its obvious contradiction, fear of God, the ten
commandments, predetermination and free will, and many other problems racked my mind.
The brilliance of Bergson and the logic of Bertrand Russell so far as I understood them, for I struggled
more manfully than successfully with difficult books merely left me punch-drunk and in greater doubt
than ever. I had not grasped the notion that religion is to be lived and that the only thing one gets out of
books is theology. But if my religious views are now settled to my own satisfaction, it is as much the
result of the annealing they received in the furnace of Fircroft as to the lessons and meditations of
maturity.
Economic theory, if less elevated than theology, appeared to me to be nearly as far removed from
earthly contact. Without knowing why, I felt that the expositions of economists were remote from the
realities on which I had been reared. I read Henry Clay, and got lost in a welter of shirt buttons while
the hunger-marchers from Tyneside were at that very moment tramping into Westminster. There
seemed no connection. Perhaps the fault lay with me. Certainly, I and many of my classmates spent
hours in a critical examination of the basic premises without the benefit of deeper acquaintance with
the subject.
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We were 'unbiased by knowledge' in our assessments. And the pity was that Time, which mattered
most at Fircroft, was considered least. Our year was gone before we had done more than scratch at the
surface of any subject.
Of many matters we had inklings but no idea of scope. Our vision was broad, but had no penetration. It
is arguable that no more could be expected in the time available. But while our minds were directed, our
studies were not disciplined. Method was sacrificed to interest, so that the pursuit of knowledge
became more of a gay chase than a patient and laborious quest. Yet in the diversity of interest lay the

fruits of Fircroft. We sampled everything; we acquired tastes and hammered out opinions until they
were flat. We became insatiably curious, and we knew how to learn probably the most valuable of our
accomplishments. Communal life with those of a like mind and similar tastes had bevelled some of our
egotistical edges, and had assuredly brought us respite from grim and sordid surroundings.
In health we all improved, with the exception of the student who got pneumonia and, of course, my
room-mate with the incurable heart trouble. I gained a stone in weight in the first term. Absence of
worry and morbid introspection, a novel situation, healthy activity, fresh air and ample exercise
stimulated appetite and the digestion to cope with it. We were healthy enough to be unaware of it, and
revelled in walking, cycling and in games — except when the warden was playing. This most
considerate of men played with an almost ruthless will to win. His concentration on the game was
ferocious. Opponents in hockey and partners at tennis ducked and dodged as a miniature whirlwind
passed over the turf and powerful strokes of stick or racket whistled around their ears.
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There was one form of physical activity which was an abomination gardening. The grounds were
fairly extensive and the college grew most of its supply of vegetables. One afternoon a week, therefore,
a visiting horticulturalist marshalled us outside the tool-shed and for a few reluctant hours we dug,
hoed, pruned, clipped hedges, mowed lawns and swung the lead. On cold days we depended for warmth
more on our clothing than upon the heat generated by work. One student, a Londoner, who saw the
countryside only as an inhospitable void of grass and wind, appeared regularly in a bowler hat and
gloves. He made a few tentative snips with his pruning-knife, and then wandered off to find the
resident jobbing-gardener, who was a garrulous old man with a stock of unconscious humour. He used
to relate how, when he was digging potatoes, a bold robin would come and 'sit on my spade for hours'.
More to my liking were the cycle rides I made with one or two companions on Sundays. We explored
leafy Warwickshire and pushed on to that most delightful of counties, Shropshire. I have an abiding
memory of lying one summer day on the edge of a sweetly-scented bean field, reading the sparkling
essays of G. K. Chesterton. But as July 1935 drew near, we made our last excursions, listened to our
last lectures, attended for the last time the concerts given by the City of Birmingham Orchestra, paid a
farewell visit to Stratford and the Memorial Theatre, packed our belongings, and made ready to leave.
It was a sad moment. For me it was somewhat softened by the thought that on the day I left I should
see most of my Rock House friends at York, where they were attending the Educational Settlements
Association conference, to which I had been invited. As usual I was hard up, so I decided to leave
Fircroft a day earlier and cycle to York.
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Having pledged myself to maintain, presumably for all time, the closest contact with my fellowstudents, I set off feeling sad and unjustly but faintly resentful at being thrown back into the hard world
against which I had for so long been cushioned.
As so often happens when one is depressed or irritable, circumstances began working against me. The
wind strengthened. Not, I remarked, from a Christianlike quarter such as the south or south-west, but
nearly head on, from the east of all places. For several hours I sweated and swore, stood up on my
pedals, and stoutly and irrelevantly damned every motorist as a bloated plutocrat whose passing
draught threatened to blast me into the ditch. But, despite all my endeavours, as night came on, I
found myself miles out in the country and less than half-way to York. I had a few shillings and made
up my mind to squander it on bed and breakfast somewhere along the road. But the road had more ups
than downs in it; I was tired, sick at heart and the wind was getting a better cut at me in this open
country. At last I saw two haystacks between which some cows were sheltering.

'Just the job,' I said to myself. I chased the cattle away and settled down. There is much to be said for
not sleeping in a hayrick.
Straws tickled my ears or worked their way into the corner of my mouth; unidentified insects explored
the area between skin and vest; and the curious cows came back and dribbled over me. For what
seemed hours I turned, twisted and scuffled around in the hay, but at last I slept. The sun was up when
I awoke. The day was bright, and my bike lay there just as the cows had left it — on its side and half
buried in hay. The wind was not so violent. A little under Force 8, I reckoned.
I resumed my journey at a little above a brisk walking pace, feeling quite unrefreshed, and shedding
wisps of hay. All was quiet — too quiet even for the countryside.
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Ultimately I met a farm labourer.
'"What's the time, please?' I asked.
'Four o'clock,' he replied.
I had not been up so early since I worked in the pits. I had forgotten that such an ungodly hour
existed; what was more it would be another four hours at least before I could hope to find a cafe or a
shop open. And I was ravenous.
About eight-thirty that morning, I approached a small town and stopped for a while on a bridge
leading on to the main street. Below was a canal on the surface of which hovered wisps of steam. I
pulled a towel out of my rucksack and had a wash in the lukewarm water. A few minutes later I was
having breakfast in a transport cafe. I mentioned the canal to the proprietor, but forbore to tell him of
my ablutions.
'Yeah,' he said. 'Disgrace to the town. Sewerage. That's what that is. Discharge from a factory at the
back of the town.'
I spent another twopence on a wash and brush-up: I felt the need of it urgently.
At York, Mr Evans was waiting for me. I was glad to see him and we went off together for a beer and
a long talk. That afternoon, the conference opened. There I met George and Anne, Miss Jowitt and a
host of others from Seaham, and this was the highlight of a conference which otherwise, apart from the
address of welcome by the Archbishop of York, Dr William Temple, was rather dull. Dr Temple
impressed me. When he died a few years later, I felt rather than knew that the country had lost a man
whose influence for good was immense.
A practical outcome of the conference, so far as my immediate needs were concerned, was the
presence of an old Fircrofter, who was a social worker at a colliery town near Seaham. He offered me a
ride home in his car. He had an ancient open two-seater, on the back of which we tied my bike
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We churned our way northwards precariously and uncomfortably, for most of the time I was leaning
backwards, holding on to the bike which threatened to part company with us. I was glad, therefore,
when we pulled up at a public house in Haswell, a few miles from Seaham.

Inside we had some refreshment and met an ancient who had a long conversation at us. We could not
stop his flow. He asked us to guess his age; how long he had worked in the pits; how many
grandchildren he had, and so on. It was more of a parlour game than a conversation. And much less
entertaining in that each of our guesses was followed by an expulsion of tobacco-tainted breath
culminating in a high-pitched, rusty cackle. He found out that we had been in York.
'Seventy-six,' he announced proudly, stabbing my companion in the chest with his forefinger.
'Seventy-six, and I've never been out of Haswell.' He leaned back to mark the effect.
'Then you ought to be ashamed of yourself,' retorted the other. There was an element of cruelty in the
reply, but my mind went back three years previously, when the future seemed to hold for me no more
than it had for this old man. 'There, but for the grace of God, go I.'
Back home I found conditions more harsh than ever. Dad had not had a single day's work since the pit
closed, and he seemed stunned by the misfortune. He had aged even in the short time I had been at
Fircroft. He was dazed, like a lost child, and was much too easily pushed around. I was angry. I made
a determined and sustained onslaught on the Labour Exchange. If work existed, I meant to find it. The
clerks, apathetic through long acquaintance with masses of unemployed men, were at first coldly
indifferent, and then downright rude.
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But I was not to be denied. I forced them to go through their lists of vacancies and extract the
addresses of firms which offered even the remotest possibility of work. All to no avail. I was a pygmy
against a bastion; so when I was offered a month's course for Workers' Education Association teachers
at the training centre at Reading, I accepted. Deep down I knew, but refused to accept, the
inevitability of continued unemployment. A month's course at Reading, to put it at its lowest, was
preferable to standing in the dole queue.
I received a travel-voucher from Reading, but sent it back. I asked if they would give me the fare in
cash if I cycled down. They agreed. It was my intention to get to Reading by a circuitous route and to
look for work on my way there, signing on at such Labour Exchanges as I might pass. When I applied
at the local office for facilities to do this, and thereby to ensure the continued payment of my benefit, I
was met by a most astounding refusal.
'Supposing work turns up here for you while you are away?' they said. And then added with
unpardonable effrontery, 'You can't go.' This was the last straw. Seething with indignation, I handed in
a list of Exchanges at which I intended to call and told them if work turned up they could contact me at
any of the offices on the list and I would come back. Then I went home, packed a rucksack, blew up
my tyres, and set out for Reading.
Before I had travelled a score of miles I heard a bang. In the time it takes for a tyre to go flat, I prayed it
was not mine. It was not a puncture. It was a slash. A gash three inches long had opened the outer
cover through which the inner tube protruded like a rude tongue poked out in mockery. This was a
financial disaster. Only by the most careful spending would my money have lasted, and now to buy a
completely new tyre meant ignominious return home and an abject request to Reading for my travelvoucher.
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This tale of woe I recounted to an old man in the nearest cycle shop. As a Durham tradesman he was
used to impecunious customers and suggested a solution. The inner tube was patched, and into the
gash in the outer cover we forced a thick reddish paste. This, he assured me, would harden in minutes
and, reinforced by a canvas patch between tyre and tube, would see me on my way providing I did not

inflate the tyre too hard. He was right. True, an egg-shaped protrusion grew on the side of the tyre, but
it held. I covered about three hundred miles and had no more tyre trouble, although the blister only
just cleared the brake-blocks, and at each revolution imparted a slight jolt as though I had an elliptical
front wheel.
I stayed my first night at Barnard Castle, and the next day set off to cross the Pennines via the
Stainmore Pass. This provided cyclists with the longest stretch of road in England down which they
could free-wheel — about ten miles of it. That is what I was told. My informant added that it was a
pity I was going in the opposite direction. And so I took my bike for a walk. Up and up I went, facing
into a driving Scotch mist, and envying the few cyclists who, with the wind behind them and their
yellow capes billowing out, sailed past me and away over the moors and down to Barnard Castle.
I sought consolation in the reflection that when I reached the summit of the pass, I could coast
comfortably down the other side. When I reached the top, I saw a notice 'THIS HILL IS DANGEROUS,
CYCLISTS ARE ADVISED TO WALK.' I had followed this advice long enough. Mounting my machine and
trusting to my brakes and the checking action of the head-on wind, I covered the next few miles with
my head well down and my posterior in an elevated and draughty position.
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And so passing through Kirkby Stephen, I came to the youth hostel at Sedbergh. Here for one shilling
and sixpence I had a supper of boiled chicken, taken from a huge cauldron in the farm kitchen. I slept
the night on a camp-bed in the far corner of a barn, which was so crowded that I had to step over
sleeping hostelers to reach my bed. The next morning I cooked my breakfast, washed up, did a few odd
jobs for the warden, collected from him my membership card, and by midday I was sitting on the banks
of Lake Windermere eating corned-beef sandwiches and drinking pop.
On I went to Lancaster, where I reported myself to a puzzled clerk in the Labour Exchange, and halted
for the night at the Y.H.A in beautiful Caton. The hostel here was a more elaborate affair. It was part
of an hotel, the proprietor of which invited me, as the only guest on the premises, to have breakfast in
the dining-room. I enjoyed myself immensely sitting there in the carpeted room, set out with shining
cutlery and serviettes, clad as I was in khaki shorts and shirt, woollen stockings and rough boots,
eating a cheap yet delicious breakfast.
Liverpool was my next stop, and from there through the recently-opened Mersey Tunnel to
Birkenhead. The weather was warm, the wind light, and I bumped along on my blister; quite alone
and supremely happy. I was rich in Time. I had no desire or need to save it; I spent it or wasted it as
the humour took me. I absorbed the sunshine; sat on banks and gates listening to country noises;
lingered over scones and honey as a rare treat outside a Cheshire cottage; chattered with farmworkers
and roadmen, and ambled gently southwards to Shrewsbury, where I rammed a policeman in the
crutch with my front wheel. The ancient streets of Shrewsbury are steep; my brakes were somewhat
worn; and if a policeman will stand in the shadow of a high building, directing traffic into a sidestreet, he might at least wear a conspicuous white coat.
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By this time, catering had become simple routine. As dusk closed in, and just before reaching my
hostel, I had a cooked meal after which I usually bought some sausages. These I stuffed in my
rucksack and fried them for breakfast in the hostel. Lunch consisted of cheese rolls or corned-beef
sandwiches with a glass of threepenny ale and perhaps an apple. The exact amount of money I had on
setting out, I can no longer remember, but it was certainly less than a pound, and now that my journey
was half done, I still had more than half my money left. I began to think in terms of luxuries. Oddly
enough, I could think of nothing 1 wanted — not at that particular moment. I could indulge in another

beer or an extra cigarette, but these appealed to me less than the prospect of a visit to the Shakespeare
Memorial Theatre, an idea which I could carry out without taking up the belt another notch.
And so to Stratford, calling first at Fircroft, empty now except for Mrs Clark and Nelly the cook. The
matron was used to Fircrofters appearing unexpectedly and she provided a welcome, a meal and a bed
for me. I never saw her again. She died a few months later, and I never returned to Fircroft.
At Stratford, hostelers were allowed a late pass in order to attend the theatre. I availed myself of this,
and queued up for a performance of Romeo and Juliet. As I was standing there, I felt a tap on my
shoulder, and a voice asked, '"What are you doing here, George?' And there behind me in the queue,
was one of my friends from Rock House. This was a coincidence that called for a beer, over which he
gave me the news that George and Anne Proctor were leaving Rock House. This saddened me, for
although it was inevitable that changes there must come sooner or later, I had secretly hoped that one
day, these two to whom I owed so much would become permanent residents at Seaham, and that
George would be the warden of the settlement.
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My next destination was Wallingford. As I approached the Thames valley, I marvelled at the serenity
and beauty around me; so different from the wild grandeur of the moorlands of my native Durham.
This was my first close acquaintance with southern England, and I felt proud of its quiet dignity, its
lush beauty and its unmistakable Englishness. But at Wallingford I had a shock.
The friend whom I was to visit, a Fircrofter of my own year, had decided to qualify as a probation
officer. As a first step he had become a 'brother' in an agricultural camp for what I believe were either
delinquents or moronic youths in need of care. From their behaviour, they could have been either or
both. My friend's job was to share their quarters, their food, their recreation and their work, giving
them at the same time, such guidance and encouragement as he could.
A worthy and necessary occupation, but not one for which I felt an urge. The work was ill-paid and
carried out in squalid conditions, despite the charm of the surrounding countryside, and, according to
my friend, his prospects of ever becoming a probation officer were not enhanced by the inmates, who
were not above trying to shorten his career by a malevolent use of pitchfork or spade. I shared with
them a vile lunch of indescribable ingredients, eaten in a cacophony of chatter, clatter and slobber.
With my esteem for probation officers raised several notches, I began the last stage of my journey
The month at Reading was one of intensive study. We delivered trial lectures, most of which would
have emptied any hall, with the exception of those who had fallen asleep; we held seminars, studied
teaching methods, and confused ourselves with educational psychology.
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The course was enriched by some unrehearsed activities. A woman student on a visit to a market
garden, mistook an enshrouded garden frame for a seat and disappeared into the seedlings. We went
on the river at Pangbourne in two boats, and I broke an oar by bringing it down smartly and flatly on
the water in an attempt to swamp our rival's boat. At a brewery I stared goggle-eyed at stout issuing in
a thick stream from a pipe, and took grateful advantage of the offer of free samples.
Meanwhile, I had been deprived of all unemployment benefit. When the course ended I found myself
two hundred odd miles from home, with a bike, a parcel of books and about two shillings. I considered
myself destitute within the meaning of the Act. As I could get no dole, I decided to go to the workhouse, a resolution that caused no small stir at the Labour Exchange. But then, on second thoughts, I
was also a man of property. I had a bike. Undoubtedly it was dilapidated and the boil on the front tyre

seemed liable to burst at any time, but, I supposed, it was worth something, even as scrap. There must
have been a famine in bikes that year. I sold it for fifteen shillings.
I wrote to my parents asking them to meet me at Newcastle, took the train to London, bought a hand of
bananas, and at Stepney Causeway once more took ship for home. Twenty-seven hours later, and down
to my last banana, I stepped ashore at Newcastle, utterly broke. But Dad was there with the bus fare
home. I was back among my 'ain folk'
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CHAPTER 9
THE HOLIDAY FELLOWSHIP AND GERMANY

I WAS now twenty-four. My year at Fircroft had gone, and ahead lay an uncertain future. Prospects of
work were nil. The application of the means test had placed many of my friends in the parasitical
position of being both jobless and doleless. The years were slipping by and, materially, I was worse
off now than when I started in the pits ten years ago.
If society had no use for my services, I considered I had no obligation to society. It was no fault of
mine that I was idle and therefore, I argued, rather than waste the years in fruitless brooding, I should
extract all the fun and interest out of them that I could. Short-sightedly, I refused to countenance the
drudgery of methodical study, abandoned any further attempt at matriculation, and began flitting from
one source of interest to another.
At Rock House I became something between a student and a resident. I joined such classes as attracted
me, notably literature; I served on the governing committee; worked in the garden — in lieu of paying
subscriptions; led a few discussion groups; and even helped to make marmalade in the kitchen.
Always I was on the look-out for new experiences and for the opportunity to see new places, and I
became an enthusiastic follower of the craze of 'hiking', as it was then called. Little did I realize what an
influence on my life this love of walking was to have. Periodically, rambles were arranged by the
settlement's members and, invariably, I took part in the excursions up the Wear valley or on the West
Durham moors.
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I was learning to appreciate the beauty of my native county and, more important, getting to know
more intimately the people with whom I shared these pleasures. I know of no better way of
understanding a man than to spend a walking tour with him. And this was particularly true of Whitnall
Allen, the man who had replaced George Proctor as resident tutor at Rock House.
Whitnall was a man of my own age, but on first acquaintance this was all we appeared to have in
common. He, fresh from Oxford, was quiet and scholarly, and to many he seemed altogether too
modest and too polite for work in the rumbustious environment of an educational settlement. The
passage of time proved us wrong. He had a toughness and a sense of humour which I found much to
my liking. We became firm friends, and our friendship developed into a comradeship of adversity
when he bought a second-hand car and asked me to teach him to drive.
It was a bull-nosed Morris with a stout-hearted engine and a collapsible hood, the operative word being
'collapsible'. It was reliable in the sense that whatever happened was not unexpected. We expected
anything to happen. And it usually did. Once, as I was driving into Sunderland, the canvas hood sank
through the framework and a sudden darkness descended on me. On another occasion I left the car
standing in the rain for some time and a miniature lake formed on the top of the hood. Scrambling
hurriedly into the car to avoid the pelting rain, I failed to notice the great belly of canvas above my
head. I put the engine into reverse and stuck my head over the side to see that all was clear behind. At
the first jerk my head and shoulders vanished in the cascade from the lake above.
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But the vehicle was at its best when the test was most severe and the odds were against it. Four of us
drove it from Seaham to London, starting off at midnight and arriving by mid-morning with no more
mishap than a defunct side-light. We were all covered with dust, as cheerful as sparrows and mildly
triumphant. The car had the last word. Whitnall was driving it proudly round Piccadilly Circus that
night in the midst of the theatre traffic, when a taxi-driver leaned out of his cab, and said, 'Hey, mate.
You've got a flat 'un.'
And sure enough, in one of the busiest spots on the earth's surface, where sympathy and help could be
least expected, the offside back wheel had gone flat. Whitnall prowled around the West End with a
flapping tyre until he reached a haven of salvation. A few hours later we were churning our way back
to Durham with the accelerator down on the floor-boards and the car doing thirty miles per hour flat
out. The engine did not even hiccup until it sighed to a stop outside Rock House.
The settlement had many benefactors, and one had put a cottage at the disposal of the members. It was
situated on the outskirts of a village near Hexham. It was a solitary building, and from the windows
one looked out over the wild moorlands rolling away to the horizon. I was fond of this rugged beauty
and set out to spend a weekend at the cottage.
I reached Newcastle on my cycle just after lunch, and although I had no knowledge of the exact
location of the cottage, or indeed of how far distant it might be, I acted on a sudden and misguided
impulse to go to the cinema. The film was 'Frankenstein', the first of those horror films which teenage
girls now accept with no more emotion than they exhibit when drinking Espresso coffee or executing
rock 'n' roll. But in those days they were new. I left the cinema with the small hairs on the back of my
neck erect, and a permanent dislike of horror films.
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Rain was falling steadily as I stepped into the street, and under the heavy clouds the light of day was
fading into an early dusk. Head down, I pedalled westwards out of the city, the rain drumming on my
cape and sou'wester, night closing in fast, and Frankenstein behind every bush. A few miles from

Hexham, a solitary signpost stabbed a dramatic finger towards my destination and I turned into a
narrow road which dropped steeply towards the river valley on my left.
Circumstances considering, I was travelling at a fair speed as I neared the bottom of the hill, and I had
just time to read a large but faded notice, which said 'FORD', when I felt my front wheel drifting away
from under me. I executed some impromptu acrobatics and leaped backwards over the saddle as the
bike toppled over into the stream. I landed on my feet, staggered for a moment, and fell on my hands
and knees in the water
Mad with rage, I heaved the bike out of the stream and squelched up the incline beyond the ford. A
few yards on, I found the cottage. I wheeled the bike round to the back, where I left it in an opensided shed, and unstrapping the saddle-bag, I returned to the front door. The cottage, I had been told,
was equipped with all mod cons, so as I stepped inside I groped for the electric-light switch. I snapped
it on. Nothing happened. Under my cape I wore a windcheater which, though damp, had escaped the
worst of what the rain and the ford had done to the rest of my outfit, and in one of the pockets I had a
box of matches. Several refused to strike, but at last I managed to find my way into the kitchen where
someone had laid a fire. By its flickering light I was able to look around more thoroughly, and
eventually found a candle and a dusty candlestick in a recess by the fireplace.
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It was a gloomy and eerie night that I spent. The setting was macabre and my imagination, already
stimulated by 'Frankenstein', was working up some private horrors of its own. As a distraction I
started off on a tour of inspection.
The fuses I found to be in order, the bedrooms were cold but the beds looked comfortable, and I
returned to the kitchen with the idea of having a meal of sorts and then turning in. I was eating soggy
bread and scraping wet sugar out of the bottom of my saddle-bag to sweeten a cup of cocoa, when I
noticed a strong light showing under the kitchen door. For a second I stood stock still, staring goggleeyed at this phenomenon.
Then the explanation dawned on me. The power had been restored and the light was burning in the
hall where I had switched it on as I came in. It was all a miserable and inauspicious beginning, but
later the cottage drew several groups from Rock House who were attracted by its amenities and its
setting.
One such group composed entirely of young people spent a weekend under the leadership of Whitnall,
who was an indefatigable walker. From the historic and picturesque village of Blanchland, tucked
away in the upper waters of the Tyne, we set off to walk to Edmondbyres, a favourite stop of ours
high up on the gusty moors of West Durham.
For the first few miles we followed well-defined tracks, and as the weather was fine and we were
young, the world seemed a wonderful place. But later we pushed our way across country through the
deep heather. The party was straggling. "We came to a bog through which Whitnall and the leading
stalwarts strode and vanished over the crest of the rise beyond. The rest, including several girls who,
truth to tell, were ill-equipped for walking, physically and sartorially, spread out in an effort to
circumnavigate the watery area.
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As this was extensive, we soon had the appearance of badly-deployed troops. I was at the rear of the
party and, while all my instincts urged me to press on after Whitnall, I showed a gallantry I was far
from feeling, by staying behind to help the stragglers. It was dark by the time we reached the youth
hostel, where the blisterless among us bustled around preparing a meal for the wet and the weary.

Later that night I got a job. And from the most unexpected quarter. Whitnall and I were talking over
the episodes of the day's walk, when quite out of the blue he asked me if I would like a post as a
centre secretary to the Holiday Fellowship. I had no idea what the work entailed, indeed I had never
heard of the organization, but if Whitnall thought I could hold the job down, that was good enough for
me. Almost apologetically, he explained that the work was seasonal, being limited to the summer
months with a week or so at Christmas, but if I did not mind that he would recommend me to the head
office in Hendon. I seized the offer with both hands. For the next few days I waited for the postman
each morning on the doorstep. It was touch and go.
We were now approaching Easter 1935, and Whitnall had cautioned me that all centre secretaries
were usually appointed early in the year, generally just after Christmas. But at last it came. I was to
appear at Fellowship House, Great North Way, for an interview with the general secretary, J. B.
Henderson. Enclosed was a pink travel voucher. I replied by wire, and catching an early train next day,
I was, just after noon, standing outside Fellowship House
J.B. was a middle-aged man with a shrewd business sense that overlay an ardent belief in the ideals of
the movement of which he was the chief executive. The Holiday Fellowship, he told me, together with
its sister organization, the Co-operative Holidays Association, was founded by T. A. Leonard, a
Lancashire minister, in 1913 with the object of encouraging a healthy enjoyment of leisure.
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From its inception, the movement had drawn unto itself those who had a love of the countryside, of
open air and rambling. It flourished and now had guest-houses or centres in many parts of the British
Isles.
Each centre was in charge of a manageress, with a secretary responsible for the organization of walking
excursions, and for the collection and disbursement of moneys. J.B. questioned me closely on my
background and my ambitions. I told him that perhaps one day I might become a tutor in the
Educational Settlements Association, an ambition which at that time I secretly and sincerely
cherished. This seemed to please him.
'At Easter,' he informed me, 'we are beginning a new venture. A family centre is to open at Milford, in
Hampshire, to which members can bring their children. I would like you to go down there as
secretary. But first, I think you had better spend a week at Marske in Yorkshire, where you will have
the chance to learn the ropes from the secretary there.'
I was to receive not a salary but an honorarium of thirty shillings a week with all found. This was
stupendous. A full week's work when I was in the pit had hardly earned me so much, and I was having
food, lodging, travel and laundry thrown in. J.B. had arranged overnight lodging for me in London,
but I was anxious to come to grips with the job.
'Is there a train to Marske tonight?' I asked.
There was. Half an hour later he was driving me to Kings Cross, and shortly before midnight I was in
Marske. Since seven o'clock that morning, I had travelled nearly six hundred miles and landed myself a
congenial job. I was tired but elated.
I might not have been so pleased with myself if I had been more aware of my own shortcomings and
the appalling social dangers into which they might have led me. I was almost devoid of tact. I had
spent a quarter of a century among people who said what they thought with shattering bluntness.
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This habit clung to me like a wet blanket. True, I was more articulate, but this was a double-edged
sword, since I was able more readily to phrase the forthright comments that sprang to my mind. I
would argue about the most controversial topics without anger, in a most impersonal and detached
manner. At such moments I was impervious to personal insult and was naive enough to believe that
others were too
Less important was my manner of speaking. I still retained a strong Durham accent and swallowed
consonants wholesale. While this was no disgrace, it might have proved a severe social handicap, since
I was now not merely to live with, but even organize for a short time at least, the activities of people
most of whom came from professional classes. Luckily for my peace of mind, I was ignorant of my
ignorance and entered on this new experience with blue-eyed innocence.
At Milford, my manageress was a Miss Harrison, affectionately known as 'Dick'. She was
imperturbable. I was no problem to her. If the devil himself had walked in she would have emitted a
few throaty chuckles of mannish laughter, and set him to work on the central heating. But more vital
were my relationships with the guests; these could hardly have been better. I make friends easily and
these people were tolerant, kind and out to enjoy themselves in an intelligent fashion. Snobbishness
was unknown among them, and although there was now and then some light-hearted chaff about my
accent, they proved to be almost without exception the most delightful of company — and I met many
hundreds of them during my time as Centre Secretary.
Among my first guests were a middle-aged couple with the husband's father, an old man nearing his
seventieth birthday.
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Grandfather was permanently red in the face and quite unfitted to take part in any serious walking
excursions. But nothing and nobody could deter him. I took them to the Isle of Wight, and that
morning we walked from Yarmouth to Alum Bay, the old man coming along slowly and gallantly in
the rear. After lunch, our route lay along Tennyson Downs, to reach the top of which involved a steep
climb. In vain I suggested that Grandad should take a bus to Freshwater, where we would meet him at
the end of our walk.
He insisted on climbing. I watched him as he struggled upwards, his face changing from red to deep
purple; in my mind I began composing the letter to Head Office, explaining how I had killed a guest
on my first excursion. We reached our destination, but only by spending more time resting than
walking. Until the family left at the end of their holiday, I kept a surreptitious eye on the old man for
signs of after effects.
More exhilarating were the walks I made two or three times a week in the New Forest. As I became
better acquainted with this region of limitless beauty, I forsook the beaten tracks and struck out across
moors and into the less-frequented parts of the forest. The admirable people who followed me
accepted wet feet, insect bites and scratches with maximum good humour. Back at the guest-house,
there were hot baths, good meals and an evening of fun. Meanwhile, they were enjoying the sights of
the New Forest, filling their lungs with its scented air, and developing a healthy appetite.
Once, deep in the forest, we came across some woodcutters who, in moving their logs by tractor, had
churned up a lane of mud which, somehow or other, we had to cross. By stepping on fallen branches and
following a circuitous path, all, except three young fellows, managed to get to the other side without
sinking in the mire. The remaining three had a brain wave. The tractor passed them slowly dragging a
log. They jumped on this and began what they hoped was a dry and triumphant crossing.
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Unfortunately, the driver turned left and the trailing log cut straight through the undergrowth,
sweeping the three heroes into the mud.
A few guests found they could hire light push-chairs. This had disastrous consequences. Why not,
they argued, take our children with us on excursions? Hitherto, the children had been left in the charge
of father, or mother, or some relative who happened to be sharing their holiday. This was never an
unqualified success, and so, having discussed this new plan, the parents presented me with a fait
accompli. The children would go on the next walk.
I was not happy about this, and had the authority to veto the idea, but could not do so without
adopting a dictatorial attitude towards those who wished to try it as an experiment. The experiment
failed. I selected the easiest and firmest paths I knew, but in no time wheels buckled under the strain,
push-chairs were bogged down in the soft ground, and children became tangled up in brambles and
heather. The entire party was in trouble, and so scattered that to my agonized mind they seemed to
cover half of the New Forest. I got a rocket from Head Office for this one, but I had quietly resolved
that when I knew I was right I would never again yield to popular opinion or pressure.
Months passed. I continued to lead my excursions, make up my accounts, organize concerts, debates,
games, dances and treasure-hunts, and to conduct simple religious services. I was secretary and host
combined. Usually the social activities were the responsibility of a host and a hostess, who as voluntary
officials received a free holiday in exchange for their services. There were none such at Milford. "With
double duty to do, there were times when I threw myself on my bed and slept the sleep of exhaustion. I
was earning my thirty shillings a week, but I was enjoying myself tremendously and putting
everything I knew into the job.
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Then towards the end of July, a letter came from Head Office. I was to go to the Penzance centre. The
man originally appointed had died suddenly, and I was to replace him.
The guest-house at Penzance was at that time a boarding-school rented for the duration of the vacation
by the Holiday Fellowship. It was therefore a short-season centre, but since it accommodated about
ninety guests, the secretary not only had the benefit of a host and hostess, but also an assistant. In the
two seasons I spent with the Holiday Fellowship, I never knew a better centre, nor worked with such a
talented and happy staff.
We had three professional musicians and two outstanding amateur singers on the staff. Miss Haslem
was herself a teacher of music, but was beyond all else a bouncing ball of energy and fun. Every night
she took a hard-boiled egg with her to eat in bed. Her bedroom gave on to a balcony or gallery which
ran around the central hall and one evening my assistant, a medical student from Liverpool, was
pretending to serenade the old lady, using a tennis racket in place of the customary mandolin, lute, or
lyre. Calmly she stepped to the edge of the gallery and dropped the egg on his head.
On another occasion, the boilerman out of either sheer cussedness or forgetfulness stoked up his
boilers before going home, but left the dampers out so that the fire began burning fiercely and rapidly.
About two a.m. Miss Haslem and one or two of her staff burst into my room yelling something about
the hot-water pipes. They were in a state of high alarm, and in her agitation Miss Haslem was
shedding paper curlers all over my floor. I was too fat eyed with sleep to know or care much about what
was disturbing them, but gradually I became aware that my part of the house was throbbing like the
engine-room of a battleship, and that the pipes were gurgling and spluttering as boiling water surged
through them.
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I was given to understand that while the hot water was being run off with all urgency, the delegation
had called upon me as 'the man in the house' to lead the way to the boiler-house, where my undoubted
mechanical genius would effect the necessary modifications to the roaring furnace. My knowledge of
hot water systems was nil, but thus appealed to, I drowsily led the way to the fiery monster below.
There in the dusty, stifling heat I pushed in rods that protruded, lowered flaps that had been raised,
and in short, put the whole contraption into reverse on the principle that if the regulators as I had
found them were causing the fire to burn, then by reversing them I would put the fire out.
Meanwhile, someone had opened a window high up in the wall to let in some of the cool night air.
They also let in a bat. For a few hectic minutes this caused more consternation than the errant boiler.
As the creature swooped around seeking its way out, Miss Haslem screamed out a warning to the girls
not to let it get into their hair. But the whole affair by this time was getting into my hair. In this
confined space I was being pressed uncomfortably close to the boiler while my companions milled
around holding their heads between their hands and watching every move the bat made. When the bat
shot out of the window, he could hardly have been more relieved than I was. Quickly I assured them
that the furnace was now under control, and I hurried back to bed, hoping they had more faith in my
assurance than I did. The next morning I shaved in cold water. The furnace was out.
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The walks from this centre were a joy. Mullion Cove to the Lizard; Land's End to Lamorna Cove; St
Gunard's Head to St Ives; all within sight of the wide sweep of Mount's Bay, or within the sound of
the Atlantic rollers breaking on the rocky coasts of North Cornwall; and all inaccessible in those days
to any but the walker. I felt fit and happy. Each morning I woke to a day of interest and adventure;
each evening I threw myself unsparingly into social activities.
Among the guests on one particular week, we had a man who, someone said, was as 'nutty as a fruit
cake'. When we were assembling for the first excursion of the week, this character appeared dressed in
bottle-green — shorts, shirt, stockings and Tyrolean hat with feather. In his hand he carried a Boy
Scout's pole adorned with metal badges. As a rule, no one cared much what anybody wore, since the
walks were over rough country, but I could sense people drawing the line at walking with a chap in
fancy dress. I felt embarrassed, but as long as his footwear was sensible there was nothing I could do
about it.
The host, a temporary official, sidled up. I saw he was about to hand me the baby.
'Don't you think,' he hinted, 'that someone should tell that fellow about his dress?'
'Yes,' I replied. Then added quickly, 'You should.'
Fortunately our friend came to the conclusion that his pole was more of a hindrance than a help and we
never saw it again. The hat fell into a stream. He wore it no more.
At the end of the season at Penzance, I returned to Milford. After my weeks of energetic living among
crowds of people most of whom were of my own age, I felt subdued and even depressed to be back with
married couples and their children. To make matters worse, a widow turned up with a red-haired child
about seven or eight years old. He was hopelessly spoilt, and a spoilt child was as welcome at Milford
as an outbreak of cholera. Other children were not slow to follow his pernicious example.
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For the first two days this specimen made life hell for everybody. Then spots appeared on his face, and
the doctor diagnosed measles. The staff met in the kitchen for a mild celebration. But even so, the

ginger horror, though confined to his room, could not be kept in bed, and was soon hanging out of the
window, showering impertinences upon all who passed. I would have given much for a free hand and a
rubber-soled slipper.
At the end of September, the centre closed and I returned to Seaham. I was again on the dole, but now I
had the consolation that for part of the year I was assured of a job. The Holiday Fellowship had
promised me further work at Christmas, and as the time drew near I was anxious to hear to what
centre I had been appointed. A week before the holidays began, the familiar pink slip arrived Lyme
Regis.
Two memories of Lyme Regis on Christinas Eve 1935 remain: the warm sunny weather, and Elsie. The
first was remarkable in that the rest of England was fog-bound that night. The second was also
remarkable. I married her. But for this we had to wait for nearly two years. Meanwhile, on that
Christmas Eve, after Elsie and the rest of the staff had gone to bed, I sat in the hall of the guest-house,
checking in the arrivals. All were late, but by midnight only one had not turned up. The guests were in
their rooms, the house was quiet, and I was considering posting the last guest as missing, when there
came a light tap on the door. The night was moonless, and as I opened the door I almost passed out.
Before me was a woman's face, two dark shadows for eyes and between them a circular black dot, and
as far as I could see, nothing else.
Is this the Holiday Fellowship?' said a soft voice with a foreign accent.
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A frail figure, wrapped from head to foot in a dark blue shroud, drifted into the hall, and dropping a
suitcase on the floor, sank with a moan into a chair. I had never heard of a spectre carrying a suitcase,
so I went over to her. She was a Hindu. Rarely have I seen anyone so distressed. She had been told to
travel from London by coach, which, without any heating for the comfort of passengers, had been
delayed for hours. She had got off at Axminster and there this lonely, timid woman had been stranded.
By the time she had reached her destination, she was nearly frozen, and haggard with exhaustion; and
as her face grew paler, her dark eyes became sunken and her caste-mark more vivid. She proved to be a
charming person, and for our fancy dress parade, she helped dress me up in her national costume,
caste-mark and all.
Our host at Lyme Regis was a young man with a sparkling sense of humour. On Christmas night a
group of us walked to Uplyme to attend a carol service, and when we returned, Dave, our host, invited
us all to his room. I was prepared for almost anything, but when I walked in I was flabbergasted. All
over the room, on the mantelpiece, on the table, on the dressing-table, everywhere, there were bottles
of booze; gin, whisky, beer, wine, rum — the lot. A stringent rule of the H.F. was that no alcoholic
drinks were allowed on the premises, and yet here was a senior official not merely breaking the rule
but grinding it into the dust and about to force it down my throat.
'What'll you have?' he invited, in carefree manner.
Reluctantly I refused anything, and gloomily began to prepare for a most unpleasant interview with
him and the manageress. Others were not so inhibited. But no matter what each asked for, all got the
same lemonade. Dave must have spent hours collecting old bottles and filling them with pop.
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After Christmas, the pendulum swung once more from relative affluence to relative poverty; I was back
in Seaham. But within the next three months, I was to leave Seaham never to return, except for the last
sad rites of burying my parents. I was by now an experienced secretary, and as such, I presume, the
H.F. decided to give me the opportunity of choosing my next centre. In the last three years I had seen

more of England than I had seen in the previous twenty-three, and now I had an urge to go to Ireland. I
opted for Ballycastle. What I did not know was that not far from Ballycastle lived a man who was
appointed as secretary to the centre there year after year. So when my instructions came for the
summer season of 1936, they were for Moyle Towers, Hythe, Kent.
Hops and orchards may sound appetizing if not romantic, but Kent, I found, was not spectacular,
although pleasant. Rye, Winchelsea, Lympne 'where simple sheep are grazing now', Canterbury, the
cliff-top walks to Dover, and Folkestone where I bought Elsie her engagement ring, all held my interest
for a time; but more and more I dreamed of the sylvan beauty of the New Forest, the quaintness of the
Dorset villages and the wild coasts of Cornwall.
The fault, of course, lay not with Kent, one of our island's loveliest counties, but with me. My longing
for these places was a symptom of a dissatisfaction that was growing in me with this congenial but
futureless existence. Nor was my outlook made any the rosier by Elsie's occasional visits to Hythe
from London. Naturally I was delighted to see her, and we discussed our future with the optimism and
enthusiasm of all young couples. But after she had gone home at the end of such visits, I brooded on
the hard realities which seemed more distasteful viewed in my solitary state against a background of
holiday-making. Then down the years came an echo of Fircroft.
A letter arrived from the Workers' Educational Association.
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On the recommendation of the warden of Fircroft, I had been awarded a bursary for a fortnight's stay at
a Volkshochschule in Germany. This institution, which provided further education for youths, was in
Jena, and forthwith, highly excited at the prospect of going abroad for the first time, I wrote a letter of
thanks to Fircroft, and applied to Fellowship House for leave of absence. This was granted at once.
I had two companions on this trip both Welsh. They had been students at Coleg Harlech, but neither
could speak German, so I was appointed unofficial interpreter. This was a doubtful honour. Although
one was the best type of Welshman, warm-hearted and quiet, the other made long, involved and
eloquent speeches to various groups of Germans, and peremptorily demanded that I should translate.
The house at Jena was large and austerely furnished, and set on a hillside just outside the town. We
spent only a day or two there, and then from Jena, with its medieval atmosphere, ancient streets and
squares, I set off with a party of young Germans, under the leadership of two of their tutors, on a cycle
tour of Eastern Bavaria and the Fichtelgebirge.
The two Welshmen travelled by train, meeting us each night at our destination. Our route lay
southwards to Bayreuth, where we attended the festival and saw a performance of Die Niebelun-gen in
the open-air theatre. English translations were provided, so my German was not overstrained. At one
point in the play a red squirrel ran across the stage, but although the incident tickled me, it appeared to
have no effect on my serious minded companions. Perhaps their food affected them in this way. I don't
know. Certainly I found the diet too much for me, and shortly after I returned to England, I went
down with gastric influenza, symptoms of which were apparent before I left Germany.
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The men I was with were apprentices in the Zeiss Works at Jena and, as such, they were not blessed
with much money, although they had saved hard for this trip. They could afford few luxuries. Only
once did we stay in anything but a youth hostel, and that was in an old castle converted into an inn.

We drank lager from steins, sang German folk-songs, beating out the rhythms with our pots in
approved fashion on the long bare tables. As the evening lengthened, we became a trifle maudlin, and
by special request the two Welshmen and I gave an alcohol-inspired version of 'Cockles and Mussels'.
This stirred a drunken storm-trooper to his beery foundations, for he threw his arms around my neck
and, with considerable expenditure of alcoholic vapour and saliva, declared his undying friendship for
the British and for all things British. The next morning we were back on our usual diet of rye bread
and 'Blutwtirst', a synonym for raw black-pudding. One felt one was chewing a feather mattress, and for
hours afterwards one had the sensation of having been torpedoed in the stomach.
Nor was the food the only or the most disagreeable factor in German life in 1936. All too sadly evident
were the signs of an overripe nationalism; the stigmatization of the Jews; the flag-waving; Strength
through Joy; uniform; Sam Browne belts and jackboots. Yet, so virile were the traditions of Old
Germany, so keenly did one feel the influence of her ancient customs, that one sensed the shallowness
of this Hitlerite gloss and the zest for life which many Germans showed when they were temporarily
released from the compulsory obsequiousness that the regime imposed upon them. I noticed several
times how suddenly hushed a jovial company would become in an inn or beer-garden at the sight of a
brown shirt. The political diet of National Socialism was too rich for many a German stomach; they
sought a simpler and plainer fare.
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I was taken into custody if one may call it such for innocently transgressing Nazi law. Our party had
reached Wundsiedel on the border of Czechoslovakia, and we thought we should like to cross the
frontier and look around Eger, as it was then called. At the station there, we were still in German
territory until we had passed through the barrier at the end of the platform. We had our day in Eger
and were returning by tram to the station when I saw the headlines of a newspaper left behind by some
passenger. 'Attempted Assassination of the King of England', it said. Apparently some lunatic had fired
a pistol somewhere in London, just as King Edward VIII was passing.
Naturally I was interested, and picking up the paper carried it with me through the customs barrier
and, sitting down on a bench, began to read the account. Suddenly a hand appeared and the newspaper
was firmly removed from my grasp. Before me was a burly figure dressed in bottle-green and
festooned with leather belts and straps.
'And where are you travelling to?' he asked.
'Nach Wundsiedel,' I replied, and since one of these two words was a proper noun and the other easy
to pronounce, he assumed that I was a German. My fair hair and blue eyes did not help matters, either.
'Come with me,' he ordered.
We began moving off down the platform, for I had no wish to antagonize him by refusal. As we went
he said, 'You should know by now that this newspaper is forbidden in Germany.'
'How should I know?' I replied. 'I'm not a German.'
He stopped dead in his tracks and looked, I thought, somewhat relieved. One of the two German tutors
came hurrying up, and they had a discussion about me.
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The upshot was that my newspaper was confiscated and I was allowed to go back to my bench, but not
before I asked the man in green whether my King was dead. He turned his back on me. The tutor had

got himself a rocket for not warning me, but when I asked what would have happened if I had been a
German, he simply replied, 'Oh, nothing much. We have to be careful these days.'
At the end of a week we were back in Jena. Two days later the three of us were on our way by car to
Eisenach, via Erfurt and Weimar, passing, so I was told, near the Buchenwald concentration camp. Our
driver, a German teacher, stopped the car on the hills overlooking Weimar, and told us of the Weimar
Republic.
'It was a stronghold of German Socialism,' he said. Then added with a smile, 'It still is.'
At Eisenach I was boarded with a German family, and one of my happiest memories is of going with
them to an open-air concert in a beer-garden. We sat in alcoves formed by shrubs and flowers; the
orchestra played a programme of Wagner's music, while high above us towered the famous castle of
the Wartburg, behind which a full moon was shining. From Eisenach we went on to Cologne, where I
spent but one day before returning to England.
The short break from duty at Hythe had renewed my zest for work. Then one day I found myself lying
flat on my back on a lawn outside a wayside cafe — too weak and ill to do more than stagger, much
less to lead a walking excursion. Although mentally refreshed by my holiday, I had become aware of
digestive disturbances, initiated as I have said, by rubbery sausages and black bread. My innards
rumbled menacingly. My visits to the lavatory became more frequent and then positively urgent.
Nevertheless, I carried on, hoping these distressing symptoms would wear off, until one day I
staggered at the head of my party into this cafe. I flopped out on the lawn.
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The guests wrapped me in rugs and put me on the back seat of the coach. For two weeks I lay in bed,
but at first I could not believe I was seriously ill. I was certain that all I had was an internal chill, and
that what I needed was the pitman's remedy a long, strong sweat.
A guest, who had been on a trip to France, brought me a bottle of cognac. This was another instance of
the rule being broken, but I was too ill to care, and besides I thought the spirit would make me sweat.
Glass after glass I drank. It seemed tasteless, but when the doctor came I was canned. Afterwards he
told me that, as he walked in, I looked at him with bleary eyes, and said, 'Who the hell sent for you?'
This act of stupidity probably kept me in bed longer than was necessary, but at last I was back on the
job. But not for long. The season was coming to an end, and another few months of standing in the
dole queue was looming up once more. Then one week-end I had a visit from some friends whom I had
met at Milford two years ago. They not only invited me to stay with them at the end of September, but
hinted that they might be able to get me a job — selling tombstones.
This did not seem a merry assignment, but a job was a job, and in October I was in North London,
learning the tricks of salesmanship. Most of my friends were amused when they heard what I was
doing. They visualized me walking around London with a sample under each arm. In fact, it was a
serious business in which competition was fierce. Much too fierce for me. I soon discovered that I had
no talent for salesmanship: I was too ready to take 'no' for an answer. Besides, I had little relish for
looking up the 'Deaths' column in year-old newspapers and then tootling off to see the relatives, some
of whom were only too anxious to forget the departed, much less perpetuate his memory with an
expensive tombstone.
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Others were prepared to have a gravestone, but jibbed at paying extra for the lettering. Some were
undecided. To these I showed everything in my book, from elaborate monuments embellished with
fat-bellied cherubs to unadorned slabs. Invariably they muttered something about waiting a little in
case the grave sank, and gently closed the door.
The proprietor of the business at last shook his head sadly over my virgin order book and told me he
was afraid I had not the makings of a salesman. I agreed heartily. Although I was relieved to go,
nevertheless I felt disappointed, for not only was this the first job I had ever lost, but, had I held it, Elsie
and I would have been able to get married.
By a coincidence, a firm of patent-medicine manufacturers, in which Elsie's brother-in-law was a
sales executive, had opened an intensive advertising campaign. There was work for me here. All I had
to do was to carry a sackful of advertising pamphlets from house to house, and push them through
letter boxes. The work was temporary, poorly paid, and would not have taxed the mind of a moron. But
I took it. For several weeks I padded up and down streets and along garden paths, ramming these
screaming blurbs through letter-boxes, or into the hands of indifferent householders. The H.F. rescued
me from mental creeping paralysis. I was appointed to Hythe once more for Christmas 1936. This was
to prove my last paid post with the H.F., although years later, I acted as a host for them at the Wye
Valley centre.
Meanwhile, Elsie, who was cashier for a mineral-water firm, took her courage in both hands and asked
her boss if he could find me a job. He called in the firm's secretary, and said, 'Find this girl's young man
a job.'
And he did. Just like that. A letter arrived for me at Hythe.
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I recall I was on my way to the bathroom when the letter dropped on the mat, and I opened it as I lay
in the hot water. It was from a firm of timber merchants and importers with their headquarters in
Bunhill Row, London, and I was asked to attend an interview the first week in January. They wanted a
stock clerk and book-keeper.
As I knew little about either, I waited with some trepidation in the small office into which I was
ushered. An experienced accountant such as the secretary of this firm must be would see through my
pretence in very short time. A tall grey-haired man came in and asked in a nervous manner a few
inconsequential questions. He told me to wait and went out. Nearly a quarter of an hour elapsed before
he came back. He seemed agitated, and went over the answers I had given him previously. Finally,
after a long hesitation, a decision seemed to rise and burst within him.
'Look here,' he said. 'Start on Monday at nine o'clock. Your salary will be fifty shillings a week with a
five-shilling rise at the end of a month if you prove satisfactory.' Then, as though speaking his thoughts
aloud, he continued, I wish the secretary had been here to attend to this. They have just rung up to say
he has the flu.'
Saved by a germ, I thought. The luck of the Hitchins.
This was the first permanent post I had had since August 1932, and I was grimly determined to keep
it. And I did. For nine years I worked in the City for this firm, which was a family business. They
were, for the most part, understanding people for whom it was a pleasure to work, however dull that
work might be. At the end of my trial month, I got my five shillings rise; at the end of my nine years,
they gave me a present, a cheque for seventy-five pounds.

C H A P T E R 10
MY HOME FRONT

ONE Saturday morning in January 1937, an important event took place in Chadwell Heath High Street.
Elsie and I walked into the post office and almost ceremoniously opened a savings account with a
deposit of five pounds. Many times I took out the book and looked with satisfaction at that initial
entry. There in black and white was society's acknowledgment that I was a man of substance. I had
capital, a permanent job, and would shortly be a married man. Above all I had got out of the pits. That
spectre had been finally and irrevocably laid.
My new job, unexciting and strange, required no immense output of brain-power. A good memory
was an asset and this I fortunately had. But travelling to and from the office each day was a weird
experience. I had been accustomed to walking to work, talking to my workmates, but here people ran
past me with their coat-tails flying. They spoke to no one. They scampered down the steps to the
station platform, and politely but ruthlessly elbowed their way into overcrowded compartments where
at once they disappeared behind newspapers. Thousands of these silent people poured out of the train at
Liverpool Street, many jumping expertly out before the train had stopped. They raced through the
barriers and vanished down long tunnels or galloped after passing buses.
I was astonished and not a little contemptuous of this behaviour. Within weeks, I was in the van of the
daily procession of runners and jumpers, though I doubt whether I could have given a reason for my
haste beyond the fact that I had to be in the office by nine o'clock, or that I wanted to catch a certain
train that would get me home five minutes before the next.
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Few passengers bothered to look at the destination boards. Their train left the same platform at the
same time week after week. This habit was the undoing of one of my colleagues. He lived near
Southend, and as usual, he burst on to the platform just as the train was moving. He jumped aboard
with all the aplomb of the experienced Londoner. The first stop was Cambridge.
To Elsie's brother, Laurie, with whom I stayed for a while, such rushing and crowding was the breath
of life and an unending source of amusement. He was a photographer in a Fleet Street news-agency,
and lived in a perpetual whirl of activity. Shrewd without being hard, clever but not slick, he was,
throughout his life, in a state where he had just abandoned some scheme, was working on another, and
thinking up a third. Boyish enthusiasm and mature business sense, combined with his restless character,
produced some startling and incongruous results.
On my first visit to his house, where he lived alone, Elsie and I were kept waiting several minutes on
the doorstep while mysterious shufflings went on in the hall. When at last we entered, we had to walk
carefully, for along the floor and half-way up the stairs, were drying prints. A gramophone was
blasting the plaster off the wall with the 'Zampa' overture, the record of which was almost worn
smooth with repeated playings. He paced up and down the room, smoking a cigarette, and stopping now
and then to punch out a sentence on an antiquated typewriter. His bedroom was decorated with fairylights; he rarely went on a train journey without going to see the engine and talk to the driver; yet
behind this apparent but likeable childishness, was the heart of a man
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When, later, he married his second wife, a widow with three children, he proved himself a devoted
husband and father. What is more, within the circle of his happy domesticity, and with the
encouragement of his wife, he gradually built up a flourishing business of his own.
In September 1937, Elsie and I were married. There was no expensive reception and no bridal gowns or
sleek automobiles with fluttering white ribbons. We had to choose between these displays and a
honeymoon abroad, and since we were both fond of travel, walking and the open air, we opted
unhesitatingly for the latter. We therefore rode to our wedding on a bus, and later that day, left
London for two weeks' holiday on the Rhine.
For most of the time, we stayed in Koenig winter, lodging there in the house of the ferryman. He and
his wife had a small daughter and a grown-up son, who, an ardent Nazi, was fortunately away at a
rally or a camp, acquiring strength through joy. We had his room, and in one corner was a Nazi flag on
a long pole. This we found useful for killing mosquitoes on the ceiling. The house itself was in a sidestreet away from the big hotels bordering the river, and immediately opposite our room window was a
silent and grimy shop. It was never open, and in the shop window were a few fly-blown
advertisements. Our landlady pointed it out to us, although we felt that it was conspicuous enough.
'Jews live there,' she informed us. 'He was wounded in the First World War. Now he has no living. It's
a shame.'
These, I thought, were sentiments which she would do well to keep from her son.
We spent our days walking in the Siebengebirge and the Eifel, sailing down the Rhine to Koblenz and
to Linz, and sightseeing in Bonn and Cologne.
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The area was crammed with foreigners, and such was the babel of tongues that I spent some time giving
directions in German to two girls who turned out to be English. We spent little money, for not only was
living cheap but we assiduously avoided shopping sprees. Nevertheless, when we reached Flushing on
our return journey, we had only just enough Dutch money to pay our hotel bill.
The harbour there is some considerable distance from the town, and next morning, the manageress
came to the door and pointed out the tram we should take. I pulled out a handful of coins to show I
had no Dutch money, shouldered my rucksack and prepared to move off. She checked us, called for the
hotel porter, and bade him give us the tram fare. Although the amount was small, the act was big. It
was generous, and we were grateful.
If the Dutch were kind, their weather was not. That day a full gale was blowing which rocked even the
tram as it rattled along to the harbour. Elsie was an extremely bad sailor, and I was an unknown
quantity in that I had never made a rough Channel crossing. Indeed I had not been on a rough sea.
At the harbour we took a final photograph, and while we did so, the wind picked up our camera case
and blew it into the clock. Philosophically, we accepted our loss and went on board the packet. Here, it
seemed, we would have need of all our philosophy. Stewards were running ropes around the deck and
setting out buckets at various points, while beyond the harbour mouth, we could see waves foaming
and breaking in frothy chaos.
The decks were crowded, and among the passengers were a group of Scotsmen wearing kilts. Beefy
chaps these and not a little concerned about a pretty girl who was with them.
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As the boat cleared the harbour, Elsie began to change colour, but in her race to the lee side she was
beaten by one of the Scotsmen, and before an hour had passed, the view to starboard was blocked by a
row of kilts. Their little girl was unaffected. And so was I, until I went below to get a blanket for Elsie.
Here there was every appearance of a badly-organized hospital ship. Bodies lay everywhere. The
atmosphere was fetid and warm. Hurriedly I got my blanket and went up on deck, where I found that
by keeping still and fixing my eye on the gyrations of the top of the mast, I was, at best, not sick,
although I was far from having much interest in life.
Back home once more, I reviewed our position. We were both working, so our finances were sound.
But I, with the memories of the last few years, was uneasy about the future and our security. No
matter how healthy a firm might be, it could be swept away by economic forces outside its control, and
this depressing thought began to influence my ideas and plans. I considered I must have qualifications
such as would have an economic value on the labour market. But as to what sort of qualifications these
might be, I was somewhat hazy.
A degree seemed the most obvious, but this entailed three or four years at a university — clearly an
impossible proposition for a married man. Yet to take the entrance examination or matriculation was, I
thought, a step in the right direction and one which might up me a little in the commercial world.
That winter I went to the technical college in Dagenham, this time paying careful attention to the
intricacies of English grammar — which I have by now happily forgotten. In May 1938, I, in the
words of the official letter, 'presented myself for examination' at the Imperial Institute.
Many minor tragedies take place among the candidates at these examinations, and a few reach
alarming proportions.
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One such came to my notice when after the mathematics paper, we broke for lunch and a group of us
were sitting in a cafe holding an inquest on our respective efforts. Mathematics is a subject in which
answers are either right or wrong, and soon we had decided we had passed, perhaps scraped through,
or failed miserably. One of the group was a student of law, employed in a solicitor's office. He was so
affected that he pushed away his food and in a bitter voice, blurted out, 'I've failed again.' Four times
he had taken the examination upon which his future depended, and each time he had failed in the
same subject.
I sympathized with him, but I was feeling elated. I had done well in the mathematics paper, and felt
reasonably happy about the other subjects, despite some startling comments on 'The Rake's Progress'
which I had dragged into an English essay. At the oral examination I was congratulated on my efforts
and asked what my future plans were. No other questions were asked, and I considered this an
indication that I had satisfied the examiners. And so it proved.
About this time I found out that it was possible to take an external degree at London University. With
this in mind, I lined up at evening classes with the intermediate B.Sc. as my next fence. But once
more, world events drove a coach-and-four through my schemes. My studies were nearly complete
when war broke out, and I found that, among other difficulties, travelling up to London to the Sir John
Cass Institute, where I was studying, became more and more arduous, time-wasting and wearying.
We were now living at Ingatestone, some fourteen miles or so out of London and, whereas at the best
of times, this meant changing trains at Shenfield, now I had frequently to finish my journey home on
foot or cycle. To this was added the uncertainty of wartime existence, the necessity of carrying on my
work five and a half days a week, my
duties as a warden, and my responsibilities as a husband and householder.
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The Battle of Britain began, and to the sound of sirens, bombs and screaming aircraft, our first son
was born. This did nothing to allay my anxieties. We had a grandstand view of the battle over the
Thames estuary and northwards to the airfields of Essex, but, however thrilling this might now sound
in retrospect, in the back of one's mind lay ever the gruesome thought of what a bomb or a machinegun could do.
While the battle was at its height, I became what must surely be the only pedestrian to be involved in
an aerial dogfight. The way to the station at Ingatestone lay along the northern edge of a cricket field
bordered by hedges and trees. One Saturday morning, neatly dressed as becomes a City gentleman, I
was hurrying along this path when away to the south I heard the roar of aircraft and the stutter of
machine-gun fire. This was a common occurrence by now, and although curious, I felt no alarm, until
out of the blue and sweeping across the field came an aircraft, and not far behind came a second.
To which side these two warriors owed allegiance, I knew not as I dived, slightly too late, into a
shallow ditch by the side of the path. I was showered with leaves and twigs as bullets whistled
through the topmost branches. Who was shooting at whom remains a mystery, but as I crawled out of
the ditch, I took one look at my suit and realized I was no longer the immaculate man of commerce.
After Hitler's invasion of Russia, air raids ceased and a certain degree of normality returned. Life
became routine and time was to spare. Once more I turned to my books this time at Birkbeck College,
where one could take an internal degree by part-time study. In 1944 I took my intermediate, and
moved to Romford, which, if less rural than Ingatestone, was much nearer the City.
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The invasion of Normandy had brought, so we thought, the end of the war nearer. We felt it was only
a matter of time. And then came the first of the flying bombs. Within days we were living in a state of
perpetual air attack, and Elsie went with our boy to stay with her sister at Maidenhead.
With them in a safe place, I was easier in mind, although since I had now to do my own household
chores, turn out each night on civil defence duty, travel to and from work in the City each day, and in
between times get on with my studies, I soon became aware of the strain. Once after a hectic day in the
office, I came home, cooked a simple meal, and prepared for a turn of duty in the warden's post.
Finding I had a little time in hand, I took up a textbook. At ten o'clock that night I woke up. Someone
was hammering on the door, calling me out on a duty for which I was already three hours late. The
room was reflecting the glow of a distant fire, and not far off a doodlebug streaked northwards across
Romford.
Among civil defence workers, the appearance of these weapons caused some bewilderment. At the
sight of the first one, we cheered wildly, convinced that it was a German aircraft crashing in flames.
When the thing landed and the resultant blast made our teeth rattle, we were not so sure. But then
neither were the ack-ack gunners stationed near our end of Romford. They lowered the angle of
elevation of their guns and tried to shoot the flying bombs out of the sky. Luckily they had no marked
success, but the burst of an ack-ack shell only a few hundred feet above our heads was no pleasant
experience for those of us who happened to be underneath.
One of my colleagues on his way to the warden's post stopped to watch a bomb passing over. The
guns chose that moment to open fire, and with shells bursting over him, he dived into the nearest
place of shelter, which happened to be a ladies' lavatory.
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He escaped the shower of shrapnel and the whistling nose-caps, but he had a complaint: 'What the hell
did they want to fire at me for?'
The same man, after a bomb incident, forced his way into a wrecked house and freed an old man, who
though unhurt, had been pinned in the toilet at a most crucial moment. A similar occasion provided
me with a mystery which I have never solved. I got into a partially damaged house to see whether any
help was needed. The family were gathered in the lounge all in night attire and apparently unharmed
except for a young man, dressed in a golfing outfit, lying on the sofa in a dead faint, with a bag of golf
clubs beside him. And this at two o'clock in the morning.
Four evenings a week I had to attend lectures at the university, and also put in some practical work in
the laboratories and change my books at the college library. The younger undergraduates spent most of
their weekends taking part in the social functions and sports organized by the Students' Union. I had
no time to share in this, beyond attending an occasional debate, but the inclination was strong.
On the evenings I was due at the university, I invariably went to a cafe near the office and had a cup
of tea and a cheese roll, which sustained me until I reached home at about ten p.m. This routine went
on for some years, broken only by my fortnight's annual holiday, but even this I had to arrange to fit
in with several consecutive days of field-work at Swanage, Sheffield, Bradford-on-Avon and, of course,
in the Weald, that happy hunting-ground of aspiring geographers and geologists.
Elsie, who had given birth to our second son at Maidenhead, returned to Romford when the flyingbomb attacks ceased. For a short while, we lived in false security.
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We were happy to be united, although the only indication of my presence in the house was the
scratching of a pen. Respite from household duties gave me the chance to carry on my studies until
midnight, so what I gained on the roundabouts I foolishly lost on the swings. Notwithstanding, all
seemed to be going well when a loud bang in Chiswick, which we heard distinctly in Romford,
heralded the advent of the V.2, and ushered in what was to prove, for us, the worst period of the war.
Early reports suggested that the Chiswick explosion was the result of a ruptured gas main. But no one
was deceived, and our doubts were confirmed when more and more 'gas mains' began to go up. These
rocket attacks scared me stiff: not that I felt heroic in any air raid, but with bombs, mines and
incendiaries, one had a warning, however brief it might be. The flying bomb gave plenty of warning,
and although I, in common with many others, had a few close shaves, I never felt much fear of them.
The rocket was a different matter. As my warden friend of the ladies' lavatory episode remarked, 'It is
not so much that I mind being attacked, but I resent being attacked from behind by a bloke in carpet
slippers.' Moreover, I had an obstinate premonition that I was to meet disaster through these weapons. I
was worried not so much by this belief as by the fact that I should have the premonition at all. I am
just not the type. I made arrangements for my family to be evacuated once more.
This time they would go to Durham.
My mother was delighted to have them. Not merely was she thrilled at the prospect of having her two
grandchildren with her, but in August 1944, my father had died and she was somewhat lonely. This
loneliness was largely of her own making, for many relatives lived near by, but the coming of old age
had increased rather than modified her propensity to quarrel; so all but her sister avoided her.
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We arrived in Seaham on one of the worst days of the year. A north-east wind was blowing hard from
the sea over roads and streets carpeted with frozen slush. Even those who have lived in this part of
England all their lives dread these northeast gales from the ice-fields of northern Scandinavia. The
elderly are in particular danger, especially the older miners fighting their way home from a warm pit.
The cold blast bites hard. Many take to their beds with chest troubles, and before my family had been
there a week, the younger boy, a mere baby, was stricken down. For a while his life hung in the
balance. Barely had he recovered, when back in Romford the disaster which I had felt hovering over
me occurred
As I was preparing breakfast one morning, I had occasion to walk through the passage leading to the
kitchen. I therefore had my back to the main street when, strangely enough, quietly and swiftly the
front door hurtled along the passage and slugged me over the head. A V.2 falling on the house
opposite, had removed all my windows and the front door, whipped off most of the tiles and brought
the chimney down through what was left of the ceilings. Slivers of glass had pitted the woodwork, and
falling bricks had passed through some of the floor-boards, which stuck up through the carpet in the
hall. As I crawled out of the debris and fingered tenderly the lump on my head, I realized that now I
should have to evacuate myself.
I was, by comparison, most fortunate. In the houses opposite, twenty-two people had died, mostly
women and children. Even more pathetic was the survival of a little girl, alone out of an entire family,
and she, poor mite, was mentally defective.
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Whether I had lost the power to think straight or whether the shock had robbed me of my sense of
values, I cannot guess, but my reaction to this disaster was certainly not reasonable. With my home
wrecked and all its contents exposed to public gaze, all I could think of was a packet of razor blades in
the bathroom. These I determined to save. In a blazing temper I forced my way into the house again,
kicking at everything, including furniture, that stood in my way, until I reached the bathroom. And not
until I had pocketed those wretched blades did I feel any sense of peace or tranquillity returning.
The plurality of trouble is proverbial, and sure enough, within the hour, rain began to fall. This is
perhaps an understatement, for 'to fall' indicates a certain passivity, and there was nothing passive
about this rain. It came down in stair-rods, forcefully and venomously. Bedding and carpets became
pulpy; water streamed off sideboards and wardrobes; sofas soon were sodden; and my piano, with the lid
blown off and already half full of rubble, was slowly filling with water, despite considerable leakage
through the pedal holes. Such furniture as still remained in the house was caked in wet brick dust and
plaster, while the men seeking to rescue it, ground underfoot broken crockery, mirrors and glassware.
And everywhere there was mud. Tons of it thrown high into the air by the explosion lay inches thick
on the road and pavements, where it was turned into a sticky paste by innumerable feet, snaking hosepipes of the fire brigade and the wheels of ambulances and police cars.
Yet out of the miserable chaos came order. Quickly and efficiently, as the rescue of buried people
went on, our furniture was stacked into vans and whisked away to storage depots, the roadway was
cleared and traffic started to move. The knowledge that my worst troubles were being shouldered by
the community was an indescribable relief. I felt the return of optimism.
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I began counting, not what was lost but what was saved, and this included my own life.
My immediate problem was to find a home somewhere in or near London. A telephone call brought
me a ready invitation to stay with Elsie's brother Laurie and his wife Hilda at their New Maiden

home. Barely had I settled down there, when Fate completed a trilogy of trouble for me by an attack
of sinusitus.
With a blinding face-ache, I went to the doctor who was to perform the draining operation. Seldom
have I seen a man so busy. He was an ear, nose and throat specialist, but also he acted as general
practitioner. In the afternoons, assisted by a nurse, he attended to his specialist cases such as mine, and
after tea, he presumably opened his surgery to general patients.
On this particular afternoon he had so many cases that one stream of patients was overlapping the
other, so sending his nurse to her tea he called me in — the last of his afternoon patients. I had already
spent some time in the crowded waiting-room with a drug-soaked plug of cotton wool stuffed tightly
into one nostril, out of which protruded a miniature meat skewer.
As I sat in the surgery chair, my face felt as though I had but recently walked into a block of concrete.
'You're not afraid of blood, are you?' he asked.
The answer to that one depended on (a) whose blood it was, and (b) how much was likely to be spilt.
However I came back with a brave 'No,' upon which he pulled the drumstick out of my nose and
pushed a kidney bowl under my chin.
'Hold that firmly,' he instructed, 'and don't move.'
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The first half of these directions presented no difficulty. I held on to the bowl with a grip of iron. My
natural apprehension saw to that. But the second part of the instructions would not be so easy; judging
from the tangle of rubber tubes, bulbs and sharp needles with which he was juggling, I was sure that,
when he got busy, any subsequent movement of mine would be both violent and rapid. The success of
the operation was due more to his skill than to my fortitude, for when I arrived home, my sister-inlaw, startled by my white face and the inevitable plug of cotton wool, immediately brewed me a cup of
tea — the Englishman's panacea. This I drank thankfully, but when she laid before me a succulent
kipper, my stomach failed me.
Laurie was helpful to me in another sphere. Some small wins on the football pools had stimulated him
to the point where he was experimenting with permutations and combinations of results. I had a
limited knowledge of these matters, which in fact formed part of the mathematical syllabus I was at
that time studying. Laurie considered this a heaven-sent opportunity to satisfy his curiosity about the
number of bets needed to cover all or some eventualities, provided he limited his forecasts to a specific
number of teams. Later his schemes became even more complex, and I was driven hard to supply the
answers, which were rarely assuring, often disappointing and sometimes astronomical. Nevertheless, I
became something of an expert in this aspect of mathematics, and at the examination I found there was
at least one question which I could answer with confidence.
As the winter of 1944 yielded to spring we knew we were entering the final phase of the war. By the
end of April, Elsie had returned to Romford where we were again united in a hastily repaired, roughly
decorated but habitable home. Yet once more, we had to evacuate the house. This time it was a
temporary measure, only to ensure our safety while a mine or bomb was removed from the garden.
How long it had lain there was impossible to tell; it must have been some years, for not only was it
rusted but the area round it was covered with vegetation.
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It lay in the more neglected part of the garden, for during the war I had neither the time nor the
inclination to do much gardening. Now I began the work of tidying up, and one job was to repair the
fence which was leaning over in the corner adjoining other gardens and farthest from the house. Here
lay the bomb. At first I thought it was an old wash-boiler that someone had buried, but as I scraped
away the soil, the true nature of my find became all too apparent. No ballet dancer ever moved so
lightly as I, as I tiptoed up the garden path, and few athletes would have been ashamed of the record I
set up in the dash to the police station.
Then a new emergency arose. A national emergency in education. New teachers were wanted, and
wanted urgently; emergency training colleges were set up. Although I had not reached my finals, I
was certain that I would, excluding accidents, get my degree. Therefore I applied for admission to one
of these training colleges. In a matter of weeks I was called to an interview at the Ministry of
Education. Not since my interview with J. B. Henderson in Fellowship House had so much depended on
the outcome, and now I faced a panel of experts whose questioning seemed to penetrate to my
innermost thoughts. As they probed, I made what capital I could out of the qualifications I had. They
were unimpressed, I thought, as they listened politely but without enthusiasm to my ambitions for the
future.
'You would not take fright if you were faced with a class of children?' asked one.
I was genuinely puzzled by the question; the possibility of such a thing happening had never crossed
my mind.
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And now that it had, I could hardly conceive that this eventuality could exist for anybody. But I was
wrong. Years later I actually saw it happen, when, at a technical college in which I was teaching, 1
beheld a new teacher, a man of forty or so and by no means physically enfeebled, standing sweating
and white-faced outside a classroom in which there were but a dozen youths. I had much to learn.
Meanwhile my interrogators had indicated that they were satisfied with my answers and comments.
Perhaps they may even have construed my bewilderment at their final question as a sign of my own
confidence. If they did, they were right. I was confident of my ability to teach, although I was never
rash or vain enough to regard myself as a pedagogic genius. The last obstacle to a teaching career was
removed when I received a grant to support my family during my period of training.
And so it came to pass that one Friday morning in September 1945 I came panting into the office on
the stroke of nine for the last time. Almost with ceremony, I made my last ledger entries, ruled off the
stock-book and dispatched my last batch of statements. Promptly on the stroke of five, I said my
goodbyes and walked out into the hubbub of a London street with the feeling of freedom and the air of
elation that one has when one throws up a job and begins a vocation.
The following Monday, I got off a Green Line coach in Walthamstow, crossed the street and walked up
the steps of the South-West Essex Technical College. Just inside the imposing entrance was a notice
before which, I must confess, I stood with a feeling of pride:
'WILL STUDENTS OF THE FOREST TRAINING COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS PLEASE ASSEMBLE IN THE MAIN
HALL.'
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It had, I thought, been a long journey to this point, but, as when my birth was so ignominiously
announced thirty-five years before, I had most definitely arrived.

A year later I stood before a class of my own in my first school; a teacher, qualified, cautious and raw.
Just how raw was soon to be revealed by the activities of no less a person than Florence Nightingale. A
horde of inspectors had descended on us, and the headmaster, a fervent advocate of first impressions,
had staged an elaborate but prolonged morning assembly. None of the inspectors attended.
By the time I had got my boys into our classroom, only ten minutes or so remained of the time allocated
for the first lesson. This should have been Scripture, but, having nothing prepared, I decided to tack
these ten minutes on to the next lesson and so get in some extra work on mathematics. I was about to
announce this to the class, some of whom, in anticipation, had their textbooks already on the desk,
when the door opened and in walked a lady inspector.
'Mr Hitchin?' she said.
I confessed to it.
'I believe you have a Scripture lesson this morning?' she went on.
Again I confessed, but this time, in view of my lack of preparation, with no little trepidation. Then it
came.
'What?' she asked, tilting her head to one side and smiling at me with a charm that would have
brought a guilty blush to the face of a younger and less case-hardened character, 'what are you
proposing to teach?'
My mind was racing in top gear. I flipped open the Scripture syllabus that lay on my desk and pointed
at random to the first name that caught my eye under the heading 'Heroes of the Kingdom'.
'Florence Nightingale,' I replied boldly.
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She nodded approvingly, and sat down. I began, and for one awful moment thought I was talking
about Grace Darling.
Long before the ten minutes had gone I had exhausted all I knew of Florence Nightingale. I was
groping madly for inspiration, and breathing a whole chain of prayers for the bell that would end the
lesson. No punch-drunk boxer would have welcomed the sound of a bell more than I at that moment.
Then there sprang to my mind another story of Florence Nightingale.
'Not only did she tend for the sick and the wounded,' I continued somewhat airily, 'but she even found
time to write letters to the wives of these illiterate men.' I paused for effect. 'What do I mean by
"illiterate",' was the next obvious question to ask, and time mercifully ticked away before we had the
meaning clearly established.
'Sir.'
I looked around. There in the front row, with his arm half raised and his hand flapping feebly, was a
quiet unobtrusive lad who, in the most stimulating moments, had never raised his voice in comment or
question. He was far from bright, and I felt certain that any contribution he could make would, at best,
be irrelevant and, at worst, utterly inane. However I clutched at the straw.
'Yes?' I inquired with the lift of the schoolmasterly eyebrow.

'Please, sir,' he murmured. 'Please sir, could the wives read and write?'
I dismissed the idea with a smile and a deprecating wave of the hand. I failed to see the uppercut that
was coming.
'But sir,' he persisted. 'Sir, if the wives could not read, how could they read the letters that Florence
Nightingale had written for the illiterate soldiers?'
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I was nonplussed. The knock-out blow had come from the least expected quarter. The inspector was
delighted.
'What a good question!' she exclaimed.
I concurred weakly, and turned to the class. 'How many of you know the answer to that question?' I
asked. The buck was passed; the bell rang and I was learning fast.
There was born then the conviction that no matter how long I taught, I would find the routine of
teaching shattered continually by surprises, triumphs and irritations. And so it has proved. The
barometer of my emotions has fluctuated between elation and despair. I have found teaching always a
challenge; an interesting and absorbing vocation; sometimes even fascinating, and more often, a slow
uphill grind with apparently slim prospect of reward. Yet, when frustration reaches boiling-point,
when results seem slow and satisfaction almost non-existent, memory brings back a heartening picture.
A pit-lamp is raised, my face is scrutinized, and a miner's voice says, 'Let there be light.'
It was said as a quip; it remains as a principle. Perhaps there is no greater role for any man in this dark
world than to be a 'Torch-Bearer', however feeble his flame.
THE END

